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Northwest Conference Online 
NWC Women's Soccer Composite Schedule/Results (through 11/7) 
Sept. 1: Idaho 4, Whitworth 0; Pacific 3, at Evergreen St. 0; Cascade 1, Linfield 0. 
Sept. 3: UC-Santa Cruz 2, Whitworth 0 (W. Baptist Tournament); Macalester (MN) 4, Pacific 1; 
Whitman 2, Pomona-Pitzer (CA) 1. 
Sept. 4: Whitworth 0, Trinity Western 0 (Western Baptist Tournament); Willamette 0, Hawaii Pacific 0; 
George Fox 4, Western Oregon 0; Linfield 2, Whittier (CA) I (OT); LaVerne (CA) 2, Whitman 1. 
Sept. 5: Willamette 3, Hawaii Pacific 0; Pacific 3, Luther (IA) 0. 
Sept. 6: Cal Lutheran 3, Linfield 1. 
Sept. 7: George Fox 3, Western Baptist 2 (OT). 
Sept. 10: Willamette 2, Trinity (TX) 1; Biola (CA) 1, UPS 0; Whitman 2, Evergreen St. 0; George Fox 
4, La Verne (CA) 2. 
Sept. 11: Whitworth 2, Carroll (MT) 0; Willamette 2, Southwestern (TX) 1; Western Baptist 4, Linfield 
0; UPS 4, Redlands (CA) 0; Azusa Pacific 4, George Fox 0. 
Sept. 12: Whitworth 4, Evergreen St. 0; Pacific 4, Augsburg (MN) 0; Carroll (MT) 3, Whitman 2. 
Sept. 14: Whitman 4, Albertson (ID) 1; George Fox 2, Concordia 1. 
Sept. 15: Seattle 2, PLU 1 (OT) 
Sept. 17: Concordia 2, PLU 1; Pacific 2, Cascade 0; UPS 4, LaVerne (CA) 1. 
Sept. 18: Linfield 4, Evergreen St. 0. 
Sept. 19: PLU 2, LaVerne 0; Willamette 8, Evergreen St. 0; UC-San Diego 3, UPS 0. 
Sept. 22: UPS 2, PLU 0; Whitworth 1, Whitman 0; Willamette 4, Linfield 2; George Fox 4, Pacific 2. 
Sept. 25: PLU 2, Linfield 0; Whitworth 2, George Fox 0; Willamette 2, UPS 1 (20T); Pacific 4, 
Whitman 2. 
Sept. 26: Willamette 2, PLU 1; Pacific 0, Whitworth 0; George Fox 2, Whitman 1 (OT); UPS 1, Linfield 
0. 
Oct. 2: Pacific 1, PLU 0 (OT); Willamette 1, Whitworth 0; Whitman 2, Linfield 0; UPS 1, George Fox 0. 
Oct. 3: George Fox 1, PLU 0; Whitworth 2, Linfield 0; Willamette 7, Whitman 0; UPS 4, Pacific 0. 
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Oct. 6: Willamette 7, Cascade 0. 
Oct. 9: PLU 4, Whitman 1; UPS 2, Whitworth 0; Willamette 5, Pacific 0; George Fox 2, Linfield 0. 
Oct. 10 : PLU 2, Whitworth 0; Willamette 3, George Fox 2; Pacific 3, Linfield 0; UPS 3, Whitman 0. 
Oct. 16: Willamette 2, PLU 1; Whitworth 3, Pacific 2; Linfield 1, UPS 0; Whitman 1, George Fox 0. 
Oct. 17: PLU 1, Linfield 0; Whitworth 1, George Fox 0 (20T); UPS 0, Willamette 0; Pacific 2, Whitman 
1. 
Oct. 20: UPS 3, PLU 1; Whitman 1, Whitworth 0; Willamette 2, Linfield 0; George Fox 3, Pacific 1. 
Oct. 23 : George Fox 1, PLU 0 (OT); Linfield 1, Whitworth 0; Willamette 2, Whitman 1; UPS 1, Pacific 
1. 
Oct. 24 : PLU 2, Pacific 0; Willamette 4, Whitworth 1; UPS 4, George Fox 1; Whitman 2, Linfield 1. 
Oct. 29 : Whitworth 2, PLU 0; Willamette 2, George Fox 1; Pacific 2, Linfield 0; UPS 3, Whitman 0. 
Oct. 30 : PLU 2, Whitman 1; Whitworth 1, UPS 0; Willamette 6, Pacific 0; George Fox 4, Linfield 1. 
Nov. 3: Puget Sound 1, Willamette 1 (UPS advances on penalty kicks, 4-3). 
Nov. 6: Puget Sound 1, UC Santa Cruz 0. 
Nov. 7: UC San Diego 1, Puget Sound 0 (30T). 
(All matches begin at Noon, unless otherwise noted.) 
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NWC Women's Soccer Standings (Thru 10/30-
Final Regular Season) 
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NWC Women's Soccer Standings (Thru 10/29) 
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NWC Women's Soccer Composite Schedule/Results (through 10/29) 
Sept. 1: Idaho 4, Whitworth 0; Pacific 3, at Evergreen St. 0; Cascade 1, Linfield 0. 
Sept. 3: UC-Santa Cruz 2, Whitworth 0 (W. Baptist Tournament); Macalester (MN) 4, Pacific 1; 
Whitman 2, Pomona-Pitzer (CA) 1. 
Sept. 4: Whitworth 0, Trinity Western 0 (Western Baptist Tournament); Willamette 0, Hawaii Pacific 0; 
George Fox 4, Western Oregon 0; Linfield 2, Whittier (CA) 1 (OT); LaVerne (CA) 2, Whitman 1. 
Sept. 5: Willamette 3, Hawaii Pacific 0; Pacific 3, Luther (IA) 0. 
Sept. 6: Cal Lutheran 3, Linfield 1. 
Sept. 7: George Fox 3, Western Baptist 2 (OT). 
Sept. 10: Willamette 2, Trinity (TX) 1; Biola (CA) 1, UPS 0; Whitman 2, Evergreen St. 0; George Fox 
4, La Verne (CA) 2. 
Sept. 11: Whitworth 2, Carroll (MT) 0; Willamette 2, Southwestern (TX) 1; Western Baptist 4, Linfield 
0; UPS 4, Redlands (CA) 0; Azusa Pacific 4, George Fox 0. 
Sept. 12: Whitworth 4, Evergreen St. 0; Pacific 4, Augsburg (MN) 0; Carroll (MT) 3, Whitman 2. 
Sept. 14: Whitman 4, Albertson (ID) 1; George Fox 2, Concordia 1. 
Sept. 15: Seattle 2, PLU 1 (OT) 
Sept. 17: Concordia 2, PLU 1; Pacific 2, Cascade 0; UPS 4, LaVerne (CA) 1. 
Sept. 18: Linfield 4, Evergreen St. 0. 
Sept. 19: PLU 2, LaVerne 0; Willamette 8, Evergreen St. 0; UC-San Diego 3, UPS 0. 
Sept. 22: UPS 2, PLU 0; Whitworth 1, Whitman 0; Willamette 4, Linfield 2; George Fox 4, Pacific 2. 
Sept. 25: PLU 2, Linfield 0; Whitworth 2, George Fox 0; Willamette 2, UPS 1 (20T); Pacific 4, 
Whitman 2. 
Sept. 26: Willamette 2, PLU 1; Pacific 0, Whitworth 0; George Fox 2, Whitman 1 (OT); UPS 1, Linfield 
0. 
Oct. 2: Pacific 1, PLU 0 (OT); Willamette 1, Whitworth 0; Whitman 2, Linfield 0; UPS 1, George Fox 0. 
Oct. 3: George Fox 1, PLU 0; Whitworth 2, Linfield 0; Willamette 7, Whitman 0; UPS 4, Pacific 0. 
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Oct. 6: Willamette 7, Cascade 0. 
Oct. 9: PLU 4, Whitman 1; UPS 2, Whitworth 0; Willamette 5, Pacific 0; George Fox 2, Linfield 0. 
Oct. 10 : PLU 2, Whitworth 0; Willamette 3, George Fox 2; Pacific 3, Linfield 0; UPS 3, Whitman 0. 
Oct. 16 : Willamette 2, PLU 1; Whitworth 3, Pacific 2; Linfield 1, UPS 0; Whitman 1, George Fox 0. 
Oct. 17: PLU 1, Linfield 0; Whitworth 1, George Fox 0 (20T); UPS 0, Willamette 0; Pacific 2, Whitman 
1. 
Oct. 20 : UPS 3, PLU 1; Whitman 1, Whitworth 0; Willamette 2, Linfield 0; George Fox 3, Pacific 1. 
Oct. 23 : George Fox 1, PLU 0 (OT); Linfield 1, Whitworth 0; Willamette 2, Whitman 1; UPS 1, Pacific 
1. 
Oct. 24 : PLU 2, Pacific 0; Willamette 4, Whitworth 1; UPS 4, George Fox 1; Whitman 2, Linfield 1. 
Oct. 29 : Whitworth 2, PLU 0; Willamette 2, George Fox 1; Pacific 2, Linfield 0; UPS 3, Whitman 0. 
Oct. 30 : PLU at Whitman; UPS at Whitworth; Willamette at Pacific; Linfield at George Fox. 
Nov. 3: NCAA First Round. 
Nov. 6-8: NCAA Regionals. 
Nov. 12-14: NCAA Quartetfinals 
Nov. 19-21: NCAA Semi-finals and Finals. 
(All matches begin at Noon, unless otherwise noted.) 
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NWC Women's Soccer Individual Stats 
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NWC Women's Soccer Standings (Thru 
10/24) 
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NWC Women's Soccer Standings (Thru 10/17) 
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NWC Women's Soccer Standings (Thru 10/16) 
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NWC Women's Soccer Composite Schedule/Results (through 10/10) 
Sept. 1: Idaho 4, Whitworth 0; Pacific 3, at Evergreen St. 0; Cascade 1, Linfield 0. 
Sept. 3: UC-Santa Cruz 2, Whitworth 0 (W. Baptist Tournament); Macalester (MN) 4, Pacific 1; 
Whitman 2, Pomona-Pitzer (CA) 1. 
Sept. 4: Whitworth 0, Trinity Western 0 (Western Baptist Tournament); Willamette 0, Hawaii Pacific 0; 
George Fox 4, Western ()regon 0; Linfield 2, Whittier (CA) 1 (OT); LaVerne (CA) 2, Whitman 1. 
Sept. 5: Willamette 3, Hawaii Pacific 0; Pacific 3, Luther (IA) 0. 
Sept. 6: Cal Lutheran 3, Linfield 1. 
Sept. 7: George Fox 3, Western Baptist 2 (OT). 
Sept. 10: Willamette 2, Trinity (TX) 1; Biola (CA) 1, UPS 0; Whitman 2, Evergreen St. 0; George Fox 
4, La Verne (CA) 2. 
Sept. 11: Whitworth 2, Carroll (MT) 0; Willamette 2, Southwestern (TX) 1; Western Baptist 4, Linfield 
0; UPS 4, Redlands (CA) 0; Azusa Pacific 4, George Fox 0. 
Sept. 12: Whitworth 4, Evergreen St. 0; Pacific 4, Augsburg (MN) 0; Carroll (MT) 3, Whitman 2. 
Sept. 14: Whitman 4, Albertson (ID) 1; George Fox 2, Concordia 1. 
Sept. 15: Seattle 2, PLU 1 (OT) 
Sept. 17: Concordia 2, PLU 1; Pacific 2, Cascade 0; UPS 4, LaVerne (CA) 1. 
Sept. 18: Linfield 4, Evergreen St. 0. 
Sept. 19: PLU 2, La Verne 0; Willamette 8, Evergreen St. 0; UC-San Diego 3, UPS 0. 
Sept. 22: UPS 2, PLU 0; Whitworth 1, Whitman 0; Willamette 4, Linfield 2; George Fox 4, Pacific 2. 
Sept. 25: PLU 2, Linfield 0; Whitworth 2, Whitworth 0; Willamette 2, UPS 1 (20T); Pacific 4, Whitman 
2. 
Sept. 26: Willamette 2, PLU 1; Pacific 0, Whitworth 0; George Fox 2, Whitman 1 (OT); UPS 1, Linfield 
0. 
Oct. 2: Pacific 1, PLU 0 (OT); Willamette 1, Whitworth 0; Whitman 2, Linfield 0; UPS 1, George Fox 0. 
Oct. 3: George Fox 1, PLU 0; Whitworth 2, Linfield 0; Willamette 7, Whitman 0; UPS 4, Pacific 0. 
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Oct. 6: Willamette 7, Cascade 0. 
Oct. 9: PLU 4, Whitman 1; UPS 2, Whitworth 0; Willamette 5, Pacific 0; George Fox 2, Linfield 0. 
Oct. 10 : PLU 2, Whitworth 0; Willamette 3, George Fox 2; Pacific 3, Linfield 0; UPS 3, Whitman 0. 
Oct. 16 : PLU at Willamette; Whitworth at Pacific; UPS at Linfield; Whitman at George Fox. 
Oct. 17: PLU at Linfield; Whitworth at George Fox; UPS at Willamette; Whitman at Pacific. 
Oct. 20: PLU at UPS, 4 p.m.; Whitman at Whitworth, 3 p.m.; Linfield at Willamette, 4 p.m.; Pacific at 
George Fox, 3 p.m. 
Oct. 23: George Fox at PLU; Linfield at Whitworth; Willamette at Whitman; Pacific at UPS. 
Oct. 24: Pacific at PLU; Willamette at Whitworth; George Fox at UPS; Linfield at Whitman. 
Oct. 29 : PLU at Whitworth; Willamette at George Fox; Linfield at Pacific; UPS at Whitman. 
Oct. 30 : PLU at Whitman; UPS at Whitworth; Willamette at Pacific; Linfield at George Fox. 
Nov. 3: NCAA First Round. 
Nov. 6-8: NCAA Regionals. 
Nov. 12-14: NCAA Quarterfinals 
Nov. 19-21: NCAA Semi-finals and Finals. 
(All matches begin at Noon, unless otherwise noted.) 
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NWC Women's Soccer Standings (Thru 10/3) 
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NWC Women's Soccer Individual Stats 
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NW C Women's Soccer Standings (Thru 9/26) 
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Northwest Conference Women's Soccer Player of the Week 
Sept. 20-26 
Player of the Week: Jen Overstreet (George Fox, Sr., F, Beaverton, OR) scored four goals last week, 
two in a 4-2 win over Pacific and both goals in a 2-1 win at Whitman. Honorable Mention: Jennifer 
Dunford (Whitworth, Sr., F) scored all three of the Pirates' goals last week, including the lone goal in a 
1-0 win at Whitman and both goals in a 2-1 win over George Fox; Heather Ebert (Willamette, So., MF) 
had one goal and three assists to lead the 2nd-ranked Bearcats to a 3-0 week and into first place in the 
NWC; Meaghan Whalen (Linfield, So., F) scored both goals in a 4-2 loss to Willamette. 
Sept. 13-19 
Player of the Week: Danalyn Ong (Pacific, So., GK, Waipahu, HI) recorded her fourth shutout of the 
season in Pacific's 2-0 win over Cascade. Honorable Mention: Tori Taylor (George Fox, Fr., MF) scored 
both goals in the Bruins' 2-1 win over Western Baptist including the game winner with one second to 
play ... Alison Brennan (PLU, Jr., F) scored two goals in two matches ... Meaghan Whalen (Linfield, 
So., F) scored a pair of goals in Wildcats' 4-0 win over Evergreen St. 
Sept. 6-12 
Player of the Week: Malia De Villiers (Pacific, Jr., F, Vancouver, W A) scored two goals and added two 
assists in the Boxers' win over Augsburg on Sunday. Honorable Mention: Heidi Bohnett (Whitworth, 
Sr., MF) scored both goals in Pirates' win over Ca.IToll ... Sarah Blawat (UPS, Sr., F) had a goal and 
assist in Loggers' win over Redlands ... Nicole Marshall (Whitman, Sr., F) scored both goals in 
Missionaries' loss to Carroll ... Natalie Flindt (Willamette, Sr., F) scored game winner vs. Trinity and 
assisted on tying goal against Southwestern. 
t\1""1'7/f\f\O.Af\ A-._11 
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Subject: I NWC Soccer Stats 






.i. timmbr@ pacificu.edu 
.i. bcash@georgefox.edu 
Bee: I i Blair Cash 
Hi Everyone! 
Tuesday, September 28, 1999 5:32:03 PM 
Page 1 of 5 
The following are th NWC soccer stats. Please forgive any goofs ... we really need to 
appreciate the great work Steve does because I'm just saying ...... "lt ain't easy" 
Have a great week.!!! 
Robin/Suzy 


























































Printed by: Blair Cash 
Title: NWC Soccer Stats 
PLU 4 380 5 
Wiillamette 10 931 15 
Pacific 8 750 
Linfield 8 720 
Whitman 7 630 







Northwest Conference Women's Soccer Stats 
Scoring 
Willamette 8 23 2.87 
George Fox 8 20 2.50 
Pacific 8 20 2.50 
Whitman 8 15 1.87 
UPS 7 12 1.71 
PLU 6 7 1.16 
Whitworth 7 8 1.14 
Linfield 8 9 1.12 
Shutouts 
Pacific 8 5 0.62 
Whitworth 7 4 0.57 
UPS 7 3 0.42 
Willamette 8 3 0.37 
PLU 6 2 0.33 
George Fox 8 1 0.12 
Whitman 8 1 0.12 
Linfield 8 1 0.12 
Scoring Defense 
Willamette 8 761 6 0.71 
Whitworth 7 690 7 0.91 
UPS 7 557 7 1.13 
Pacific 8 720 10 1.25 
PLU 6 569 8 1.26 
George Fox 8 750 14 1.68 
Whitman 8 749 14 1.68 
Linfield 8 720 16 2.00 
Northwest Conference Men's Individual Stat Leaders 
Scoring Leaders 
Dustin Sackett, Pac. 7 8 0 16 
Shanon Hopkins, Lin 7 6 2 14 
Tye Tolentino, UPS 8 5 4 14 1.75 
Ben Wickert, Whtw 9 4 7 15 
David Ludwin, UPS 8 4 3 11 1.38 
Chris Raymond, UPS 8 4 3 11 
Merrick Brownlee, GF 7 3 3 9 
Chris Burke, Pac. 7 3 3 9 
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Printed by: Blair Cash 
Title: NWC Soccer Stats 
Jace Jones, Whtw 
Bryan Erickson, GF7 
Jamie Johnson, GF 
Goal Scoring 
Dustin Sackett, Pac. 
Shanon Hopkins, Lin 
Chase Jordan, Will. 
Tye Tolentino, UPS8 
Jace Jones, Whtw 
Jamie Johnson, GF 
David Ludwin, UPS 8 
Chris Raymond, UPS 
Scott Kerwein, Whtw 
Assists Average 
Ben Wickert, Whtw 
Kevin Zamira, UPS 
Brad Day, Pac. 
Tye Tolentino, UPS8 
Merrick Brownlee, GF 
Chris Burke, Pac. 
David Ludwin, UPS 8 
Chris Raymond, UPS 
Bryan Erickson, GF7 
Goals Against Average 
Mike Rottersman, UPS 
Nate Wiggens, PLU 
David Warvick, Lin. 7 
Doug Lupton, Whtw 
Ryan Wittstruck, UPS 
Nathan Davis, Whtmn 
Joe Capp, Whtmn 
John Goldwater, Will. 
Travis Ekstron, Whtmn 
Jonas Tanzer, PLU 
Chad Baker, GF 
Todd Mason, GF 
Garth Giles, Whtmn 
Saves Per Game 
Garth Giles, Whtmn 
Todd Mason, GF 
Joe Capp, Whtmn 
Jonas Tanzer, PLU 
Doug Lupton, Whtw 
Ryan Wittstruck, UPS 
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Printed by: Blair Cash 
Title: NWC Soccer Stats 
Chad Baker, GF 
Travis Ekstron, Whtmn 
4 
3 
Tuesday, September 28, 1999 5:32:04 PM 
Page 4 of 5 
360 630 11 2.75 
180 720 8 2.66 
Northwest Conference Women's Individual Stat Leaders 
Scoring Leaders 
Karli Holub, GF 8 7 1 15 1.88 
Noelle Miller, GF 8 4 5 13 1.63 
Jen Overstreet, GF 8 6 1 13 1.63 
Malia DeVilliers, Pac. 8 5 3 13 1.62 
Natalie Flindt, Will. 8 5 2 12 1.50 
Susan Doyle, Pac. 8 5 1 11 1.38 
Meaghan Whalen, Lin 8 5 0 10 1.25 
Alison Brennan, PLU 6 3 1 7 1.17 
Sarah Blawat, UPS 7 4 1 8 1.14 
Buffy Morris, Will. 8 4 1 9 1.13 
Angela Lightner, Pac. 8 4 0 8 1.00 
Ashley Homer, Will. 8 3 2 8 1.00 
Jennifer Dunford, Whtw 8 4 0 8 1.00 
Nicole Marshall, Whtmn. 8 3 1 7 0.88 
Kerry Cerelli, UPS 7 2 2 6 0.86 
Jessica Neff, Whtmn 7 2 2 6 0.86 
Erin Swanson, PLU 6 1 2 4 0.67 
Goal Scoring 
Karli Holub, GF 8 7 0.87 
Jen Overstreet, GF 8 6 0.75 
Natalie Flindt, Will. 8 5 0.62 
Susan Doyle, Pac. 8 5 0.62 
Malia DeVilliers, Pac. 8 5 0.62 
Meaghan Whalen, Lin. 8 5 0.62 
Noelle Miller, GF 8 4 0.50 
Aja Sincerny, Pac. 6 3 0.50 
Alison Brennan, PLU 6 3 0.50 
Buffy Morris, Will. 8 4 0.50 
Nicole Marshall, Whtmn 8 3 0.37 
Ashley Holmer, Will. 8 3 0.37 
Printed by: Blair Cash 
Title: NWC Soccer Stats 
Assists Average 
Noelle Miller, GF 
Katie Edmonds, Will. 
Louisa Dvorak, Lin. 8 
Heather Ebert, Will. 
Malia DeVilliers, Pac. 
Liz Lewis, Pac. 
Erin Swanson, PLU 6 
Jessica Neff, Whtmn 
Kerry Cerelli, UPS 
Natalie Flindt, Will. 
Corrine Schuler, Whtmn 
Alison Jones, Whtmn 
Goals Against Avg. 
Marissa Moller, Lin. 4 
Cherish Kaaa, Lin. 
















Kristina Anderson, Whtmn 8 
Gloria Cefali, PLU 6 
Karen Ecklebe, UPS 7 
Stacy Roberts, Whtw 8 
Anna Haegel, Will. 8 
Saves Per Game 
Cori Wulf, GF 8 
Gloria Cefali, PLU 6 
Kristina Anderson, Whtmn 8 
Stacy Roberts, Whtw 
Karen Ecklebe, UPS 
Marissa Moller, Lin. 4 
Anna Haegel, Will. 
Cherish Kaaa, Lin. 
Robin Hamilton 
Sports Relations Director 
Head Softball Coach 
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Northwest Conference Online 
NWC Women's Soccer Standings (Thru 9/18) 
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Northwest Conference Online 
NWC Women's Soccer Composite Schedule/Results (through 9/14) 
Sept. 1: Idaho 4, Whitworth 0; Pacific 3, at Evergreen St. 0; Cascade 1, Linfield 0. 
Sept. 3: UC-Santa Cruz 2, Whitworth 0 (W. Baptist Tournament); Macalester (MN) 4, Pacific 1; 
Whitman 2, Pomona-Pitzer (CA) 1. 
Sept. 4: Whitworth 0, Trinity Western 0 (Western Baptist Tournament); Willamette 0, Hawaii Pacific 0; 
George Fox 4, Western Oregon 0; Linfield 2, Whittier (CA) 1 (OT); LaVerne (CA) 2, Whitman 1. 
Sept. 5: Willamette 3, Hawaii Pacific 0; Pacific 3, Luther (IA) 0. 
Sept. 6: Cal Lutheran 3, Linfield 1. 
Sept. 7: George Fox 3, Western Baptist 2 (OT). 
Sept. 10: Willamette 2, Trinity (TX) 1; Biola (CA) 1, UPS 0; Whitman 2, Evergreen St. 0; George Fox 
4, La Verne (CA) 2. 
Sept. 11: Whitworth 2, Carroll (MT) 0; Willamette 2, Southwestern (TX) 1 ; Western Baptist 4, Linfield 
0; UPS 4, Redlands (CA) 0; Azusa Pacific 4, George Fox 0. 
Sept. 12: Whitworth 4, Evergreen St. 0; Pacific 4, Augsburg (MN) 0; Carroll (MT) 3, Whitman 2. 
Sept. 14: Whitman 4, Albertson (ID) 1; George Fox 2, Concordia 1. 
Sept. 15: PLU at Seattle U., 4 p.m .. 
Sept. 17: Concordia at PLU, 4 p.m.; Cascade at Pacific, 4:30p.m.; LaVerne (CA) at UPS, 3 p.m.; 
Sept. 18: Evergreen St. at Linfield, 2:30p.m.; 
Sept. 19: LaVerne at PLU; Evergreen St. at Willamette, 3 p.m.; UC-San Diego at UPS; 
Sept. 22: UPS at PLU, 5 p.m.; Whitworth at Whitman, 3 p.m.; Willamette at Linfield, 5 p.m.; George 
Fox at Pacific, 5 p.m. 
Sept. 25: Linfield at PLU; George Fox at Whitworth (Mead H.S.); Willamette at UPS; Pacific at 
Whitman. 
Sept. 26: Willamette at PLU; Pacific at Whitworth; George Fox at Whitman; Linfield at UPS. 
Oct. 2: PLU at Pacific; Whitworth at Willamette; Whitman at Linfield; UPS at George Fox. 
Oct. 3: PLU at George Fox; Whitworth at Linfield; Whitman at Willamette; UPS at Pacific. 
NWC,Women's Soccer Composite Schedule http:IJ198.29.3.10/Women's%20Soccer/WSocschedule.htm 
Oct. 6: Willamette at Cascade, 4 p.m.; 
Oct. 9: Whitman at PLU; Whitworth at UPS; Pacific at Willamette; George Fox at Linfield. 
Oct. 10: Whitworth at PLU; George Fox at Willamette; Pacific at Linfield; Whitman at UPS. 
Oct. 16 : PLU at Willamette; Whitworth at Pacific; UPS at Linfield; Whitman at George Fox. 
Oct. 17: PLU at Linfield; Whitworth at George Fox; UPS at Willamette; Whitman at Pacific. 
Oct. 20: PLU at UPS, 4 p.m.; Whitman at Whitw01th, 3 p.m.; Linfield at Willamette, 4 p.m.; Pacific at 
George Fox, 3 p.m. 
Oct. 23: George Fox at PLU; Linfield at Whitworth; Willamette at Whitman; Pacific at UPS. 
Oct. 24: Pacific at PLU; Willamette at Whitworth; George Fox at UPS; Linfield at Whitman. 
Oct. 29 : PLU at Whitworth; Willamette at George Fox; Linfield at Pacific; UPS at Whitman. 
Oct. 30 : PLU at Whitman; UPS at Whitworth; Willamette at Pacific; Linfield at George Fox. 
Nov. 3: NCAA First Round. 
Nov. 6-8: NCAA Regionals. 
Nov. 12-14: NCAA Quarterfinals 
Nov. 19-21: NCAA Semi-finals and Finals. 
(All matches begin at Noon, unless otherwise noted.) 
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Northwest Conference Online 
WC Women's Soccer Standings (Thru 10/30-
Final Regular Season) 
FFfGFIGArn-FF 
lr-W-il-lam-'-e-'-tt-e B-earca--ts--JB-0-1 I 40 j"42 ·1 10 j18-0-2j64fl2 
!Puget Sound Loggers I 9-3~2 I 29 I 25 ] 7 Jtl-5-2[33"fl2 
jWhltworthPirates !7-6-1 I 22 I 13 I 14 .19-8-2 [19j_20 
lr-:-Geo-·'---rg-e-Fo-x-Brums-. --, 7-7 I 21 I 22 I 19 111-8 IJ5j28' 
!Pacific Lutheran Lutes I 6-8 I 18 'I 16 I 16 J 7-10 ~120 · 
!Pacific Boxers I 5-7-2 I 17 / 15 I 29 j9-8-2 {32j32 
•r:-1\Vhi---'·-.tm-an-Mi-.ss-io_nan .......-es---'-----'-:1 4-10 -~ 12 I 13 I 29 l 7-12 'f24138. 
JLinfieJd Wildcats 'I 2-12 I 6 I. 6 I . 27 14-15 ~j36 · 
1111/99 6:30 PM 
N0~-1-1999 10:18P FROM:NWC SID 509 325 2786 TO:GEORGE FOX 
Untitled file://fWI/Women's Soccer/IMP941510898.hbn 
NWC Women's Soccer Team Statistics (11/1) 
IScoriDg Offense fames Ffpa • 
lwmamette 120 ·164 j3.20 
.. 
jPuget Sound lt8 j33 lt.83 
jPacific lt9 j32 jL68 
... 
!George Fo:x lt9 135 jl.84 
.. .. 
!Whitman j19 125 IL32 
!Pacific Lutheran lt7 jzo lt.18 
!Whitworth lt9 j19 jl.OO 
··- .. 
jLinfield . lt9 lt3 j0.68 
ISbntouts fames F'lsotGm 





Jwrutworth lt9 ·.·19 10.47 
l~acific lt9 . Is lo.4z ' 
!Pacific Lutheran ·117 Is 
.. 
.10.?9 
!George Fox . jt9 14 jo.21 
!Whitman lt9 14 j0.21 
!Linfield lt9 13 ,0.16 
ISeoring Defense F~trtes ~ IGAA 
jwillamette j2o lt874 ji2 jo.ss 
jPuget Sound ·118 lt689 jl2 lo.64 
!Whitworth lt9 :1177~ 'lzo 
. . . -
.,1.02 
!Pacific Lutheran lt7 lt686 jzo lt:07 ...• 
. .. 
!George Fox . ~11756 J28 jL47 ' 
!Pacific lt9 ji717 j32 ji.68 
!Linfield lt9 11718 136 jL89 
!Whitman lt9 ji767 
.. 
138 11.94 
of2 1111199 6:48 PM 
N0~-1-1999 10:18P FROM:NWC SID 509 325 2786 TO:GEORGE FOX 
file:J//WifWomen's Soccer!fMP941512775.htm 
NWC Women's Soccer Individual Stats (11/1) 
!Scoring Leaders F~r-~F 
jNatalie Flindt, Will. l2o ,f16:rl3s !1.90 
jK.arli Holub, GF ji9 ~~jJo jt.58 
!Katie Edmonds, Will. . (20 f9~j29 jl.45 { 
jButry Morris, Will. lzo Tio~r--121 .. . lt.35 ' 
!Angela Lightner, Pac. Its f9~j2o lt.tl 
jHeather Ebert, WilL 
. ru-rs-r117 Jt.oo 
!Jenny Bello~e, Will. lzo rs-·~120 ILOO 
jsarah Blawat, UPS lt7 rr111 lt.oo 
.jJennifer Dunford, Whtw lt9 rs-.-r119 , !1.00 
jJen Overstreet, GF lt9 r-~lts :!0.95 
jGoal Scoring Fr~ 
~atalie Flint,. Will. j20 .. ~10.80 
!Karli Holub, GF lt9 ~10.74 
/Angela Lightner, Pac. ji8 j9 lo.so 
IBuffy Morris, Will. j20 ~lo.so 
!Katie Edmonds, win. j20 ;rlo.4s 
!Jennifer Dunford, Whtw ji9 
....... 
js 1o.42 
jsarah Blawat, UPS In rlo.4I 
jJen Overstreet, GF . ft9 rlo.37 
ll/1199 7:19PM 
N0~-1-1999 10:19P FROM:NWC SID 509 325 2786 
Untitled UOC!~ 
!Assists Average 
.!Katie Edmo~ds, Will. 
jJenny Bellone, WilL 
!Heather Ebert, Will. 
!Buffy Morris, Will. 
!Noelle Miller, GF 
!Natalie Flindt, Will. 
/Ashley Holmer, Will. 
!Julie Hourigan, Will. 
jDusty Marcell, UPS 
;!Goal~ Against Avg. 
-lAnna Haeg~l, Will. _ 
!Karen Ecklebe, UPS 
< < < jstacey Roberts, Whtw 
!Gloria Cefali, PLU 
jCori Wulf, GF 
«< 
jDanalyn Ong, Pac. 
!cherish Kruul, Lin. 
!Kristina Anderson, Whtm 
:!Saves Per Game 
!Kristina Anderson,-Whtm __ 
lcori Wulf, GF 
!Gloria Cefali, PLU 
,!stacy Roberts, Whtw 
/Karen Ecklebe, UPS 
!cherish Kaaa, Lin. 
/Dan~yn Ong, Pac. 









120 IIO lo.so 
117 17 lo.41 I 
j20 /7 jo.36 
lt9 < 16 lo.32 
120 16 j0.30 
j2o Is /0.2S 
<< 
j20 Is jo.2S 
lt-7 14 lo.24 _ 
FFfmMID FIGAA. 
120/1649 lt874 < ---·~10.60 
~11689 lt689 ru--lo.64 




[19!11s6 lt7s6 ~11.47 
117/1332 /1717 ~11.62 




FIMin jTm Min ·~Saves jsPG .• 
fl9lt767 lt767 lt26 j6.63 
~11756 li756 lt24 16.52 
'fl7lt686 jt686 j107 /6.29 
'f19l1770 /1770 :j110 js.79 
[1811689 lt689' j86 _ /4.78 
~/969 /1718 ls6 /4.31 
rt?lt332 lt717 168 
« 
14.00 
12Qit649 << Jt874 165 13.25 
ll/1/99 7:19PM 
OCT-11-1999 11:21P FROM:I'll-JC SID 509 325 2786 
Urttitled Document 
TO:GEORGE FOX 
tlle:/1/WI/Women·s ~occer/IIvtr,J, /UVL.L.i.mm 
NWC Women's Soccer Team Statistics 
!Scoring Offense !Games FF 
jWillamette . In 145 j3.46 
!George Fox lt2 j24 j2.00 
!Pacific lt2 !24 j2.00 
IPuget Sound 111 122 j2.00 
jWhitman ji2 Its IL50 
!Pacific Lutheran IIO In !t.30 
!Whitworth lt2 In lo.92 
jLinfield 112 19 lo.7s 
!Shutouts !Games FisotGm 
IPuget Sound In 17 lo.64 
jPacific lt2 17 lo.ss 
jwmamette 113 [7 lo.s4 
!Whitworth 112 16 jo.so 
jPacific Lutheran lw 13 j0.30 
!George Fox 112 13 lo.25 
!Whitman lt2 j2 lo.t7 
jLinfield 112 II lo.os 
!Scoring Defense FIWnutes 
... IGoalli F 
jwmamette IB jt212 Is j0.59 
jPuget Sound ro-!990 17 lo.64 
jwhitworth 112 ltt40 112 lo.95 
jPacific Lutheran Ito j942 lu !Los 
jGeorgeFox ru-11095 Its ji.4S 
!Pacific ji2 ltOS7 Its lt.49 
junfield ru-11080 j25 j2.08 
!Whitman lt2 ltt09 128 12.27 
l of2 l0fllf99 8;~0 PM 
OC~-11-1999 11:21P FROM:NWC SID 509 325 2786 
Untitled Document 
TO:GEORGE FOX 
tlle;l// WV WOmen·s ;)0C\Xrt llVlr:t.:l:l' I UL.O /.J,IIUU 
NWC Women's Soccer lndividualStats 
'Scoring Leadel'li F~fFF 
!Natalie Flindt, WilL In filf3l25 .11.92 
IKarli Holub, GF 112 filfll23 lt.91 
jBuffy Morris, Will. IB rs----14120 lt.54 
IJen Overstreet, GF ru-r12116 jt.33 
jKatie Edmonds, Will. IB r.r-/8116 lt.23 
jAlison Brennan, PLU Ito r.r-~112 [1.20 
!Angela Lightner. Pac. 112 rf<}lt4 lt.17 
!Malia De Villiers, Pac. lt2 rf4lt4 lt.t7 
!Sarah Blawat, UPS In rf2lt2 IL09 
!Noelle Miller, GP lt2 r.r-~113 jt.os 
'Goal Scoring FfF 
IKarli Holub, GF lt2 lu lo.92 
!Natalie Flindt, Will. lt3 In lo.ss 
jJen Overstreet, GF lt2 17 jo.ss 
jBuffy Morris, Will. 113 Is lo.62 
jAngela Lightner, Pac. 112 r--10.58 
!sarah Blawat, UPS In js 10.45 
!Malia De Villiers, Pac. [12 Is ,0.42 
IMeaghan Whalen, Lin 112 Is lo.42 
!Alison Brennan, PLU 110 14 jo.4o 
!Briana Hultgren, UPS Ill j4 lo.36 
I of2 10/ll/99 9:34PM 
OC:T-11-1999 11:22P FROM:NWC SID 509 325 2786 
Untitled Document 
'Assists Aver:age 
jKatie Edmonds, Will. 
jHeather Ebert, Will. 
jNoelle Miller, GF 
!Alison Brennan, PLU 
!Jenny Bellone, Will. 
jKerry Cerelli, UPS 
jLouisa Dvorak, Lin. 
!Malia De Villiers. Pac. 
'Goals Against Avg. 
!Karen Ecklebe, UPS 
·lAnna Haegel, Will. 
jstacey Roberts, Whtw 
!Gloria Cefali, PLU 
!oanalyn Ong, Pac. 
!Cori Wulf, GF 
[Marissa Moller, Lin. 
!Kristina Anderson, Whtm 
'Saves Per Game 
jcori Wulf, GF 
jstacy Roberts, Whtw 
!Gloria Cefali, PLU 
!Kristina Anderson, Whtm 
IDanalyn Ong, Pac. 
[K-aren Ecklebe,. UPS 
jMarisa Moller, Lin. 
jAnna Hagel, WilL 
2of2 
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rill990 j990 rlo.64 
Flto49 11212 rlo.69 
ru-11140 lt140 ru-!o.9s 
rtQI942 1942 ro-lt.os 




Pl585 ji080 ~12.15 
ru-11109 11109 ·~12.27 
FFITm Min !saves F 
ru-11095 j1095 lsz j6.83 
ru-11140 ji140 j77 16.42 
rJOl942 1942 l63 16.30 
ru-1.1109 11109 j74 !6.17 
rJOl744 ji087 jsi _j5.10 
rill990 j990 _I so j4.55 
pjsss ltoso j30 [4.29 
rtJji049 ji212 j37 12.85 
10/1 1/99 9:34PM 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
NSCAA/adidas Women's NCAA Div Ill National 
Ranking 
Chicago, William Paterson, Cortland 
'· ..... .. 
http://www .nscaa.com/ranks/d3_ women_national.cfin 
1{)/')0/0(\ A.Af\ nkA 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
1 .... C'"l 
NSCAA/adidas Women's NCAA Div m National 
Ranking 
'Also Receiving Votes: 
!Ithaca, Chi~l:l~(). William Paterson, Gustavus Adolphus 
For further information, contact the NSCAA National Office by e-mail or phone 
- 1-800-458-0678. 
http://www.nscaa.com/ranks/d3_women_national.cfm 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America 




http://www .nscaa.com/ranks/d3_ women_regional.cfm 
11"\/"l..,/00 C.Al) Ol\11" 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America http://www .nscaa.comJranKstO.:l_ worn(;u_Ic~1v1m1 . ..,u11 
Mid-Atlantic 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America http://www .nscaa.com/ranks/d::l _ women_regwnai.crm 
New England 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America http://www .nscaa.com/ranks/d3 _ women_regional.cfm 
New York/Northeast 
·lt::lJrrE!I'l! ~;Jr1!<ir1~il m~~~()()l . w!~=tE!~()~cJ:I p,ctivity . ..;;..·· _;___;;;;;..;.;_;;;;;..;.;.:;;..; 
•11 ....... JfYVTiii~~iii1][1.~-?~o .·~~o~IJ,Ort9d 
I? w ;jNazareth .. :!11-2-0 !No scores reported !9 Ho~~~~t~ w [113-?-2 Jr lth~~a o-o · ················ 
'j~ jlth~ca .. w if;;--~~-~o~hest~r2-1, ~ ~~~ont~ 
.I?.... . ... ............ . .... .......... . ;jf3()g~E!~tE!r m '16-~:3 ......• [L lthe1ce11-2 .. ··=·· ";;..;o· · =· ·· =·· .;.;;.;..;...;.;......;;.;;:;;.. 
·IE> ...... -~[LJiiJC)~~:~0:1-=[f\J() ~c()rE!~ r£!p()rted 
17 !!cortland 17-3-2 !No scores reporte~ 
I~ . . .list. L~V'J~ence !9-2-0 .• ; l~o scores reported 
i[~ .. .. ..... . . n~~rl~~~~et~r •... ~~-4~1 i lf\J() SC()rE!~ rE!P?rte~ 
J~g . ;ftjaf!lil!()n n? -3~1 : lf\Jo ~cores reported . 
South 
J ~;;;r;~ J . School ............ JRecor~J· Activity 
[--]Lynchburg ... . . . . 117-1-1 ~~£;~::~~ Lt ~~~~~. ~)l· • 
:[? ... ···"····· .. ijj-rinity.. .... ~~~4~0 Jq~~t~~~~di~t?~9 
13 . :IN? ~esleyan . j11-1-4l ~~n~~~~~~~l~~ ~--g· DH \ 
:14 J=~~ryH 19-2-3 : t~n~;b~;;~t~; 0-1, LH ... 
~~ .IRo~~ok~ . J11 _5_1 : ~~~~~:~r~ ~~-2, DH Virginia 
16 . .I?C:J.\[) I! ~?~2 lf\J() ac;thrity 
r.; r -·-r,--,!··---·--·--·-·-·-·--
17' t;.\l:l~!il'1 . . .. ... ... .. ... q~-~~? I f3~()~E!S ?~? ................ ······· •· .. ... . . . .. . Ia iiHardin-Sirnmons :j9-6-1 l!LH TexasA&M~(;omrnerce 5~1 
j9 . ~~~~y~ill~ [?~4-2 i![)H ~rE!ef1Sb()r() ?-9 . .. . . 
:110t lvvas~ingto~ & Lee,~~~~-o ~~~~~c~~~~t~1~o~~ ~~0 
11 Ot l?~leth~rpe 19-4-0 ~~s~~~~~~:~-~~ 1 DH 
West 
1f\/,'"l/()0 .t;.AOn"" 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
For further information, contact the NSCAA National Office by e-mail or phone 
- 1-800-458-0678. 
Updated Scores. Team 
Schedules. Power Ratings, and 
Conference Reports in College 
Soccer Online's National 
Scoreboard 
http://www .nscaa.cornlranks/d3 _ women_regional.cfm 
1A/I'\""'/C\f\ C.Af\ Tll\8 
1 ,...C'"l 
NSCAA/adidas Women's NCAA Div Ill National 
Ranking 
jAiso Receiving Votes: 
!wheaton, MA; NC Wesleyan, Chapman, CA 
'' " ,, ,, ... " . . 
1f\/1A/nO 11\.10 AJ...f 
J~auunat uvcct:t ~._.uacue~ J-\~~ucmuun 01 Amenca wystwyg://DOCiy.sector.Lihttp://www.nscaa.com/ranks/d3_women_national.cfm 
For further information, contact the NSCAA National Office by e-mail or phone -
1-800-458-0678. 
Updated Scores. Team Schedules. 
Power Ratings. and Conference 
Reports in College Soccer Online's 
National Scoreboard 
lf\/1A10{) 1{).1() A"J..A 
r>~auonar .:.uccer Loacnes Assucmuun 01 Amenca wyMwyg:J/DUU y .S<::ClUL.<:/llllp:l/ WWW .llSCaa.CUllllrdllKS/UJ _ WUIII<::II_regllJBal.CIIII 
12'tCis free! (ards 
NSCAA/adidas Women•s NCAA Div Ill Regional 
Ranking 
Central 
J ~~~~r~~ School ... ;!Record j Activity 
1.
1···.. . Macalester 1111 _1_0 • DA Concordia-Moorehead 4-0, DH 
•I..... . . • Bethel 3-0 
j2 !jrw-"'a"-s"""h=in=g=to=n=U= .. ~,9_2_0 ~~Rochester 1-2, DA Brandeis 
13t . •.:.l.c·····h·· ic···a·. ·g··· 0... . . · DH Steven's Point 2-0, DA L . . · Brandeis 3-0, DA Rochester 1-0 
•
.•. !.1.3···t··· . DA La Crosse 7-0, LA Chicago 
. • 0-2, DH St. Norbert 2-0 
Is ~~;~;~~; J'1 o=-=1-:....c.1.:;...;lo~ ~ethel ~-o, DA. c:rleton. 3-0 
'16 !wheaton H 10~2-0 jpH ()livet9-0 . . . . . ....... . 
!7 l~t~ l"h()rT1c:ls ~~~3-0 ... IPJ\ St Olc:if?~(), [)}\ q()rneii1-0 
[a i[~t. ~~.n~~ict~ .js-4-0 ; g~ ~~~~;ss~~j ~2~tft Olaf 2-0, 
•r;-m------~-F~-~~-j[s~;-:~~0~~~~~~~~i:~~~~!) ___  
110 lvvi-Eau Claire :18_5_1 • ~~La Crosse 0-3, DH St Norbert 
Great Lakes 
1()/1 AIC\l\ 1£\.10 A "A.f 
~~;~r~~ J school ~~~ Activity 
·11-~-. - .. -.. ~~Q~i() V\fesiE:3Yetn-j13-9~9 fi)H-Earit,~rl) 2-1, DA (}berlin 6~(}· 
:f-.-. ~--.. -.... -JDenis~----} ~-o--~:f~~- Wittenb~rg 5~1~ DA-~ooster • 
f3~----...... -.. ==~~~--r9-1t.ll?t'·-~iio-~s-1-=o-:p-A-He-nd0<-a~-
'~ ... jJ5Cill:llllCii::lllO() 119-?~0 l[)f; Oliyet:3~1?DAgalyin4~2 
1
5 •.·.· .  lw·l . t .. :,8_4_0 ·.• DA Anderson 6-0, DA Franklin ; 1 mmg on . . 11 _0 
~~ . . '!~alvin.·.... .. ··.·. ; Is-~-~ .····rc··~-=::;.;;;1~'-'m"-e~:.....ia-'~:C...~-eo-"-~=~.=~:.;.;;.' D.;.;;.L A--'H:.::.H.;;;:o.:;;;.p.;.;;.e;;.;c3...:.:-0-'-' 
[7 .. !!Earlham . ... F; i:Y~~i~-~esleyan1-2, DH 
·I~ i[\f\/()()~t~r· ....•.....•.. ·1~-:3~1 ·:11?0 0irCi!ll7~0, Lf;[)enison2~3 
1 ~ ~~(lryv'ill~ ~~-1-0 JDH Coe ?~9· Df; F()ntb()n~e 1-0 F~ .. ..... ...  .... ~rincipia -· ..-... -~4-0-~~::~~;~~~~S~H--·----·-·" 
~------· ·------.. --·------·--·-· 
1Aiso Receiving Votes: 
I 
lc£lpit(ll,O~io ~ol't~~rr1,Jo~n ~(111'()11 . 
Mid-Atlantic 
•1'···· Current .. ··.II. School ..•. IR····e·······c· ~r .. d . ..•.. 1 Activity ~etrl~if.!~L 
New England 
1 f\/1 A 1nA 1 n.t o "11." 
Natiof!al ::;occer coacnes AssociatiOn or Amenca wysiwyg:ttoouy.sector.L.tnup:ttwww.nscaa.corntranKstU..J_wornen_regionai.cirn 
~~~~r;; J . School !Record:!. Activity 
r1------·---~-- ~~~--------ifs-o-o --~~--sa!es-3-o~-~o-A8prir19tTeid _____ _ 
12 
jwellesley . ,9_0_1 j~~~~Ciark1-0 (ot), DASpringfield f;---. -. _- -~=~~ernco.nn·-~:F~o_;··--f;H-;~:;~-;~t~~-~~(~~)------
t .. . .. . . ..... Jwheaton .. . .. j13-1-0 jg~~~~~~P~.4~tConnecticut 
~~~------.. _ ···-F~~~-----F1~;--·~~~~~1-JJot)~-LH---------------
15t ..... · · ..-........ ~T~ft~ ..•. ·.· .. · ...... · ...• __ .,6_2_1_ W-~AnnaMaria 2-0, ~H Bowdoin 
·r~-----... _--~~~nconn-;r~-re-~:~:~~~~~~~~),--DH-·--· 
[a _· . .••. • . . . .. ~~?~~()in • 16-2-0 HILA "fufts 0-3 .. ·.... . • . . 
19 ------... ----~~~id~~~b~ry ---F~;-o·--~~-~ stMichaels--·3~o.·o·A-Ani.her5t-
[1·a-~·=--~ rs~--... ·~·----J~±a--·--I[)HG0~Ci0-n2-0-~-LP:VVilli~5-o~ 
!Also Receiving Votes: 
! 
!Clark, Plymouth State, Connecticut College, Keene State, Anna 
!Maria. 
New York/Northeast 
c.· ···-~~~~~;~···· .. ···r~~~~---r~~~~d_.[_;c; .. "_; __ ;c_; __ ~ct~~~~-; .. :---·--·----··:--·;; .. 
~----..... -.. - ..... --.. - .. ;j\.Villiam Smith-j8-2::0-··--[0Uili0n3-0--------·------·----
12 . ... . . !Na~areth +1-=-0 ~-:t.0J~~~n~~~~rau~~2 L San Diego 
13 joneonta 113-2-1_. go~~;~g~-~-0, T Hamilton 2-2, D 
14 JRochester iF ~-ftn~~~c~g; ~~Washington 





_0_1 . ··,.;-~;.;;.;-~;.;;.;i:.;;.;ll.::..ia ...... m"'-S;.;.;m,__.ith.....;.;..3....:.-0.;.;;, --'D:..:..H.:.ca....:.rt:.....w ..... ic.;;;.k_""' 
17 ~~ortland 17-3-2 ... : g~~~~~ ;--~ D New Paltz 1-0, L 
Is !Rensselaer J9_2_0 .... • ~-~ew Paltz 2-0, D Manhattanville 
19 . !st. Lawrence F ~a~~t;~o2~ Hartwick 4-0, T 
[10 j()s'v\feg() . 17-3-1 IL Oneonta 0-3, L New Paltz0-1 
1 f"\11 A II\[) 1 f\.1 0 A 1\ ,f 
Natioqal ~occer coacnes Assocmuon or Amenca VV J.:IIVY) Ooiii..IVUJ o..:>V"-'"''-H.o._I~~ .... J-'''' •• •• •• oonJO ..... ._....,.,.,....,_,,, .. ,...,_,,.~~ ---·· -·------- -o 
South 
I, Current ·I School liR .. ecord .•. l . Rallking . . .. . 
1 I · ,.....O_R ___ o_a--no"'--k'-e-2--1--(---.o-t) ...... , 0----
1
1 Lynchburg :1 14_0_1 Eastern Mennomte 6-0, 0 
• Sweet Briar 7-1, 0 Salisbury 
Activity 
·~· IEmo~ ;F-~~=::~ 
1:3 ... ·~· .jTrinity ~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . .. J7-4-0 jo Centre 1-1, D South 10-0 
r;-.~. -..• -· .. ~.~. fN .. c. :;-.-,-~ ~. ---.~ . ~~- f~~~.~·~--~-. [DGreensboro"a-o, o ______ __c., 
.l ~. . . ~ . •I ~ . . es eyan . •I ~~ . •!Shenandoah 2-0 .~ •...••.• ~ .•. 
•[1=~.~ ... -.-~~-. ~.J.u······s· tin"~ ... ·.···~. -.·.'--'-·-.-.. [1 ~~-.~~.~~j·rn.~~~! o~~~~t ~~;o~~::r~ 
6 . .. . . . ....... 1 Har~in-Sirnmons ... 8-5~1 p Mary Hardin-Baylor 3-0 
., 1
1 
! : L Lynchburg 1-2 (ot), 0 W&L f . . .. . . !Roanoke . .. . ,9-5-1 .. ~-~~~rf~~t~~t~~t~-2, T 
E-. ·----,F-----~F ~~;;~~g;::~!.:-
,9 ... . ............... I Maryville . . .. .... .. . .. . 15~4-2 . lo ()zarks5-2 [1(} __ . ·-.. -.. --- @1-rist~pher Nf3wport 18~-... -fi5J0-t1nson-s-iaie-3=1 __ . ·~""-·-~-C.. 
IAiso Receiving Votes: 
• 




1f\f1AIC\() 11\.10 AllA 
Natiooal Soccer Coaches Association of America wystwyg://body.sector.Linttp:ttwww.nscaa.comtranKs/<lj_women_regwnat.crm 
For further information, contact the NSCAA National Office by e-mail or phone -
1-800-458-0678. 
Updated Scores. Team Schedules. 
Power Ratings. and Conference 
Reports in College Soccer Online's 
National Scoreboard 
11"\/1..1/0{) 1A.10 A~A 
NCAA Women's Individual Soccer Statistics http://www .ncaa.org/stats/w _soccer/3/individual.html 
Women•s Individual Soccer Statistics 
Click here for an ASCII version 
n~~~~~,[r~~=:ccr~~ 
[l~n~vidual ~ankings - Through games ofOct. .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . 
r-L . r--1 I .I . l L 
i[if~~*~~s--~~-~~~---=·--... ---·----. . -r-·--·-[·------r-·----c-·-=-c·=r----~ 
["a{li~y~r, 'fealll .. ..... ... .. ·j(:l)IGaiJlesl ~()als !Asst. :ill~~~... ;!Ayg.j 
[1]~~~~~~ ]_>~t~rS()f1, J:\l1gl1St(lH(l (Ill) . . .... .. . . ... .. . . ... .. . . .. ······· ... . . . ..... IJR L 12 J 27m I () . . I m 60 !?:99 .I 
f? ;IA1llY Bornf1eth~ Maryvi11e (M~j------~------·-.. -.  ·---~~·~~R i[~T~-~~··}--[l~T~}f~] 4:57 · 
[3JI~en~~(lL~~'~();~()r~i~-~·~~(ld . . . .. . . . .. ·~~~J .? .1 ... 14 I Il L 3? m' :jLtj:3i 
~)jKaty~turt~' ()~i()"\\[esl~yan .. .. . . . . . ... .. ... . ......... jso I 11 L 19 1 4 J 42 1:3.82) 
:@-li\.1ll)' "\\[alte~s, (?rinn~ll .... ········· .. . . ···-----~-~---·-·--~·-J[~--:[--~·-~[~·-~ c-cr=lf=-[67;l 
f6]Rachel Sweeney, \\fashington (Mo) . .. ... . ... .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .... lsR I . 9 .. .. I ... 10 .. L )2 .. I ... 32 . 13 .56; 
rtl~li~i(lY~i(l~,jilllps()Il··· · ..•.......•.......... · ..... · · ........ ····· ..... ·. ····· ......... ·. ~~~~13 J 19 L ? L 4() J:3:?Ltc 
·[? .. 'l~indsax .. Pappas:~;;:y~-;;~c[~----·-... -·---·-·--··-.. ·-~--. ---IFR if-ji ___ !.T9=-[--4-:I 42 :13.50) 
f9][~~istif1e O'C~i~, ~rallliJ1gha1llSt: . . . . . . . If<!{ I 9 .... !I }} l 5 I 31 l:3·1~ol 
f1QljA1ll(ln~(l ~~if~rt' ~e~a11ee . . .. . . . . .. . ... ... . . . . . . . . . ........... IF~ J 10 .. L I() L 1 j }3 1:3 }9 i fi 1 [Ali-Bimba, Wheaton (Mass.)--··--------------··----'fFR r--·ll---f-l4-r-·s-~3~! 3.27[ 
[tll(erriec;(l~P~~n,(}~ii!()~~m····················· ·············m······· .····• ..••.••..•...•....•........• IJR .. j.lo···. , ...... 14········[TI 32 .. ij3.io'l 
'fl3JINJ:i~h~ll~<:Jl!t.t.ing,J?elln ~t~~~~rend .... .... ........... . .. .... .. .. lf<l{ I .. 11 L 15 J1 il }4 ... J:3:99'l 
[14i~~ci~~;:K~-;-·--------·~----·-··---··-·--.-···--··-fJR-f~~:~-·13--·[-;--[--2f-~.oo-, 
fi4'1s~rah Wood, W~shing~on (Mo.) . . . . IJR I 9 I 11 I 5 i 27 13.00; 
····•·········· ········ ······························································ .·····.· ..... ············.······························~! fi§ll(eri~l!~n, "\\[est1llinster (NJ:o.) . ... . ... . .. . .. . H jFI{ I 11 j 13 L 6 I 32 J2~?1;i 
f17![~isa Jusko~ich, w-ey;~~~~:g------~-------·-···--·----. ·-··--·-.. ··rso-,-·-9·---[·11~: ~---~-: r-26-]2.891 
fi&IJ\nnieSch~n~~'Eill~;y ...... . . . . .. . . [~R j 7 I 8 .. ! 4 1 .. 20 . J?.86l 
Ji"9"!J\~)'E\'(1J1S,m(}l1ilford IS() j 12 .I ... 14 L (i I . 34 ~~:~:3 
~r-;~?rT~pera, .i\.urora ·----.. -·--. .. -·-----··----.. ·•fFR ·r--·T2=f-l3--[8~[-y4-.. I ?.83. r .···· ...•...•..•... · ·· · · · .,, · , ...... ·· , ... r 
ri<;OALS ~ER GAME r--1 r--· · 1 1 q •• 
NCAA Women's Individual Soccer Statistics http:/ /www.ncaa.org/stats/w _soccer/3/individual.html 
NCM Women's Individual Soccer Statistics http://www .ncaa.org/stats/w _soccer/3/individual.html 
NCM Women's Individual Soccer Statistics http:/ /www.ncaa.org/stats/w _soccer/3/individual.html 
© 1998 National Collegiate Athletic Association 
NCAA Women's Team Soccer Statistics http://www.ncaa.org/stats/w_soccer/3/team.html 
Women•s Team Soccer Statistics 
Click here for an ASCII version 
NCA.;\. Women's Team Soccer Statistics http://www .ncaa.orglstats/w _soccer/3/team.html 





© 1998 National Collegiate Athletic Association 
http://www .ncaa.org/stats/w _soccer/3/team.html 
''''' , ......••.. !j 
1 f\/1 A lf\C\ 1 1\."'\{\ 1t. .._If 
Natk,nal Soccer Coaches Association of America 
NSCAA/adidas Women's NCAA Div Ill National 
Ranking 
:Also Receiving Votes: 
For further information, contact the NSCAA National Office by e-mail or phone -
1-800-458-0678. 
http://nscaa.com/ranks/d3_ women_national.cfm 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America wysiwyg:/ /body .sector.l9/http://nscaa.com/ranks/d3_ women_regional.cfm 
BIIBTeCOIR 




National Soccer Coaches Association of America wysiwyg:/ /body .sector.19/http://nscaa.com/ranks/d3_ women_regional.cfm 
·r-:...""R=·~=~"=·~~=r=~~=t.;.;..:;;:.;;.,F=S;;..;.c=h"""o=o-'1 -"···. ;t~::ordJ m • Activity·"-===-' 
jlrl:.•.""·· -""===='-'J,;;~~~:sleyan:[;~~~JI~~:::~_::· DH Elmhur: . 
. '--'-'..=;;;;;.;....;;;..;.;;;.;; . =· ............ ;_;!IDe Pa~~ . .. j~~ ~o~;~~i~~tn~-0, DHMt St. 
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Single Game Highs http://www.ncaa.org/stats/w_soccer/3/singlegamehighs.html 
1999 DIVISION lli WOMEN'S SOCCER SINGLE-GAME HIGHS 
(Through Sept. 19) 
INDIVIDUAL HIGHS 
POINTS (9) 
Pts. Player, Team vs. Opponent Date 
13 Lindsay Pappas, Marywood vs. Gallaudet 9-5 
12 Amanda Edelhart, Smith vs. Elms 9-9 
11 Jessica Roberts, Alma vs. St. Mary's-Orchard Lake 9-6 
9 Alicia Vegas, Simpson vs. Grand View 9-2 
9 Michelle Gutting, Penn St.-Behrend vs. Hiram 9-3 
9 Joey Hayes, Capital vs. Bluffton 9-4 
9 Sarah Wood, Washington (Mo.) vs. Anderson 9-4 
9 Keri Kuhn, Westminster (Mo.) vs. Franklin 9-12 
9 Amy Scull, Austin vs. LeTourneau 9-14 
GOALS (4) 
Gls. Player, Team vs. Opponent Date 
6 Lindsay Pappas, Marywood vs. Gallaudet 9-5 
5 Jessica Roberts, Alma vs. St. Mary's-Orchard Lakes 9-6 
5 Jordi Kortan, Concordia-M'head vs. Bemidji St. 9-8 
5 Kendra Lee, Concordia-M'head vs. St. Scholastica 9-12 
4 Alicia Vegas, Simpson vs. Grand View 9-2 
4 Michelle Gutting, Penn St.-Behrend vs. Hiram 9-3 
4 Sarah Wood, Washington (Mo.) vs. Anderson 9-4 
4 Joey Hayes, Capital vs. Bluffton 9-4 
4 Tricia Dyk, Calvin vs. Wittenberg 9-4 
4 Amanda Edelhart, Smith vs. Elms 9-9 
Single Game Highs 
4 Shonna Lybeck, Edgewood vs. Maranatha Baptist 9-11 
4 Amy Walters, Grinnell vs. Knox 9-11 
4 Tammy Venema, Wilmington (Ohio) vs. Carnegie Mellon 9-11 
4 Jaime Wojdowski, Oglethorpe vs. Wesleyan (Ga.) 9-12 
4 Keri Kuhn, Westminster (Mo.) vs. Franklin 9-12 
4 Amy Scull, Austin vs. LeTourneau 9-14 
ASSISTS (4) 
Asts. Player, Team vs. Opponent Date 
4 Amanda Edelhart, Smith vs. Elms 9-9 
GOALIE SAVES (23) 
Svs. Player, Team vs. Opponent Date 
40 Kristi Wilke, Wis.-Superior vs. Northwestern (Minn.) 9-11 
35 Bethany Hamilton, Manchester vs. Taylor 9-16 
32 Erica Bishop, Defiance vs. Marian 9-17 
28 Kristi Wilke, Wis.-Superior vs. Wis.-Platteville 9-18 
27 Kristy Rosenthal, Lakeland vs. Wis.-Oshkosh 9-4 
27 Jessica Sutherland, Wis.-Stout vs. St. Thomas (Minn.) 9-10 
25 Erica Bishop, Defiance vs. Thomas More 9-11 
25 Jill Patterson, Potsdam St. vs. Keuka 9-11 
25 Sara Pray, Pine Manor vs. Johnson & Wales 9-11 
24 Jill Patterson, Potsdam St. vs. Hamilton 9-12 
23 Jill Patterson, Potsdam St. vs. Clarkson 9-8 
23 Lizza Sandoe, Smith vs. Amherst 9-15 
23 Kristi Wilke, Wis.-Superior vs. Martin Luther 9-19 
TEAM HIGHS 
http://www.ncaa.org/stats/w_soccer/3/singlegamehighs.html 
Single Game Highs http://www.ncaa.org/stats/w_soccer/3/singlegamehighs.html 
TEAM GOALS (12) 
Gls. Team vs. Opponent Date 
12 Hardin-Simmons vs. Concordia (Tex.) 9-2 
12 Washington (Mo.) vs. Anderson 9-4 
12 Concordia-M'head vs. Bemidji St. 9-8 
12 Hardin-Simmons vs. Schreiner 9-11 
12 Westminster (Mo.) vs. Franklin 9-12 
12 Martin Luther vs. Wis.-Superior 9-19 
SEASON UNBEATEN STREAK: 24, Emory; 8, Lynchburg; 7, Col. of New Jersey; Rowan; 
Salisbury St.; 
6, UC San Diego; Denison; Ithaca; Johns Hopkins; Ohio Wesleyan; Olivet; Western Conn. St.; 
Westminster (Mo.); Wheaton (Mass.); Wis.-La Crosse; 5, UC Santa Cruz; Concordia-M'head; 
Edgewood; 
Grinnell; John Carroll; Me.-Farmington; St. Catherine; St. Olaf; Wheaton (Ill.); Willamette; 
William Paterson;. 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
1 ,...&"'1 
NSCAA/adidas Womenls NCAA Div Ill National 
Ranking 
For further information, contact the NSCAA National Office by e-mail or phone 
- 1-800-458-0678. 
Updated Scores. Team 
Schedules. Power Ratings. and 
Conference Reports in College 
Soccer Online's National 
Scoreboard 
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NAIA District 2 First Team 1991; 92 
GTE Academic All-District VIJIA-992-93 
GTE Academic All-American 
Second-Team 1992-93 
Julie Jensen 
NAIA District 2 First Team 1991 
NAIA District 2 
Player of the Week 10-28-91 
NAIA District 2 Honorable Mention 1992 
Tiffany Olson 
NAIA District 2 Second Team 1991 
NAIA District 2 Honorable Mention 1992 
Nancy Propp 
NAIA District 2 First Team 1992; 93 
Cascade Conference 
Goalkeeper of the Week 
10-10-94;10-17-94;10-24-94 
Marla Wittkopp 
NAIA District 2 First Team 1992 
JanetKillary 
NAIA District 2 First Team 1993 
NAIA All-American Scholar-Athlete 1994 
GTE Academic All-District VIJI1994-95 
Erica Miller 
NAIA District 2 First Team 1993 
Melissa Wykes 
Cascade Conference 
Player of the Week 10-17-94;10-24-94 
Brittni Estep-Carmichael 
Cascade Conference 
Player of the Year 1994 
Cascade Conference 
Player of the Week 10-31-94 
Staci Morris 
Cascade Conference 
Player of the Week 10-10-94 
Christy Gross 
Cascade Conference 
Player of the Week 10-3-94 
Traci Scandrett 
Cascade Conference 
Goalkeeper of the Week 10-3-94 
GegiBonera 
NAIA District 2 First Team 1992; 93 
NAIA District 2 
Player of the Week 10-18-93; 11-1-93 
NSCAA All-Far West Region 
Second Team 1995 
Northwest Conference First Team 1995 
Lisel Goertzen 
NSCAA All-Far West Region 
Second Team 1995 





NAIA All-American Scholar-Athlete 
Northwest Conference First Team 
Kyla Yokers 




Northwest Conference Second Team 
Meghan Gibson 
Northwest Conference :tk 
Player of Week 9-8-97; 10-10-98 
Megan Diefenbaugh A 




Northwest Conference First Team 1998 
NSCAA All-Northwest Region First Team 1998 
NAIA All-American Honorable Mention 1998 
KarliHolub 
Northwest Conference -t-: 
Player of the Week 10-5-98it28-98 tf 
NAIA Pacific Northwest Region~8-~ A. 
Player of the Week 
Northwest Conference First Team 1998 
NSCAA All-Northwest Region First Team 1998 
NAIA All-American Honorable Mention 1998 
Beth Liljenberg 
Northwest Conference Honorable Mention 1998 
NSCAA All-Northwest Region First Team 1998 
NAIA All-American Honorable Mention 1998 
Jen Overstreet 
NSCAA All-Northwest Region Second Team 1998 
April Sterhan 
Northwest Conference Honorable Mention 1998 
George Fox Series Records (Since program began in 1991) 
Opponent Series Record Last Meeting 
Albertson College George Fox leads 6-1-1 10/22/95: GF 6, AC 0, in Caldwell 
Central Washington University Series tied 1-1 9/4/96: CWU 3, GF 2, in Ellensburg 
Concordia University (Ore.) George Fox leads 3-0-1 9/29/98: GF 2, CU 0, in Portland 
Evergreen State College George Fox leads 4-0 9/4/94: GF 5, ESC 0, in Olympia 
Humboldt State University HSU leads 1-0 9115/96: HSU 4, GF 0, in Humboldt 
Linfield College George Fox leads 15-1 10/28/98: GF 6, LC 1, in McMinnville 
Oregon State UniversityOSU leads 1-0 10/1192: OSU 2, GF 0, jn Corvallis 
Pacific University George Fox leads 9-8-1 10/24/98: GF 2, PU 0, in Newberg 
Pacific Lutheran University PLU leads 6-5-1 11/1198: GF 3, PLU 0, in Newberg 
Portland State University Series tied 1-1-1 9/14/95: PSU 4, GF 0, in Portland 
Puget Sound, University of UPS leads 6-3 10/10/98: GF 1, UPS 0, in Newberg 
San Francisco State GF leads 1-0 9114/96: GF 3, SFSU 1, in San Francisco 
Seattle University Seattle U.leads 5-1-3 11113/98: SU 3, GF 0, in Burnaby, B.C. 
Simon Fraser University Simon Fraser leads 1-0 9/17/93: SF 2, GF 0, in Newberg 
Western Baptist CollegeGeorge Fox leads 8-0 9-1-98: GF 2, WBC 1 (OT), in Newberg 
Western Oregon University George Fox leads 2-0 10-6-98: GF 4, WOU 1, in Newberg 
Whitman College Whitman leads 8-2-1 10/17/98: GF 2, WC 1, in Walla Walla 
Whitworth College Whitworth leads 8-1 10/18/98: GF 2, WC 0, in Spokane 
Willamette University Willamette leads 13-3-210/14/98: WU 1, GF 1 (20T), in Newberg 
INDIVIDUAL CAREER RECORDS 
Points 
Name Years Total 
Gegi Bonera 1992-95 79 
Staci Morris 1994-97 54 
Katrina Crabb 1995-97 49 
Julie Jensen 1991-94 46 
Sarah Bowder 1995-98 38 ->-
Karli Holub 1998 37 
Brittni Estep-Carmichael1994 31 
Kyla Yonkers 1995-98 30 
Amy Maas 1992-95 30 
Janet Killary 1991-94 28 
Beth Kahut 1994;96-98 20 
Marla Wittkopp 1991-92 20 
Goals 
Name Years Total 
GegiBonera 1992-95 32 
Staci Morris 1994-97 21 
Katrina Crabb 1995-97 21 
Julie Jensen 1991-94 18 
Karli Holub 1998 15 
Sarah Bowder 1995-98 13 
AmyMaas 1992-95 11 
Kyla Yokers 1995-98 11 
Brit. Estep-Carmichael1994 11 
Janet Killary 1991-94 10 
Jen Overstreet 1996-98 8 
Assists 
Name Years Total 
Gegi Bonera 1992-95 15 
Beth Kahut 1994, 96-98 12 
Sarah Bowder1995-98 12 
Staci Morris 1994-97 12 
Julie Jensen 1991-94 10 
Brittni Estep-Cannichael -<(~1994 9 
Melissa Wykes1994 9 
I 
Janet Killary ~991-94 8 
AmyMaas 1993-95 8 
Karli Holub 1998 7 
Katrina Crabb 1995-97 7 
Shutouts (2 or more) 
Name Years Total 
Meghan Gibson 1997-98 16 
Nancy Propp 1992-95 14.5 
TraciScandrett 1994 3.5 
Johnna Golden 1991 3 
Sarah Iversen 1995-96 3 
Goals Against (10+ Games) 
Name Years Games Goals Ave. 
Meghan Gibson 1997-98 39 34 0.87 
Nancy Propp 1992-95 59 65 1.15 
Traci Scandrett 1994 11 11 1.47 
Sarah Iverson 1995-96 24 40 1.87 
Johnna Golden 1991 11 40 3.64 
INDIVIDUAL SEASON RECORDS 
Points 
Name Year Total 
Karli Holub 1998 37 
Brittni Estep-Cannichael 1994 31 
Gegi Bonera 1994 28 
GegiBonera 1993 26 
Katrina Crabb 1996 25 
AmyMaas 1993 20 
Katrina Crabb 1997 20 
Staci Morris 1997 19 
Sarah Bowder 1998 17 
Melissa Wykes 1994 17 
Julie Jensen 1991 16 
Julie Jensen 1992 16 
Goals 
Name Years Total 
KarliHolub 1998 15 
GegiBonera 1994 12 
GegiBonera 1993 11· 
Brittni Estep-Cannichael 1994 11 
Katrina Crabb 1996 11 
Katrina Crabb 1997 8 
Sarah Bowder 1998 7 
AmyMaas 1993 7 
Staci Morris 1997 7 
Noelle Miller 1998 6 
Julie Jensen 1991 6 
Staci Morris 1996 6 
Assists 
Name Year Total 
Brittni Estep-Carmichael 1994 9 
Melissa Wykes 1994 9 
Karli Holub 1998 7 
Beth Kahut 1997 7 
AmyMaas 1993 6 
Staci Morris 1997 5 
Noelle Miller 1998 4 
Julie Jensen 1991 4 
Julie Jensen 1992 4 
Marla Wittkopp 1992 4 
GegiBonera 1993 4 
GegiBonera 1994 4 
Janet Killary 1994 4 
GegiBonera 1995 4 
Katrina Crabb 1997 4 
Goalkeeper Shutouts 
Name Year Total 
Meghan Gibson 1998 9 
Meghan Gibson 1997 7 
Nancy Propp 1993 5 
Nancy Propp 1992 4 
Nancy Propp 1994 3.5 
TraciScandrett 1994 3.5 
Johnna Golden 1991 3 
G 
(Goalkeeper Goals Against Ave. 
10+ Games) 
Name Years Games Goals Ave. 
Meghan Gibson 1998 21 13 0.62 
Nancy Propp 1994 10 6 0.71 
Nancy Propp 1993 18 20 1.11 
Meghan Gibson 1997 18 21 1.14 
Nancy Propp 1995 15 19 1.27 
Nancy Propp 1992 16 19 1.26 
Traci Scandrett 1994 11 11 1.47 
Sarah Iverson 1996 17 35 2.13 
Johnna Golden 1991 11 40 3.63 
TEAM SEASON RECORDS 
Most Goals Scored 58, 1994 
Fewest Goals Scored 15, 1991 
Fewest Goals Allowed 15, 1998 
Highest Winning 
Percentage .714 (15-4-2) 1998 
Most Wins 15, 1998 
Fewest Losses 3, 1994 
Most Ties 3, 1994 
Most Shutouts 9, 1998 
Fewest Times Shut Out 2, 1994 
Most Consecutive Wins 7, 1998 
Most Consecutive Games 
Without a Loss 14, 1998 
TEAM GAME RECORDS 
Most Goals 
14 , at Western Baptist 9/27/94 
Most Assists 
5 at Albertson 10/22/94 
at Western Baptist 9/27/94 
NAJA Playoff Appearances 
District/Conference 
1991, 1992, 1993, 1998 
INDIVIDUAL GAl\tffi RECORDS 
Points 
8 Julie Jensen at Linfield 10/28/91 
Gegi Bonera at W. Baptist 10/13/93 
Goals 
4 Julie Jensen at Linfield 10/28/91 
Gegi Bonera at W. Baptist 10/13/93 
Assists 
2 by seven players, most recently by 
Noelle Miller vs. Linfield College 
~10/28/98 
1998 
Season: 15-4-2 NWC: 11-3-2 
Home: 8-1-2 Away: 7-3-0 
9-1 Western Baptist W 2-1 (OT) -;;:;,. 
9-9 La Verne W 1-0 
9-12 at Seattle University W 2-0 
9-13 atPuget Sound L 0-1(0T) -
9-16 at Willamette L 0-2 
9-19 Whitworth L 0-1 
9-20 Whitman w 2-0 
9-23 Linfield w 4-1 
9-26 at Pacific w 4-1 
9-29 at Concordia w 2-0 
10-3 at Pacific Lutheran w 3-1 
10-6 Western Oregon w 4-1 
10-10 Puget Sound w 1-0 
10-11 Seattle University T 0-0(0T) 
10-14 Willamette T 1-1(0T) 
10-17 at Whitman w 2-1 
10-18 at Whitworth w 2-0 
10-24 Pacific w 2-0 
10-28 at Linfield w 6-1 
11-1 Pacific Lutheran w 3-0 
11-13 Seattle University# L 0-3 
#NAIA Regional Semifinal Game 
1997 
Season: 9-9-1 NWC: 6-9-1 
Home: 4-5 Away: 5-4-1 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 1-0 
9-6 Concordia w 3-0 
9-9 at Western Baptist w 2-1 
9-13 Pacific Lutheran L 1-2 
9-14 Puget Sound w 1-0 
9-17 Willamette L 0-2 
9-20 at Whitworth L 0-1 
9-21 at Whitman w 2-0 
9-24 at Linfield w 4-2 
9-27 Pacific W 4-0 
10-4 Seattle L 0-1 
10-11 at Puget Sound L 0-1 
10-12 at Pacific Lutheran L 3-4 (OT) 
10-15 at Willamette* L 1-2 
10-18 Whitman* L 2-3 
10-19 Whitworth* L 1-2 
10-25 at Pacific* w 3-0 
10-29 Linfield* w 2-1 
11-2 at Seattle* T 0-0 (OT) 
1996 
Season: 8-12 NWC: 5-9 
Home: 5-4 Away: 3-8 
9-4 at Central Washington L 2-3 
9-7 Seattle L 0-4 
9-9 at Concordia w 2-0 (OT) 
9-14 at San Francisco State w 3-1 
9-15 at Humboldt State L 0-4 
9-21 Pacific Lutheran* w 2-1 
9-22 Puget Sound* w 2-1 (OT) 
9-25 Pacific* w 3-2 
9-28 at Whitman* L 3-5 
9-29 at Whitworth* L 0-6 
10-1 Western Baptist W 3-1 
10-5 at Linfield* w 3-2 
10-6 at Willamette* L 0-1 
10-12 at Puget Sound* L 0-3 (OT) 
10-13 at Pacific Lutheran* L 0-3 
10-19 Whitworth* L 0-1 
10-20 Whitman* L 1-2 (OT) 
10-23 at Pacific* L 0-4 
10-26 Willamette* L 0-2 
10-27 Linfield* w 5-1 
1995 
Season: 6-10-2 NWC: 4-7-1 
Home: 4-2-2 Away: 2-8 
9-2 Central Washington w 2-0 
9-5 at Western Baptist w 5-0 
9-9 at Seattle L 1-2 
9-12 Concordia T 0-0 (OT) 
9-14 at Portland State L 0-4 
9-16 at Puget Sound* L 0-1 
9-22 Whitman* T 1-1 (OT) 
9-23 Whitworth* L 0-1 
9-29 at Willamette* L 0-1 
9-30 at Linfield* w 2-1 
10-5 at Pacific* L 0-1 
10-7 at Pacific Lutheran* L 1-2 (OT) 
10-13 at Whitman* L 1-3 (OT) 
10-14 at Whitworth* L 0-3 
10-20 Pacific* w 3-2 
10-21 Pacific Lutheran* w 2-1 (OT) 
10-27 Linfield* w 5-0 
10-28 Willamette * L 0-2 (OT) 
1994 
Season: 9-3-3 
Home: 5-0-3 Away: 4-3 
9-3 at Whitworth L 1-2 
9-4 at Evergreen State w 5-0 
9-15 at Pacific L 3-5 
9-17 Seattle T 0-0 (OT) 
9-24 Portland State T 3-3 (OT) 
9-27 at Western Baptist w 14-0 
10-1 Albertson w 4-0 
10-4 at Willamette L 0-2 
10-8 Western Baptist W 8-0 
10-12 at Linfield w 3-1 
10-15 Pacific Lutheran T 2-2 (OT) 
10-20 LinfieldW 3-1 
10-22 at Albertson w 6-0 
10-25 Pacific W 2-1 
10-29 Whitman w 4-0 
1993 
Season: 11-8 District: 7-3 
Home: 8-1 Away: 3-7 
9-3 Western Baptist W 7-0 
9-8 LinfieldW 2-0 
9-11 at Willamette L 1-2 
9-17 Simon Fraser L 0-2 
9-18 Evergreen State W 7-0 
9-21 Willamette w 1-0 
9-25 at Pacific Lutheran L 0-2 
10-1 Albertson w 1-0 
10-2 at Whitman L 0-4 
10-8 at Puget Sound L 0-2 (OT) 
10-9 at Seattle L 0-4 
10-13 at Western Baptist w 9-0 
10-16 Pacific W 2-1 (OT) 
10-19 at Pacific L 0-2 
10-23 at Albertson w 2-1 
10-26 at Linfield w 2-1 
10-30 Portland State w 1-0 
11-4 NAIA District 2 Semifmal 
Pacific W 1-0 
11-6 NAIA District 2 Championship 
Willamette L 0-1 
1992 
Season: 7-6-2 District: 5-3-2 
Home: 5-2-1 Away: 2-4-1 
9-9 at Pacific L 0-2 
9-12 at Linfield w 4-0 
9-19 Whitman L 0-1 
9-23 Willamette T 2-2 
9-26 Pacific Lutheran w 3-2 
10-1 at Oregon State L 0-2 
10-3 Albertson w 1-0 
10-7 Willamette w 1-0 (OT) 
10-10 Puget Sound L 0-2 
10-13 at Evergreen State w 2-0 
10-17 at Albertson L 0-2 
10-20 Pacific T 2-2 (OT) 
10-27 LinfieldW 4-2 
11-5 NAIA District 2 Semifinals 
Willamette w 3-2 
11-7 NAIA District 2 Championship 
at Pacific L 0-1 
1991 
Season: 3-8-1 District: 2-6-1 
Home: 1-4-1 Away: 2-4 
9-7 Evergreen State W 2-0 
9-19 Pacific L 1-4 
9-25 Willamette L 2-3 
9-28 Pacific Lutheran L 
10-5 College ofldaho T 
10-10 LinfieldL 1-2 
10-12 at College ofldaho W 
10-24 at Linfield W 5-3 
10-26 at Willamette L 0-8 
10-31 at Pacific L 0-4 
11-2 at Puget Sound L 0-6 
11-8 NAIA District 2 Semifmals 
at Willamette University 






1998 7 0 0 0 
Valerie Cole 
1998 21 0 0 0 
Career 40 0 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh 
1998 21 1 2 4 
Career 59 5 5 15 
Karli Holub 
1998 21 15 7 37 
Ashleigh Hughes 
1998 21 1 4 6 
Career 40 3 6 12 
Darla lmhausen 
1998 8 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg 
1998 21 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe 
1998 18 0 0 0 
Career 27 0 0 0 
Katie McCoy 
1998 3 2 3.0 2 .667 0 
Career 6 3 4.8 9 2.99 0 
Noelle Miller 
1998 18 6 4 16 
Erin Oates 
1998 17 0 0 0 
Career 32 0 0 0 
Jen Overstreet 
1998 21 5 2 12 
Career 60 8 4 20 
Annie Walsh 
1998 3 0 0 0 
Sarah Bowder 2 
Forward, Sr., 5-6 
Tigard, Ore. 
Tigard HS '95 
Career Stats 
Year Games Goals 
1995 18 2 
1996 18 1 
1997 18 3 






PERSONAL: Born 2-15-77 ... Fitness management major ... Daughter of Jack and Sally 
Bowder ... Played for U-18 F.C. Portland, 1995 Oregon State Cup champions. 
GEORGE FOX: Solid all-around player. .. Skillful with both feet. .. Highly competitive ... 1997: 
Starting forward ... Scored game winner in 1-0 win over Puget Sound (9-14) ... Scored versus 
Concordia (9-6) and Linfield (9-24) ... 1996: Scored and assisted in 2-1 win over PLU (9-
21) ... 1995: Headed in game winner in 3-2 win over Pacific (10-20). 
TIGARD HS: Coached by Kit Pierce ... 1994: All-Metro League First Team 
forward/midfielder ... Team MVP ... Team captain ... 1993: Starter for Oregon 4A state 
champions ... 1992: Starter for Oregon 4A state champions. 
Shanna Clinton 15 
Midflelder/Defender, Fr., 5-3 
Orlando, Fla. 
University HS '98 
PERSONAL: Born 12-24-79 ... Liberal arts major ... Daughter of Steve and Virginia 
Clinton ... National Merit Commended Scholar. .. Who's Who Among American High School 
Students ... Senior class treasurer ... Honor Society vice president...Seven years of club soccer 
experience. 
GEORGE FOX: Great hustle ... Competitive spirit... Encourager ... Overcoming early season 
illness ... Good quickness. 
UNIVERSITY HS: Coached by Mike Strickler ... 1997: Played midfield/defense for Metro, 
District and Regional Champions, state runners-up ... Metro League second team ... Orange County 
all-star ... 1996: Played midfield. 
Valerie Cole 4 
Defender, Jr., 5-4 
Eugene, Ore. 
Sheldon HS '96 
Career Stats 
Year Games Goals Assists Points 
1997 19 0 0 0 
PERSONAL: Born 11-8-78 ... 
Athletic training major. .. Daughter of John and Eileen Cole ... High schoolletterwinner in track 
and soccer ... High school honor roll student. 
GEORGE FOX: Physically strong ... One of fastest players on team ... 1997:Starting 
sweeper ... Helped George Fox record seven shutouts ... 1996: Did not play because of injury to 
lower leg. 
SHELDON HS: Coached by Don Haskins ... 1995: All-Midwestern League Second team 
sweeper ... Team MVP ... 
1 goal, 2 assists ... 1994: All-Midwestern League honorable mention fullback ... Team Most 
Improved Player. 
Megan Diefenbaugh 6 
Midfielder/Defender, Jr., 5-7 
South Eugene HS '95 
Eugene, Ore. 
CAREER STATS 
Year Games Goals 
3 
Assists Points 
1995 18 1 7 
1996 20 1 2 4 
Career 38 4 3 11 
PERSONAL: Born 4-22-77 ... Computer information science major ... Daughter of Gary and 
Margaret Brownlee ... Married Scott Diefenbaugh (George Fox men's soccer assistant coach) on 
June 21, 1997 ... Maiden name was Brownlee ... Brother Merrick Brownlee is starting rnidfielder on 
George Fox men's soccer team ... National Merit Finalist in high school...Played club soccer for 
Lane County AFC team. 
GEORGE FOX: Returns to team after taking a year off to get married ... Good speed ... Versatile 
player ... 1996: Played in all20 games ... Scored in 5-3 loss to Whitman (9-28) ... 1995: Played in all 
18 games ... Scored in 3-2 win over Pacific (10-20) ... Scored in 2-1 win over Linfield (9-
30) ... Scored in 
5-0 win over Western Baptist (9-5). 
SO Urn EUGENE HS: Coached by K.ris Kent...1994: Second-team all-Midwestern 
League ... 1993: Second-team 
all-Midwestern League. 
Meghan Gibson 00 
Goalkeeper, So., 5-8 
Klamath Falls, Ore. 
Henley HS '97 
Career Stats 
Year Games GA GAPG Saves SVPG Shutouts 
1997 18 21 1.139 120 6.67 7 
PERSONAL: Born 2-3-79 ... Secondary education major ... Daughter of Gary and Karen Gibson. 
GEORGE FOX: Starting goalkeeper ... Strong on high balls .. .Improved distribution on 
punt.. .1997: Set school record with seven shutouts ... Northwest Conference Player of the Week 
(9-8) 
HENLEY HS: Coached by Lupe Gonzales ... 1996: 3A All-state first team ... Skyline League 
Player of the Year ... 
9 shutouts ... Team finished as state runners-up ... Team 
co-captain ... 1995: 3A All-State Honorable Mention ... 
All-Skyline League First Team ... Coach's Award ... Team 
co-captain ... 1994: All-Skyline League First Team ... Team 
co-captain. 
Karli Holub 9 
Forward, Fr., 5-7 
Pleasant Hill, Ore. 
Pleasant Hill HS '98 
PERSONAL: Born 6-30-80 ... Pre-med major. .. Daughter of Andrew and Terri Holub ... High 
schoolletterwinner in track. .. Six years of club soccer experience. 
GEORGE FOX: Will start as freshman ... Has knack for scoring goals ... Good strength and 
speed ... Good ball skills ... Deceptive moves. 
PLEASANT IDLL HS: Coached by Colin Hay ... 1997: Oregon Class 3A all-state first 
team ... Sky-Em League MVP and first team. .. Scored 38 goals, 20 assists ... Team captain ... 1996: 
Oregon Class 3A all-state first team ... Sky-Em League MVP and first team. .. Team captain. 
Ashleigh Hughes 16 
Midfielder, So., 5-7 
Portland, Ore. 
Jesuit HS '97 
Career Stats 
Year Games Goals Assists Points 
1997 19 2 2 6 
PERSONAL: Born 8-27-79 ... 
Liberal arts major ... Daughter of James and Rebecca Hughes ... Played for F.C. Portland 
Academy. 
GEORGE FOX: Solid all-around player. .. Distributes ball well ... 1997: Played in all19 games 
as center midfielder. 
JESUIT HS: Coached by Steve Fennah ... 1996: Played center midfield for Oregon 4A state 
champions ... 10 assists ... 1995: Played center midfield for Oregon 4A state champions ... 10 
assists. 
Darla Imhausen 18 
Midfielder/Defender, Fr., 5-4 
Plainfield, Ind. 
Plainfield HS '98 
PERSONAL: Born 10-23-79 ... Biology major ... Daughter of James and Kathryn 
Imhausen ... High school co-captain and letterwinner in track ... Member of National Honor 
Society ... Three years of club soccer experience. 
GEORGE FOX: Good work ethic ... Versatile player. .. Good ball control. 
PLAINFIELD HS: Coached by Steve Weiger. .. 1997: Team captain ... All County ... Co-
MVP ... Played center midfield ... ! 0 goals, 6 assists ... 1996: Played sweeper/center midfield ... All-
state ... 7 goals, 3 assists. 
Beth Kahut 5 
Midfielder, Sr., 5-4 
Milwaukie, Ore. 
La Salle HS '95 
Career Stats 
Year Games Goals 
1994 14 2 
1995 2 0 
1997 19 2 






1996 16 0 
PERSONAL: Born 9-20-76 ... Health and human performance major ... Daughter of Jerry and 
Katie Kahut. 
GEORGE FOX: Great acceleration ... Leads by example ... Valuable defender ... Excellent 
crosses ... 1997: Came within two assists of season assist record with seven ... Scored goals against 
Willamette (10-15) and Linfield (10-29) ... 1996: Missed part of season after second knee 
surgery ... 1995: Red-shirted season after knee surgery ... 1994: Named Most 
Improved Player. 
LA SALLE HS: Coached by Elise Emerson ... 1993: 3A All-State First Team ... All-Tri-Valley 
League First Team sweeper ... Team captain ... Most Inspirational Player ... 1992: 3A All-State 
First Team ... Team MVP ... All-Tri-Valley League First Team ... Co-captain ... 1991: All-Tri-
Valley League Second Team sweeper. 
Beth Liljenberg 14 
Defender, Fr., 5-2 
Portland, Ore. 
Franklin HS '98 
PERSONAL: Born 4-12-80 ... Business management major ... Daughter of Jon and Bonnie 
Liljenberg ... High schoolletterwinner in basketball and track. .. High school valedictorian ( 4.0 
grade point average) ... 
National Honor Society member ... Played with Portland F.C. Academy ... Played two years on 
Olympic Development (ODP) team. 
GEORGE FOX: Tremendous determination ... Smart and aggressive defender ... Will start as 
freshman ... Excellent skills ... Makes few mistakes ... Very quick. 
FRANKLIN HS: Coached by Jay Keuter ... 1997: Oregon Class 4A all-state honorable mention 
defender. .. Portland Interscholastic League first team. .. Played sweeper. .. NIKE Athlete of the 
Month (Jan.) ... Team captain ... Team Best Defender. .. 
9 goals, 8 assists ... 1996: Portland Interscholastic League first team .. A goals, 9 assists ... Team 
MVP ... 1995: Portland Interscholastic League second team. 
Kelly McCabe 10 
Defender, So., 5-7 
Camas, Wash. 
Camas HS '97 
Career Stats 
Year Games Goals Assists Points 
1997 9 0 0 0 
PERSONAL: Born 9-13-78 ... Health and human performance major. .. Daughter of John and 
Brooke McCabe. 
GEORGE FOX: Strengths are physical strength and aggressiveness ... Reads game well ... Smart 
player ... 
Establishes position well ... Dependable ... 1997: Played in nearly half of games. 
CAMAS HS: Coached by John Condon ... l997: Second Team All-Greater St. Helens League 
sweeper ... Team MVP ... 1 goal, 4 assists ... 1996: First Team All-Greater St. Helens League 
sweeper. .. Team MVP ... 2 assists. 
Katie McCoy 0 
Goalkeeper, So., 5-8 
Spokane, Wash. 
Mead HS, '97 
Career Stats 
Year Games GA GAPG Saves SVPG Shutouts 
1997 3 l 1.8 7 2.33 0 
PERSONAL: Born 11-17-78 ... Fitness management major. .. 
Daughter of Peggy and Jerry McCoy ... Played for Spokane Sabers club team. 
GEORGE FOX: Solid soccer background ... Athletic ... Back-up keeper. .. Could play in 
field ... 1997: Played goalkeeper in portions of three games, allowing one goal. 
MEAD HS: Did not play for high school varsity team. 
Noelle Miller 12 
Midfielder, Fr., 5-5 
Lake Oswego, Ore. 
Lakeridge HS '98 
PERSONAL: Born 8-21-80 ... Daughter of Don and Betty Miller. .. Biology major. .. Member of 
high school National Honor Society. 
GEORGE FOX: Aggressive player ... Will stati as freshman ... Best one-on-one tackler on 
team. .. Explosive first steps ... May have strongest shot on team ... Great potential. 
LAKERIDGE HS: Coached by Steve Fisher. .. 1997: Oregon Class 4A all-state honorable 
mention ... All-Three Rivers League first team ... Team captain ... Played midfield ... l996: All-Three 
Rivers League second team. .. Played forward/midfield ... 8 goals, 17 assists. 
Erin Oates 8 
Defender, So., 5-4 
Grover Beach, Calif 
Arroyo Grande HS '97 
Career Stats 
Year Games Goals Assists Points 
1997 15 0 0 0 
PERSONAL: Born 9-16-79 ... Sociology/social work major. .. Minor: Christian 
ministries/missions ... Daughter of John and Neita Oates ... Two years of club soccer 
experience ... Triple Crown Tournament MVP. 
GEORGE FOX: Good soccer background ... Competitive spirit. .. Good ball skill ... Starting 
defender. .. Tackles well.. .Provides leadership on field ... 1997: Developed into starter. .. Played in 
15 games. 
ARROYO GRANDE HS: Coached by Michelle Johnson ... 1996-97: All-Northern League First 
Team defender ... Hart High School Tournament all-tournament selection ... Team undefeated in 
league play .. . 1995-96: Sat out second half of season with knee injury ... 1994-95: San Luis 
Obispo County Prep Athlete of the Week ... Team undefeated in league play and advanced to 
California Interscholastic Federation quarterfinals. 
Jen Overstreet 3 
Forward, Jr., 5-5 
Beaverton, Ore., 
Beaverton HS '96 
Career Stats 
Year Games Goals 
1996 20 2 
1997 19 I 





PERSONAL: Born 9-8-78 ... Graphic design major. .. Daughter of Dave and Sandee Overstreet. 
GEORGE FOX: Could play forward or midfielder positions ... Strengths are quickness, accurate 
shot and ball control. .. Finesse player. .. 1997: Played mostly forward position ... Scored versus 
Pacific (9-27) ... 1996: Scored and assisted in 3-1 win over Western Baptist ( 10-1). 
BEAVERTON HS: Coached by Bert Halewyn ... 1995: First Team All-Metro League ... Team 
captain ... Second leading scorer on team ... 6 goals ... Team advanced to state playoffs .. . 1994: 4 
goals, 3 assists. 
April Sterhan 20 
Defender, Sr., 5-7 
Milwaukie, Ore. 
Milwaukie HS '95 
Career Stats 
Year Games Goals 
1995 15 0 
1996 18 0 
1997 19 0 






PERSONAL: Born 5-11-77 ... Family and consumer science major. .. Daughter of Steve and Judy 
Sterhan ... High school track varsity athlete ... Brother Steve Sterhan was 1995 NAIA Honorable 
Mention All-American for George Fox men's soccer team. 
GEORGE FOX: Three-year starter ... Strong, tackles well ... Should provide defensive 
leadership ... Throw-in specialist. .. 1997: Starting defender ... Helped team record seven 
shutouts ... 1996: Starting defender. .. Missed final three games with concussion ... 1995: Starting 
defender. 
MILWAUKIE HS: Coached by Dave Allen ... 1994: Honorable Mention All-Three Rivers 
League sweeper/midfielder ... Team MVP ... 2 assists ... Team captain ... 
1993: Played sweeper/midfield ... 1 assist...1992: Played defender ... 2 assists. 
Annie Walsh 17 
Defender, Fr., 5-5 
Portland, Ore. 
David Douglas HS '98 
PERSONAL: Born 7-28-80 ... Daughter of Joe and Brenda Walsh ... Awarded Student of the 
Month in high school...Played three years of club soccer, 
including for School of 
Champions (SOC). 
GEORGE FOX: Very strong ... Good marker. .. Reads game well...Very determined .. .Injured in 
early season ... Sound defensive player. 
DAVID DOUGLAS HS: Coached by Rick Johnson ... 1997: Named team's Outstanding 
Defensive Player. .. Team captain ... Played sweeper. 
Kyla Yokers 13 
Midfielder, Sr., 5-3 
Seattle, Wash. 
Seattle Christian HS '95 
Career Stats 
Year Games Goals Assists 
1995 18 0 2 
1996 19 1 0 
1997 19 5 3 






PERSONAL: Born 5-30-76 ... History teaching major. .. Daughter of Tim and Sally Yokers ... 12 
years of club soccer experience ... Played for Highline Soccer Association Eagles, 1994 and 1995 
Washington State Cup champions. 
GEORGE FOX: One of fiercest competitors and most skilled players on team ... Tremendous 
hustle ... Very strong ... Coming off ankle surgery during summer ... 1997: NAIA All-American 
Scholar-Athlete ... Third-leading scorer on team with five goals ... Hampered by injuries ... 1996: 
Named team Most Valuable Offensive Player ... Scored gamewinner in final eight minutes versus 
Pacific (9-25) ... Hindered by back injury most of season. 
SEATTLE CHRISTIAN HS: Coached by Lisa Peterson 1993: First Team All-Seamont League 
forward ... League Player of the Month ... 32 goals, 13 assists ... Team won state lA title ... 1992: 




NAIA District 2 First Team 1991; 92 
GTE Academic All-District VIII 1992-93 
GTE Academic All-American 
Second-Team 1992-93 
Julie Jensen 
GEORGE FOX 4, WESTERN OREGON 0 ---Sept. 4, 1999, at Monmouth, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (4) WESTERN OREGON (0) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 3 1 0 Heather Moody, F 5 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 4 0 0 Kate Wentworth, F 2 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, M 0 0 0 Tiffany Case, M 0 0 0 
Noelle Miller, M 7 3 1 Darcy Maukonen, M 4 0 0 
Erin Oates, M 0 0 0 Mandy Bednar, M 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe, M 0 0 0 Alina Torrey, M 0 0 0 
Valerie Cole, D 1 0 0 Kristen Ledyard, D 0 0 0 
Tori Taylor, D 8 0 0 Shelley Comstock, D 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, D 3 0 0 Ally Carrillo, D 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Tiffany Russnoogle, M 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Kari Hemrich, G 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 1 0 1 Erica Mays 2 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 1 0 0 Anna Steinbis 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 2 0 0 Melissa Ineck 0 0 0 
Sienna Hester 2 0 0 Lauren Kloberantz 0 0 0 
Samara Thornburg 0 0 0 Kim Emerson 0 0 0 
Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 Kristen Gilmer 0 0 0 
Kayla McKinstry 2 0 0 
Mindy Veneable 1 0 0 
Annie Walsh 0 0 0 
Totals 35 4 2 Totals 13 0 0 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 13 0 5 
Kari Hemrich, WO 45 18 2 5 
Lauren Kloberantz, WO 45 17 2 4 
SCORING 
George Fox 2 2 4 
Western Oregon 0 0 0 
GF- Noelle Miller (A- Ashleigh Hughes) 1st 20:00 
GF- Noelle Miller (direct kick) 1st 41:00 
GF- Karli Holub (A- Noelle Miller) 2nd 9:00 
GF- Noelle Miller (direct kick) 2nd 29:00 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 2, Western Oregon 1. Fouls- George Fox 4, Western Oregon 7. 
Time- 1:49 Attendance -75 
NOTES 
First game for George Fox as an NCAA Division-only member. 
Records: George Fox (1-0-0), Western Oregon (0-2-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at Western Baptist-- Tuesday, Sept. 7, 4:30pm 
Central Washington at Western Oregon- Friday, Sept. 10, 4:00pm 
GEORGE FOX 3, WESTERN BAPTIST 2 (ot) ---Sept. 7, 1999, at Salem, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (3) WESTERN BAPTIST (2) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 2 1 0 Kristy Mogab 0 0 1 
Jen Overstreet, F 3 1 0 Noelle Sample 0 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, M 0 0 0 Wendy Trent 3 2 0 
Noelle Miller, M 2 1 2 Karen Schippe 2 0 0 
Erin Oates, M 0 0 0 Andrea Stout 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe, M 0 0 0 Jen Troja 0 0 1 
Valerie Cole, D 0 0 0 Sara McBee 0 0 0 
Tori Taylor, D 3 0 0 Kandy Etching 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, D 0 0 0 Kelli Keeney 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Amy Dale 1 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Chrissy Cacio 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 AmyTroja 0 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Elisa Shubin 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 Kendra Maisse 0 0 0 
Samara Thornburg 0 0 0 Sherry Kerr 0 0 0 
Kayla McKinstry 0 0 0 Becky Hill 0 0 0 
Mindy Veneable 0 0 0 Alyson Dorr 0 0 0 
Paige Kuske 1 0 0 
Candy Higgins 1 0 0 
Totals 10 3 2 Totals 8 2 2 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 104 8 2 6 
Chrissy Cacio, WB 104 10 3 7 
SCORING 
George Fox 1 1 3 
Western Baptist 1 0 2 
GF - Noelle Miller (unassisted) I st 24:00 
WB -Wendy Trent (A- Jen Troja) 1st 35:00 
GF- Jen Overstreet (A- Noelle Miller) 2nd 3:00 
WB- Wendy Trent (A- Kristy Mogab) 2nd 44:00 
GF - Karli Holub (A -Noelle Miller) OT 14:00 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 14, Western Baptist 1. Fouls- George Fox 5, Western Baptist 4. 
Time-1:50 Attendance - 75 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (2-0-0), Western Baptist (1-2-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at La Verne- Friday, Sept. 10, 7:00pm 
George Fox at Azusa Pacific- Saturday, Sept. 11, 7:00pm 
GEORGE FOX 2, CONCORDIA 1 --- Sept. 14, 1999, at Newburg, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (2) CONCORDIA (1) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 5 0 0 Rachel Archer 1 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 2 0 0 Missy Clark 7 1 0 
Valerie Cole, M 0 0 0 Erin Fowler 5 0 0 
Samara Thornberg, D 0 0 0 Susie Frick 2 0 0 
Noelle Miller, M 4 0 1 Melissa Galloway 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe, D 0 0 0 Jennifer Massei 0 0 0 
Tori Taylor, M 3 2 0 Chrsity Olson 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, D 1 0 0 Deidre Rockett 1 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 1 0 0 Katie Ross 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, M 3 0 0 Bre Starzecki 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Monica Thompson 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 2 0 0 Erika J onasson 2 0 0 
Kayla McKinstry 1 0 0 Felicia Reger l 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 
Mindy Venable 1 0 0 
Sienna Hester 1 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh 0 0 0 
Totals 26 2 1 Totals 19 1 0 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 19 1 4 
Monica Thompson, CU 90 26 2 14 
SCORING 
George Fox 0 2 2 
Concordia 1 0 1 
CU- Missy Clark (unassisted) lst 14:00 
GF- Tori Taylor (unassisted) 2nd 74:00 
GF- Tori Taylor (A- Noelle Miller) 2nd 89:59 
Corner Kicks - George Fox 7, Concordia 6. Fouls - George Fox 4, Concordia 7. 
Time-1:55 Attendance - 1 05 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox ( 4-1-0), Concordia (3-2-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at Pacific- Wednesday, Sept. 22, 5:00pm 
Concordia at Pacific Lutheran- Friday, Sept. 17, TBA 
Women's Soccer 
GEORGE FOX 4, PACIFIC 2--- Sept. 22, 1999, at Forest Grove, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (4) PACIFIC (2) 
Sh G A Sb G A 
Karli Holub, F 8 1 1 Melissa Montes 1 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 3 2 0 Aja Sacerny 7 0 0 
Valerie Cole, M 0 0 0 Susan Doyle 2 1 0 
Noelle Miller, M 0 0 1 Liz Lewis 1 0 0 
Tori Taylor, M 5 0 0 Kelli Ann Miller 1 0 0 
Rachel Denning, M 2 1 0 Erin Holley 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, D 0 0 0 LeAnn Ogasawara 0 0 0 
Samara Thornberg, D 0 0 0 Angela Lightner 2 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, D 0 0 0 Robin Park 3 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Rhianon Gagnon 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Danglyn Ong 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 Kristen Beverly 1 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Malia DeVilliers 2 1 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Angela Luty 0 0 0 
Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 Becky Lucas 0 0 0 
Becky Long 0 0 0 
Totals 18 4 2 Totals 20 2 0 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 20 2 8 
Danglyn Ong, PU 90 18 4 10 
SCORING 
George Fox 3 1 4 
Pacific 2 0 2 
PU- Susan Doyle (unassisted) 1st 12:21 
GF -Rachel Denning (A- Noelle Miller 1st 15:10 
GF - Karli Holub (unassisted) 1st 22:54 
PU- Malia DeVilliers (unassisted) 1st 23:52 
GF- Jen Overstreet (A- Karli Holub) 1st 33:05 
GF- Jen Overstreet (unassisted) 2nd 52:55 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 7, Pacific 6. Fouls- George Fox 0, Pacific 0. 
Time -1:51 Attendance -n/a 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (5-1-0, NWC 1-0-0), Pacific ( 4-2-0, NWC 0-1-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at Whitworth- Saturday, Sept. 25, 12:00 pm 
Pacific at Whitman- Saturday, Sept. 25, TBA 
Women's Soccer 
WHITWORTH 2, GEORGE FOX 1 --- Sept. 25, 1999, at Spokane, Wash. 
GEORGE FOX (1) WHITWORTH (2) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 6 . l 0 Liz Fleming, D 0 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 3 0 0 Melissa Butler, D 0 0 0 
Valerie Cole, D 0 0 0 Heidi Bohnett, M 2 0 1 
Noelle Miller, M 2 0 0 Jessie Butte, F 1 0 0 
Tori Taylor, M 3 0 0 Angela Faridnia, F 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, M 0 0 1 Grace Grabner, D 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, M 1 0 0 Jennifer Dunford, F 10 2 0 
Samara Thornberg, D 0 0 0 Lenua Key, F 4 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, M 0 0 0 Dalyce Young, D 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Carley Sullivan, D 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Stacey Roberts, G 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 2 0 0 Suzanne Boyce 2 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Lydia Wingrove 0 0 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Allison Bopp 0 0 0 
Mindy Venable 1 0 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Totals 18 1 1 Totals 19 2 1 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 19 2 10 
Stacey Roberts, WC 90 18 I 9 
SCORING 
George Fox 1 0 1 
Whitworth 0 2 2 
GF - Karli Holub (A - Rachel Denning, CK) lst 32:05 
W - Jennifer Dunford (unassisted) 2nd 52:26 
W- Jennifer Dunford (A- Heidi Bohnett) 2nd 84:15 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 4, Whitworth 3. Fouls - George Fox 0, Whitworth 1. 
Time-1:48 Attendance - 82 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (5-2-0, NWC 1-1-0), Whitworth (4-2-1, NWC 2-0-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at Whitman- Sunday, Sept. 26, 12:00 pm 
Pacific at Whitworth- Sunday, Sept. 26, TBA 
Women's Soccer 
GEORGE FOX 2, WHITMAN 1 (OT) ---Sept. 26,1999, at Walla Walla, Wash. 
GEORGE FOX (2) WHITMAN(1) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 5 0 0 Cristina Anderson 3 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 3 2 0 Alison Jones 0 0 0 
Valerie Cole, M 1 0 1 Heather Groshong 0 0 0 
Noelle Miller, M 0 0 0 Jessica Neff 0 0 0 
Tori Taylor, M 1 0 0 Jenny Wood 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, M 1 0 0 Alison Chisholm 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, D 0 0 0 Maa-Ja Sula 0 0 0 
Samara Thornberg, D 0 0 0 Jamie Grindrod 4 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, D 0 0 0 Julia Makowski 2 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Jenn Watt 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Kristina Anderson 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 Shannon O'Neill 0 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 1 0 0 Nicole Marshall 5 0 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Corinne Schuler 1 0 1 
Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 Jenny Russell 3 0 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 Megan MacKensie 2 0 0 
Erin Simon 0 0 0 Chrissy Vaughn 4 0 0 
Mindy Venable 2 0 0 Rilke Bushy 1 1 0 
Sienna Hester 0 0 0 Erin Bray 1 0 0 
Gretchen Weiman 0 0 0 
Totals 14 2 1 Totals 26 1 1 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 91 26 I 8 
Kristina Anderson, W 91 I4 2 4 
SCORING 
George Fox 0 l 1 2 
Whitman I 0 0 1 
W- Rilke Bushy (A- Corinee Schuler) 1st 5:39 
GF- Jen Overstreet (A- Valerie Cole) 2nd 74:00 
GF- Jen Overstreet (unassisted) OT 90:08 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 3, Whitman 5. Fouls - George Fox 4, Whitman 4. 
Time-1:52 Attendance- 115 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (5-2-0, NWC 2-1-0), Whitman (3-5-0, NWC 0-3-0) 
Next Game: Puget Sound at George Fox- Saturday, Oct. 2, 12:00 pm 
Women's Soccer 
GEORGE FOX 1, PACIFIC LUTHERAN 0 ---Oct. 3, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (1) PACIFIC LUTHERAN (0) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 7 1 0 Alison Brennan, F 4 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 1 0 0 Jen Wilson, M 0 0 0 
Valerie Cole, M 0 0 0 Tasha Ockfen, M 4 0 0 
Tori Taylor, M 2 0 0 Lori Wieser, D 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, M 0 0 1 Brionnne Shimoda, M 1 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, M 0 0 0 Angela Carder, D 0 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, D 0 0 0 Carli Rasmussen, D 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Kira Johnson, F I 0 0 
Erin Oates, D 0 0 0 Amy Gudgeon, M I 0 0 
Kelly McCabe, D 0 0 0 Debra Potocny, M 1 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Gloria Cefali, G 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 Kristi Osbourne 2 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Abby Buck 1 0 0 
Noelle Miller 1 0 0 Kelly Wright 0 0 0 
Samara Thornburg 0 0 0 
Totals 11 1 1 Totals 15 0 0 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 15 0 8 
Gloria Cefali, PL 90 11 5 
SCORING 
Pacific Lutheran 0 0 0 
George Fox 0 1 1 
GF - Karli Holub( A- Rachel Denning) 2nd 54:29 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 2, Pacific Lutheran 3. Fouls- George Fox 7, Pacific Lutheran 8. 
Time-1:46 Attendance- 175 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (7-3-0, NWC 3-2-0), Pacific Lutheran (2-6-0, NWC 1-4-0) 
Next Game: George Fox at Linfield- Saturday, Oct. 9, 12:00 pm 
Seattle at Pacific Lutheran- Wednesday, Oct. 6, 1999, 3:30pm 
Women's Soccer 
WIDTMAN 1, GEORGE FOX 0 ••• Oct. 16, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
WIDTMAN(1) GEORGE FOX (0) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Christina Anderson 2 1 0 Karli Holub, F 6 0 0 
Shannon O'Neill 1 0 0 Jen Overstreet, F 2 0 0 
Nicole Marshall 3 0 0 Megan Diefenbuagh, M 0 0 0 
Corinne Schuler 1 0 0 Samara Thornberg, D 1 0 0 
Jenny Russell 1 0 o· Noelle Miller, M 1 0 0 
Megan McKenzie 0 0 0 Erin Oates, D 0 0 0 
Jennie Wood 1 0 0 Tori Taylor, M 4 0 0 
Mee-Ja Sula 0 0 0 Rachel Denning, D 0 0 0 
Jamie Grindrod 1 0 0 Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 
Gretchen Wieman 0 0 0 Ashleigh Hughes, M 0 0 0 
Kristina Anderson 0 0 0 Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 
Alison Chisholm 0 0 0 Valerie Cole 0 0 0 
Chrissy Vaughn 0 0 0 Sienna Hester 0 0 0 
Jessica Neff 0 0 1 Anna Carlson 0 0 0 
JanaSeaman 0 0 0 Mindy Venable 0 0 0 
Erin Bray 0 0 0 Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 
Totals 10 1 1 Totals 14 0 0 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 10 1 5 
Kristina Anderson, .we 90 14 0 6 
SCORING 
Whitman 0 1 1 
George Fox 0 0 0 
W- Christina Anderson (A- Jessica Neff) 2nd 45:20 
Corner Kicks - Whitman 5, George Fox 6. Fouls -Whitman 1, George Fox 5 
Time-1:55 Attendance- 150 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (8-5-0, MWC 4-4-0), Whitman (5-8-0, NWC 2-6-0) 
Next Games: Whitworth at George Fox- Sunday, Oct. 17, 12:00 pm 
Whitman at Pacific- Sunday, Oct. 17, 12:00 pm 
Women's Soccer 
WHITWORTH 1, GEORGE FOX 0 (2 OT) --- Oct. 17, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
WHITWORTH (1) GEORGE FOX (0) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Liz Fleming 0 0 0 Karli Holub, F 5 0 0 
AddiNorman 0 0 0 Jen Overstreet, F 4 0 0 
Melissa Butler 0 0 0 Samara Thornberg, D 1 0 0 
Suzanne Boyce 2 0 0 Megan Diefenbaugh, D 0 0 0 
Heidi Bohnett 2 0 0 Noelle Miller, M 2 0 0 
Angela Faridnia 1 0 0 Erin Oates, D 0 0 0 
Jennifer Dunford 4 1 0 Tori Taylor, M 7 0 0 
Lehua Kay 0 0 0 Rachel Denning, M 1 0 0 
Dalyce Young 0 0 1 Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 
Carley Sullivan 0 0 0 Ashleigh Hughes, M 2 0 0 
Stacey Roberts 0 0 0 Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 
Alison Bopp 0 0 0 Valerie Cole 1 0 0 
Amy Tuurie 0 0 0 Anna Carlson 2 0 0 
Lydia Wingrove 0 0 0 Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Laura Walker 0 0 0 Mindy Venable 0 0 0 
Jessie Butte 1 0 0 
Totals 10 1 1 Totals 25 0 0 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Stacey Roberts, WC 109 25 0 9 
Cori Wulf, GF 109 10 4 
SCORING 
Whitworth 0 0 0 1 I 
George Fox 0 0 0 0 0 
W- Jennifer Dunford (A- Dalyce Young) 20T 109:00 
Corner Kicks - Whitworth 3, George Fox 11. Fouls - Whitworth 11, George Fox 9 
Time- 2:10 Attendance - 95 
NOTES 
Records: Whitworth (6-8 overall, 3-6 NWC), George Fox (8-6 overall, 4-5 NWC) 
Next Games: Whitman at Whitworth- Wednesday, Oct. 20, 3:00pm 
Pacific at George Fox- Wednesday, Oct. 20, 3:00pm 
Women's Soccer 
GEORGE FOX 3, PACIFIC 1--- Oct. 20,1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
PACIFIC (1) GEORGE FOX (3) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Melissa Montes 1 0 0 Karli Holub 2 2 0 
Aja Sincerny 3 0 0 Jen Overstreet I 0 0 
Susan Doyle 0 0 0 Samara Thornberg 0 0 0 
Liz Lewis 2 0 0 Megan Diefenbaugh 0 0 0 
Kelli Miller 2 0 0 Noelle Miller 0 0 1 
Erin Holley 0 0 0 Erin Oates 0 0 0 
Leann Ogasawara 0 0 0 Tori Taylor 2 1 1 
Angela Lightner 3 0 1 Rachel Denning 0 0 0 
Robin Park 3 1 0 Beth Liljenberg 0 0 0 
Rhiannon Gagnon 0 0 0 Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 
Danalyn Ong 0 0 0 Cori Wulf 0 0 0 
Kristin Bowerly 0 0 0 Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Malia De Villiers 0 0 0 Valerie Cole 0 0 1 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 
Mindy Venable 0 0 0 
Sienna Hester 0 0 0 
Lindsey Woodward 0 0 0 
Annie Walsh 0 ,0 0 
Shanna Clinton 1 0 0 
Erin Simon 0 0 0 
Becky Long 0 0 
Totals 14 1 1 Totals 7 3 3 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Danalyn Ong, PU 90 7 3 2 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 14 1 5 
SCORING 
Pacific 1 0 1 
George Fox 3 0 3 
GF - Karli Holub (A- Tori Taylor ) l st 9:02 
GF- Tori Taylor (A- Noelle Miller) lst 9:30 
GF- Karli Holub (A- Valerie Cole) 1st 31:12 
PU- Robin Park (A- Angela Lightner) 1st 31:34 
Corner Kicks - Pacific 4, George Fox 1 . Fouls - Pacific 8, George Fox 6 
Time-2:00 Attendance - 110 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (9-6-0, 5-5-0 NWC), Pacific (8-6-1, 4-5-1) 
Next Games: George Fox at Pacific Lutheran- Saturday, Oct. 23, 12:00 p.m. 
Pacific at Puget Sound- Saturday, Oct. 23, TBA 
Women's Soccer 
WILLAMETTE 2, GEORGE FOX 1 --- Oct. 29, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
WILLAMETTE (2) GEORGE FOX (1) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Julie Hourigan 3 0 0 Karli Holub 2 0 0 
Natalie Flindt 3 1 0 Jen Overstreet 3 0 1 
Erin Moore 0 0 0 Samara Thornberg 0 0 0 
Katie Edmonds 2 0 0 Megan Diefenbaugh 0 0 0 
Jenna Ward 0 0 0 Noelle Miller 1 0 0 
Buffy Morris 3 1 0 Erin Oates 0 0 0 
Jill Stratton 0 0 0 Tori Taylor 2 1 0 
Laura Kunnert 0 0 0 Rachel Denning 0 0 0 
Jenny Bellone 3 0 2 Beth Liljenberg 0 0 0 
Dana Christopherson 0 0 0 Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 
Anna Haegel 0 0 0 Cori Wulf 0 0 0 
Heather Ebert 2 0 0 Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Katie Privette I 0 0 Valerie Cole I 0 0 
Ashley Holmer 2 0 0 Anna Carlson 0 0 0 
Jenny Fankel-Reed 0 0 0 
Annie Mockford 0 0 0 
Totals 19 2 2 Totals 9 1 1 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Anna Haegel, WU 90 9 1 4 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 19 2 8 
SCORING 
Willamette 2 0 2 
George Fox 1 0 1 
GF -Tori Taylor (A- Jen Overstreet ) 1st 15:47 
WU- Natalie Flindt (A- Jenny Bellone) 1st 19:55 
WU- Buffy Morris (A- Jenny Bellone) 1st 44:00 
Corner Kicks- Willamette 5, George Fox 2. Fouls - Willamette 3, George Fox 5 
Time-1:45 Attendance - 85 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (10-8-0, 6-7-0 NWC), Willamette (17-0-2, 12-0-1 NWC) 
Next Games: Linfield at George Fox- Saturday, Oct. 30, 12:00 p.m. 
Willamette at Pacific- Saturday, Oct. 30, 12:00 p.m. 
Women's Soccer 
GEORGE FOX 4, LINFIELD 1 --- Oct. 30, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (4) LINFIELD (1) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Anna Carlson 1 0 0 Amy Anderson 1 0 0 
Karli Holub 2 1 1 Erica Davis 1 0 0 
Jen Overstreet 5 0 0 Nicole Barlow 1 0 0 
Valerie Cole 3 1 1 Lotus Hartley 1 0 0 
Noelle Miller 2 0 0 Marie Larsen 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning 4 1 1 Marie Snavely 0 0 0 
Samara Thornburg 1 0 0 Lovisa Dvorak 3 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh 0 0 0 Kim Reeves 1 0 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Courtney Stewart 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg 0 0 0 Mandy Sitz 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf 0 0 0 Cherish Kaaa 2 1 0 
Becky Long 1 1 0 Nicole Bebee 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 Heather Bretl 0 0 0 
Sienna Hester 0 0 0 Sarah Calahan 0 0 0 
Annie Walsh 0 0 0 Liz Pyle 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 Tori Hazelton 0 0 0 
Mindy Venable 0 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 
Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 
Erin Simon 0 0 0 
Totals 19 4 3 Totals 10 1 0 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 10 1 4 
Cherish Kaaa, LC 54 14 2 5 
Tori Hazelton, LC 36 5 2 0 
SCORING 
Linfield 0 1 1 
George Fox 2 2 4 
GF Valerie Cole (unassisted) 1st 19 min. GF 1-0 
GF Becky Long (A- Cole) 1st 44 min. GF2-0 
LC Cherish Kaaa (unassisted) 2nd 56 min. GF2-l 
GF Rachel Denning (A - Karli Holub) 2nd 63 min. GF 3-1 
GF Holub (A- Denning) 2nd 68 min. GF 4-1 
Corner Kicks - Linfield 2, George Fox 7. Fouls - Linfield 12, George Fox 6 Attendance - 120 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (11-8-0, 7-7-0 NWC), Linfield (4-15-0, 2-12-0 NWC) 
Next Games: End of season 
GEORGE FOX 4, WESTERN OREGON 0 ---Sept. 4, 1999, at Monmouth, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (4) WESTERN OREGON (0) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 3 1 0 Heather Moody, F 5 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 4 0 0 Kate Wentworth, F 2 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, M 0 0 0 Tiffany Case, M 0 0 0 
Noelle Miller, M 7 3 1 Darcy Maukonen, M 4 0 0 
Erin Oates, M 0 0 0 Mandy Bednar, M 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe, M 0 0 0 Alina Torrey, M 0 0 0 
Valerie Cole, D l 0 0 Kristen Ledyard, D 0 0 0 
Tori Taylor, D 8 0 0 Shelley Comstock, D 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, D 3 0 0 Ally Carrillo, D 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Tiffany Russnoogle, M 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Kari Hemrich, G 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 1 0 l Erica Mays 2 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 1 0 0 Anna Steinbis 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 2 0 0 Melissa Ineck 0 0 0 
Sienna Hester 2 0 0 Lauren Kloberantz 0 0 0 
Samara Thornburg 0 0 0 Kim Emerson 0 0 0 
Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 Kristen Gilmer 0 0 0 
Kayla McKinstry 2 0 0 
Mindy Veneable 1 0 0 
Annie Walsh 0 0 0 
Totals 35 4 2 Totals 13 0 0 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 13 0 5 
Kari Hemrich, WO 45 18 2 5 
Lauren Kloberantz, WO 45 17 2 4 
SCORING 
George Fox 2 2 4 
Western Oregon 0 0 0 
GF- Noelle Miller (A- Ashleigh Hughes) 1st 20:00 
GF- Noelle Miller (direct kick) 1st 41:00 
GF- Karli Holub (A- Noelle Miller) 2nd 9:00 
GF- Noelle Miller (direct kick) 2nd 29:00 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 2, Western Oregon I. Fouls- George Fox 4, Western Oregon 7. 
Time-1:49 Attendance -75 
NOTES 
First game for George Fox as an NCAA Division-only member. 
Records: George Fox (1-0-0), Western Oregon (0-2-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at Western Baptist-- Tuesday, Sept. 7, 4:30pm 
Central Washington at Western Oregon- Friday, Sept. 10, 4:00pm 
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GEORGE FOX 3, WESTERN BAPTIST 2 (ot) --- Sept. 7, 1999, at Salem, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (3) WESTERN BAPTIST (2) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 2 1 0 Kristy Mogab 0 0 1 
Jen Overstreet, F 3 1 0 Noelle Sample 0 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, M 0 0 0 Wendy Trent 3 2 0 
Noelle Miller, M 2 1 2 Karen Schippe 2 0 0 
Erin Oates, M 0 0 0 Andrea Stout 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe, M 0 0 0 Jen Troja 0 0 1 
Valerie Cole, D 0 0 0 Sara McBee 0 0 0 
Tori Taylor, D 3 0 0 Kandy Etching 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, D 0 0 0 Kelli Keeney 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Amy Dale 1 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Chrissy Cacio 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 Amy Troja 0 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Elisa Shubin 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 Kendra Maisse 0 0 0 
Samara Thornburg 0 0 0 Sherry Kerr 0 0 0 
Kayla McKinstry 0 0 0 Becky Hill 0 0 0 
Mindy Veneable 0 0 0 Alyson Dorr 0 0 0 
Paige Kuske 1 0 0 
Candy Higgins 1 0 0 
Totals 10 3 2 Totals 8 2 2 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 104 8 2 6 
Chrissy Cacio, WB 104 10 3 7 
SCORING 
George Fox 1 1 1 3 
Western Baptist 1 1 0 2 
GF - Noelle Miller (unassisted) 1st 24:00 
WB- Wendy Trent (A- Jen Troja) 1st 35:00 
GF- Jen Overstreet (A- Noelle Miller) 2nd 3:00 
WB- Wendy Trent (A- Kristy Mogab) 2nd 44:00 
GF- Karli Holub (A- Noelle Miller) OT 14:00 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 14, Western Baptist 1. Fouls- George Fox 5, Western Baptist 4. 
Time- 1:50 Attendance- 75 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (2-0-0), Western Baptist (1-2-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at La Verne- Friday, Sept. 10, 7:00 pm 
George Fox at Azusa Pacific- Saturday, Sept. 11, 7:00pm 
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western warrior women's soccer soccER STATISTICS ~- 1999 
Georqe •ox Coll 3 1 western warrior 2 (OT) -- 09/07 ·~ wno PIELD 
Non conference 
PLAYER GS 
Chrissy cacto 1 
Amy Troja 0 
Elisa Shubin 0 
Noelle Sompl~ 1 
llendy Trent 1 
Karen Sehippe 1 
Andrea Stout 
Kendra Haf$se 0 
Sherry Kerr 
Jen Troja 





















SOG SHOTS PCT 
0 0 o.o 
0 0 u.u 
0 0 o.o 
0 0 o.o 
3 7 42.9 
2 2 100.0 
0 0 o.o 



































G A PTS 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
2 0 4 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 0 
SCORE GOAL 
PCT WIN TIE 
o.o 0 0 
0.0 0 0 
0.0 0 0 
n.o o o 
66.7 0 2 
o.o 0 0 
0.0 0 0 
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Offafde: Western Warrior 0 George fox Coll 
sv 
GOALKEEPER W/L/T MIN SOG SV PCT .M 
Chrfssy Cacio 1 104 10 7 .700 3 
western Warrior 104 



















SCORE west~rn Uarrior 
George Fox Coll 
SHOTS Western warrfor 
ON GOAL Ge2rge fo5 Colt 
SHOTS Western Warrior 






i!: OT TOT 
1 0 2 
1 J 
2 6 0 8 
' 5 1 10 
3 17 0 20 
9 12 j 22 
GEORGE FOX 4, LA VERNE 2 Sept. 10, 1999, at 
GEORGE FOX (4} LA VERNE (2} 
Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 4 3 0 Heather Cooper, F 
Jen Overstreet, F 4 1 1 Erica Borbon, F 
Valerie Cole, M 1 0 0 Suzie Sateri, M 
Samara Thornburg, M 0 0 0 Robin Haaker, M 
Megan Diefenbaugh, M 0 0 0 Nancy Santana, M 
Noelle Miller, M 4 0 0 Adriana Ramirez, 
Kelly McCabe, D 0 0 0 Katie Zwissler, D 
Tori Taylor, D 0 0 0 Cara Forrest, D 
Rachel Denning, D 1 0 0 Julie Carlile, D 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Kelly Black, D 
Cori Wulf, GK 0 0 0 Kim Schrepfer, GK 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 
Kayla McKinstry 0 0 0 
Lindsway Woodward 1 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 2 0 0 
Mindy Venable 1 0 0 
Sienna Hester 2 0 0 
Totals 20 4 1 
GOALKEEPING Min. 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 
Kim Schrepfer, LV 90 
SCORING 
George Fox University 
University of LaVerne 0 
GF - Jen Overstreet (unassisted) 
GF - Karli Holub (Overstreet) 
GF - Karli Holub (unassisted) 





















LV - Adriana Ramirez (Heather Cooper) 



























Corner Kicks -George Fox 5, LaVerne 6. Fouls -George Fox 11, 
LaVerne 10. Attendance - 100. 
NOTES 
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AZUSA PACIFC 4, GEORGE FOX 0--- Sept. 10, 1999, at Azusa, Calif. 
GEORGE FOX (0) AZUSA PACIFIC (4) 
Sh G A Sh G 
Karli Holub 3 0 0 Jennifer Sousa 0 0 
Jen Overstreet 1 0 0 Janay Duran 2 0 
Samara Thornberg 0 0 0 Jennifer Babel 0 0 
Valerie Cole 0 0 0 Andrea Alfiler 2 0 
Noelle Miller 1 0 0 Rachel Messick 1 1 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Celeste Mitchell 1 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 Kendra Payne 3 1 
Tori Taylor 3 0 0 Sara Fleming 0 0 
Rachel Denning 1 0 0 Melissa Myers 5 1 
Beth Liljenberg 0 0 0 Kimber Carter 3 1 
Cori Wulf 0 0 0 Rachael Y anos 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 Lisa Lawrence 0 0 
Valerie Cole 0 0 0 Jolie Robinson 1 0 
Anna Carlson 1 0 0 Jennifer White 0 0 
Kayla McKinstry 0 0 0 Melissa Scott 0 0 
Lindsay Woodard 0 0 0 Kris Maldonado 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Tiffany Mears 0 0 
Mindy Venable 0 0 0 Erin Eli 0 0 
Totals 6 0 0 Totals 19 4 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 19 4 12 
Rachael Yanos, APU 90 6 0 3 
SCORING 
George Fox 0 0 0 
Azusa Pacific 4 0 4 
APU Kimber Carter (A- Duran) 1st 5:42 APU0-1 
APU Kendra Payne (A- unassisted) 1st 10:46 APU0-2 
APU Rachel Messick (A- unassisted) 1st 39:50 APU 1-2 
APU Melissa Myers (A- unassisted) 1st 44:41 APU2-2 
Corner Kicks -George Fox 1, Azusa Pacific 7. Fouls- George Fox 2, Azusa Pacific 15 A- 300 
NOTES 





















AZUSA PACIFC 4, GEORGE FOX 0--- Sept. 10, 1999, at Azusa, Calif. 
GEORGE FOX (0) AZUSA PACIFIC (4) 
Sh G A Sh G 
Karli Holub 3 0 0 Jennifer Sousa 0 0 
Jen Overstreet 1 0 0 Janay Duran 2 0 
Samara Thornberg 0 0 0 Jennifer Babel 0 0 
Valerie Cole 0 0 0 Andrea Alfiler 2 0 
Noelle Miller 1 0 0 Rachel Messick 1 1 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Celeste Mitchell 1 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 Kendra Payne 3 1 
Tori Taylor 3 0 0 Sara Fleming 0 0 
Rachel Denning 1 0 0 Melissa Myers 5 1 
Beth Liljenberg 0 0 0 Kimber Carter 3 1 
Cori Wulf 0 0 0 Rachael Yanos 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 Lisa Lawrence 0 0 
Valerie Cole 0 0 0 Jolie Robinson 1 0 
Anna Carlson 1 0 0 Jennifer White 0 0 
Kayla McKinstry 0 0 0 Melissa Scott 0 0 
Lindsay Woodard 0 0 0 Kris Maldonado 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Tiffany Mears 0 0 
Mindy Venable 0 0 0 Erin Eli 0 0 
Totals 6 0 0 Totals 19 4 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 19 4 12 
Rachael Yanos, APU 90 6 0 3 
SCORING 
George Fox 0 0 0 
Azusa Pacific 4 0 4 
APU Kimber Carter (A- Duran) 1st 5:42 APU0-1 
APU Kendra Payne (A- unassisted) 1st 10:46 APU0-2 
APU Rachel Messick (A- unassisted) 1st 39:50 APU 1-2 
APU Melissa Myers (A- unassisted) 1st 44:41 APU2-2 
Corner Kicks -George Fox 1, Azusa Pacific 7. Fouls - George Fox 2, Azusa Pacific 15 A - 300 
NOTES 




















































Sept. 11,1999 Azusa, Calif. Attendance: 300 1 2 OT 
George Fox 0 0 
A~usa Pacific { {n- 0 - ! ) 4 0 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY "Bruins" AZUSA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY "Cougars" 
No. Pos. Player Shots G A No. Pos. Player 
0 GK CoriWulf 1 GK Rachael Yanos 
2 F Karli Holub 3 2 D Jennifer Sousa 
3 F Jen Overstreet 1 5 M Janay Duran 
4 D Valerie Cole 7 D Jennifer Babel 
5 D Samara Thornburg 9 M Andrea Alfiler 
7 M Noelle Miller 1 10 M Rachel Messick 
10 D Kelly McCabe 11 M Celeste Mitx::hell 
12 M Tori Tavlor 13 F Kendra Pavne 
13 M Rachel Denning 15 D Sara Flemmin:J 
14 D Beth Uljenberg 17 F Melissa Myers 
19 F Sienna }-lester 
. 
18 F Kimber Carter 
--.-~--- ····-··~ 
GOALKEEPERS GOALKEEPERS I No. rGK.,~~~~kun ---~~-
SUBSTITUTES SUBSTITUTES 
No. IPos. P!ayer Shots G ~ No. Pos . Plaver 
9 Kavla McKinstry 8 Lisa Lawrence 
11 lioosa•t Wooo\•,'ard 14 Jolie Robison 
18 Mindy Venable 19 Jennifer White 
15 Sharma Clinton 12 F•.1elissa Scott 
18 Ashleigh Hughes 21 Kris Maldonado 
1 Anna Carlson 1 6 TiffanY Mears 
20 Erin Ell 































CAUTION/EJECTIONS Gqal By Team Time Assist Description Game Recap 







Kimber Carter AP Duran 5:42- Scored on eros~ 
Kendra Pavne AP 10:46 
Rachel Messick AP 39:50:00 















Referee: Asst. Referee: Mark Edwards Germ ttl'\ Brian Beyzaee Asst. Referee: 
























































GEORGE FOX 2, CONCORDIA 1 --- Sept. 14, 1999, at Newburg, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (2) CONCORDIA (1) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 5 0 0 Rachel Archer 1 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 2 0 0 Missy Clark 7 1 0 
Valerie Cole, M 0 0 0 Erin Fowler 5 0 0 
Samara Thornberg, D 0 0 0 Susie Frick 2 0 0 
Noelle Miller, M 4 0 1 Melissa Galloway 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe, D 0 0 0 Jennifer Massei 0 0 0 
Tori Taylor, M 3 2 0 Chrsity Olson 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, D 1 0 0 Deidre Rockett 1 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 1 0 0 Katie Ross 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, M 3 0 0 Bre Starzecki 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Monica Thompson 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 2 0 0 Erika Jonasson 2 0 0 
Kayla McKinstry 1 0 0 Felicia Reger 1 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 
Mindy Venable 1 0 0 
Sienna Hester 1 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh 0 0 0 
Totals 26 2 1 Totals 19 1 0 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 19 1 4 
Monica Thompson, CU 90 26 2 14 
SCORING 
George Fox 0 2 2 
Concordia 1 0 1 
CU- Missy Clark (unassisted) 1st 14:00 
GF- Tori Taylor (unassisted) 2nd 74:00 
GF- Tori Taylor (A- Noelle Miller) 2nd 89:59 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 7, Concordia 6. Fouls - George Fox 4, Concordia 7. 
Time-1:55 Attendance - 105 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (4-1-0), Concordia (3-2-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at Pacific- Wednesday, Sept. 22,5:00 pm 
Concordia at Pacific Lutheran -Friday, Sept. 17, TBA 
Women's Soccer 
GEORGE FOX 4, PACIFIC 2--- Sept. 22, 1999, at Forest Grove, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (4) PACIFIC (2) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 8 I 1 Melissa Montes I 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 3 2 0 Aja Sacerny 7 0 0 
Valerie Cole, M 0 0 0 Susan Doyle 2 1 0 
Noelle Miller, M 0 0 1 Liz Lewis 1 0 0 
Tori Taylor, M 5 0 0 Kelli Ann Miller 1 0 0 
Rachel Denning, M 2 1 0 Erin Holley 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, D 0 0 0 LeAnn Ogasawara 0 0 0 
Samara Thornberg, D 0 0 0 Angela Lightner 2 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, D 0 0 0 Robin Park 3 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Rhianon Gagnon 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Danglyn Ong 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 Kristen Beverly 1 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Malia De Villiers 2 1 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Angela Luty 0 0 0 
Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 Becky Lucas 0 0 0 
Becky Long 0 0 0 
Totals 18 4 2 Totals 20 2 0 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 20 2 8 
Danglyn Ong, PU 90 18 4 10 
SCORING 
George Fox 3 1 4 
Pacific 2 0 2 
PU- Susan Doyle (unassisted) 1st 12:21 
GF- Rachel Denning (A- Noelle Miller 1st 15:10 
GF- Karli Holub (unassisted) 1st 22:54 
PU- Malia DeVilliers (unassisted) 1st 23:52 
GF- Jen Overstreet (A- Karli Holub) 1st 33:05 
GF- Jen Overstreet (unassisted) 2nd 52:55 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 7, Pacific 6. Fouls- George Fox 0, Pacific 0. 
Time- 1:51 Attendance - n/a 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (5-1-0, NWC 1-0-0), Pacific (4-2-0, NWC 0-1-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at Whitworth- Saturday, Sept. 25, 12:00 pm 










































OFFICIAL NCAA® SOCCER BOX SCORE FORM 
~~MATHER ~J.}y goo 
-
1 AnENIW!CE OAT€S..-r. 2.2. JCJC!q 
VISITOO/"Jf fJl:2_ ~ RECOI!OEtnEFft.GGM!E 4 ~· r- C) I J !f_~ 
~e_e REOORO ENTERI\G GA\4E l ~JI-JC./ 
GOF.NER KICKS 
~89.1(} 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 lB 19 20 
VISITOR 
GOALKEEPER SA\iE~o r-<Y.~IE'r.~\ EPERS 




5 6 7 6 (:)z 3 4 
No. Pos. 








Shots G A 
'A shot is anallempt that I& takoow1h tha lnten1 o1 scoring and is directed IOWardlhe 
area In front ollhe goal. The Intent d a eross Is 10 set up a scoring opportunity lor en. 
a saYa, !he g>alkeeper must ha.Yaaopped a bail !hat Olherwisa would have gone iflt 
blocked by a defen<ler, or ij Is hlg1Hr Wk». . 
Oflense iJnell 
! 
OTI OTZ OT3 OT4 F 
(ISMn.J (16rrl\l (I!> 1M.) llf>nhl 
4 
2-






fl l2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
.1:v· ru~. ~IIO:.l WIU 1A.OJ~~'ICll'lt: .. :~~~~~ l.;IUCII~ Mh. QFFSI Q£ 
SUBSTITUTES 
goat. NOla: A cross is flO( a shot A cross Is a long kick from a wde posilioA lrrto 1he penally 
'~Jacking player. A goaJk&epar \\tlo lntart:llpts a r:ross .i& not credited 'tilth a save. To re<:eive 
the goal. Each sr101 rssulls in one of 1\..e posslbil'lles: a goal, a save, H h~s lhe poe~ it Is 
" ASSIST(S} 
1 2 3 4 5 {; 7 8 9 10 
SUBS 
CAUTIONS/EJECTIONS 
Pia' Y/R ! OffellSe ITim&' 
a 
1 
_ i • • .. 'TIIlla indicated is .l91ill !Nnutes and reGQnds Into the game. 
REFER:E'S 
SI(3NATURE I ve rlfy the information provided Is accurate. ''< bl. 11 ·~ ·t•vv: r 1 i · . 
.,.,.. ... C:.I.A 12580-:JlfrB 
Women's Soccer 
WHITWORTH 2, GEORGE FOX 1--- Sept. 25, 1999, at Spokane, Wash. 
GEORGE FOX (1) WHITWORTH (2) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 6 l 0 Liz Fleming, D 0 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 3 0 0 Melissa Butler, D 0 0 0 
Valerie Cole, D 0 0 0 Heidi Bohnett, M 2 0 1 
Noelle Miller, M 2 0 0 Jessie Butte, F I 0 0 
Tori Taylor, M 3 0 0 Angela Faridnia, F 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, M 0 0 1 Grace Grabner, D 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, M 1 0 0 Jennifer Dunford, F 10 2 0 
Samara Thornberg, D 0 0 0 Lenua Key, F 4 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, M 0 0 0 Dalyce Young, D 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Carley Sullivan, D 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Stacey Roberts, G 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 2 0 0 Suzanne Boyce 2 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Lydia Wingrove 0 0 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Allison Bopp 0 0 0 
Mindy Venable 1 0 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Totals 18 1 1 Totals 19 2 1 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 19 2 10 
Stacey Roberts, WC 90 18 1 9 
SCORING 
George Fox l 0 1 
Whitworth 0 2 2 
GF - Karli Holub (A - Rachel Denning, CK) 1st 32:05 
W- Jennifer Dunford (unassisted) 2nd 52:26 
W- Jennifer Dunford (A- Heidi Bohnett) 2nd 84:15 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 4, Whitworth 3. Fouls- George Fox 0, Whitworth 1. 
Time-1:48 Attendance - 82 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (5-2-0, NWC 1-1-0), Whitworth (4-2-1, NWC 2-0-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at Whitman- Sunday, Sept. 26, 12:00 pm 
Pacific at Whitworth- Sunday, Sept. 26, TBA 
"'' ' ,...,.,~.._ ''"~""'0 ,.;;,v,...,...~;;.n a;~vA ,.;;tvvna;:;, rvn••• 
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·A shot is an atterrpt that is lnll.en wllh ltle fn1ern al scoring ancf Is direded toward ~he goal. Note: A cross Is nlll a shot. A CIQSS Is a long kicll from a vo.lde position into the penal!)' 
area h front ol U!& goal 1h.e intent o! a cross Is ID set up a scoring opJlli'IUI'Iily for an altac!<in!} player. A goalkeeper \\1lo imHcepls a cross Is no1 cm1iled with a save. To receile 
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Women's Soccer 
GEORGE FOX 2, WHITMAN 1 (OT) ---Sept. 26, 1999, at Walla Walla, Wash. 
GEORGE FOX (2) WHITMAN(1) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 5 0 0 Cristina Anderson 3 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 3 2 0 Alison Jones 0 0 0 
Valerie Cole, M 1 0 1 Heather Groshong 0 0 0 
Noelle Miller, M 0 0 0 Jessica Neff 0 0 0 
Tori Taylor, M 1 0 0 Jenny Wood 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, M 1 0 0 Alison Chisholm 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, D 0 0 0 Maa-Ja Sula 0 0 0 
Samara Thornberg, D 0 0 0 Jamie Grindrod 4 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, D 0 0 0 Julia Makowski 2 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Jenn Watt 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Kristina Anderson 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 Shannon O'Neill 0 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 1 0 0 Nicole Marshall 5 0 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Corinne Schuler 1 0 1 
Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 Jenny Russell 3 0 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 Megan MacKensie 2 0 0 
Erin Simon 0 0 0 Chrissy Vaughn 4 0 0 
Mindy Venable 2 0 0 RilkeBushy 1 1 0 
Sienna Hester 0 0 0 Erin Bray I 0 0 
Gretchen Weiman 0 0 0 
Totals 14 2 1 Totals 26 1 1 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 91 26 1 8 
Kristina Anderson, W 91 14 2 4 
SCORING 
George Fox 0 1 1 2 
Whitman I 0 0 I 
W- Rilke Bushy (A- Corinee Schuler) 1st 5:39 
GF- Jen Overstreet (A- Valerie Cole) 2nd 74:00 
GF- Jen Overstreet (unassisted) OT 90:08 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 3, Whitman 5. Fouls- George Fox 4, Whitman 4. 
Time-1:52 Attendance- I15 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (5-2-0, NWC 2-I-0), Whitman (3-5-0, NWC 0-3-0) 
Next Game: Puget Sound at George Fox- Saturday, Oct. 2, I2:00 pm 
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Women's Soccer 
PUGET SOUND 1, GEORGE FOX 0 --- Oct. 2, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (0) PUGET SOUND (1) 
Sh G A Sh 
Karli Holub, F 2 0 0 Michelle Caputo, F 0 
J en Overstreet, F 1 0 0 Michelle Moore, F 2 
Valerie Cole, M 1 0 0 Laura Grinstead, M 0 
Noelle Miller, M 1 0 0 Brianna Hultgen, D 2 
Tori Taylor, M 3 0 0 Maya Mendoza, D 0 
Rachel Denning, M 0 0 0 Meghan Cogswell, D 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, D 1 0 0 Kerry Cerelli, M 0 
Kelly McCabe, D 0 0 0 Beth Taimi, M 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, D 1 0 0 Sarah Blawat, D 2 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Trish Chhabildas, M 2 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Abbie Wold, G 0 
Anna Carlson 1 0 0 Desiree Wison 0 
Erin Oates 1 0 0 Jamie Sato 0 
Mindy Venable 0 0 0 Dusty Marcell 1 
Samara Thornberg 0 0 0 Liz Hucthins 1 
Erin Simon 0 0 0 Julie Louis 1 
Katie Fanning 1 
Totals 12 0 0 Totals 12 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 12 1 4 
Kristina Anderson, PS 90 12 0 4 
SCORING 
Puget Sound 1 0 1 
George Fox 0 0 0 
PS- Michelle Moore (assist- Dusty Marcell) 1st- Time: 43:17 
Corner Kicks - George Fox 3, Puget Sound 5. Fouls - George Fox 4, Puget Sound 4. 
Time? 1:52 Attendance? 170 
Records: 
Next Game: 
George Fox (6-3-0, NWC 2-2-0), Puget Sound (5-3-0, NWC 3-1-0) 
Pacific Lutheran at George Fox- Sunday, Oct. 3, 12:00 pm 





















GEORGE FOX 1, PACIFIC LUTHERAN 0 --- Oct. 3, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (1) PACIFIC LUTHERAN (0) 
Sh G A Sh G 
Karli Holub, F 7 1 0 Alison Brennan, F 4 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 1 0 0 Jen Wilson, M 0 0 
Valerie Cole, M 0 0 0 Tasha Ockfen, M 4 0 
Tori Taylor, M 2 0 0 Lori Wieser, D 0 0 
Rachel Denning, M 0 0 I Brionnne Shimoda, M 1 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, M 0 0 0 Angela Carder, D 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, D 0 0 0 Carli Rasmussen, D 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Kira Johnson, F 1 0 
Erin Oates, D 0 0 0 Amy Gudgeon, M 1 0 
Kelly McCabe, D 0 0 0 Debra Potocny, M 1 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Gloria Cefali, G 0 0 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 Kristi Osbourne 2 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Abby Buck 1 0 
Noelle Miller 1 0 0 Kelly Wright 0 0 
Samara Thornburg 0 0 0 
Totals 11 1 1 Totals 15 0 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 15 0 8 
Gloria Cefali, PL 90 11 1 5 
SCORING 
Pacific Lutheran 0 0 0 
George Fox 0 1 1 
GF - Karli Holub( A- Rachel Denning) 2nd 54:29 






George Fox (7-3-0, NWC 3-2-0), Pacific Lutheran (2-6-0, NWC 1-4-0) 
George Fox at Linfield- Saturday, Oct. 9, 12:00 pm 
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NCAA 11831-6/97 *Note: Time indicated should be !Q.I<!! minutes and seconds into match. 
GEORGE FOX 2, LINFIELD 0 --- Oct. 09, 1999, at McMinnville, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (2) LINFIELD (0) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub 3 l 0 Meaghan Whelan 1 0 0 
Tori Taylor 4 0 1 Maria Carson 1 0 0 
Samara Thornberg 0 0 0 Louisa Overak 1 0 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Nicole Barlow 1 0 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 Courtney Stewart 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning 2 0 0 Kim Reeves 0 0 0 
Valerie Cole 0 0 0 Nicole Bebee 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 Erica Davis 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg 0 0 0 Lotus Hartley 0 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh 0 0 0 Mardy Sitz 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf 0 0 0 Cherish Kaaa 0 0 0 
J en Overstreet 3 1 1 Amy Anderson 3 0 0 
Lindsay Woodward 1 0 0 Heather Bretl 0 0 0 
Sienna Hester 0 0 0 Autumn Biuln 0 0 0 
Annie Walsh 1 0 0 Marie Snavely 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 1 0 0 Iwaiani Harry 0 0 0 
Mindy Venable 1 0 0 
Noelle Miller 0 0 0 
Becky Long 0 0 0 
Kayla McKinstry 0 0 0 
Totals 16 2 2 Totals 7 0 0 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 7 0 3 
Cherish Kaaa, LC 90 16 2 7 
SCORING 
George Fox 1 1 2 
Linfield 0 0 0 
GF Jen Overstreet (A- Tori Taylor) 1st 18:13 GF 1-0 
GF Karli Holub (A- Overstreet) 2nd 80:33 GF2-0 
Corner Kicks -George Fox 4, Linfield 6 Fouls- George Fox 2, Linfield 7 Attendance- 75 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox ( 8-3-0, 4-2-0 NWC), Linfield (2-7-0, 0-5-0 NWC) 
Next Games: George Fox at Willamette, Sunday Oct. I 0, Noon 
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NCAA I 3567-6.'99 
WILLAMETTE 3, GEORGE FOX 2--- Oct.lO, 1999, at Salem, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (2) WILLAMETTE (3) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub 2 2 0 Julie Hourigan 2 0 0 
Jen Overstreet 1 0 1 Natalie Flindt 3 0 1 
Samara Thornberg 0 0 0 Erin Moore 0 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh 0 0 0 Katie Edmonds 5 1 0 
Noelle Miller 2 0 0 Jenna Ward 2 0 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 1 Buffy Morris 1 0 1 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 Karen Heaston 0 0 0 
Tori Taylor 3 0 0 Laura Kunhert 1 0 0 
Rachel Denning 1 0 0 Jenny Bellone 2 1 0 
Beth Liljenberg 0 0 0 Dana Christopherson 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf 0 0 0 Anna Haegel 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 1 0 0 Katie Privette 4 0 0 
Valerie Cole 0 0 0 Heather Ebert 2 1 0 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 Jenny Frankel-Reed 0 0 0 
Ashley Homier 1 0 0 
Totals 9 2 2 Totals 25 3 2 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 25 3 10 
Anna Haegel, WU 90 9 2 1 
SCORING 
George Fox 0 2 2 
Willamette 1 2 3 
wu Jenny Bellone (A- Natalie Flindt) 1st 12:18 WU0-1 
wu Heather Ebert (A- unassisted) 1st 50:00 WU0-2 
GF Karli Holub (A- Erin Oates) 2nd 52:35 wu 1-2 
GF Holub (A- Jen Overstreet) 2nd 65:19 Tied 2-2 
wu Katie Edmonds (A- Buffy Morris) 2nd 68:11 WU3-2 
Corner Kicks -George Fox 5, Willamette 7. Fouls- George Fox 4, Willamette 10 A- 300 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (8-4-0; 4-3-0 NWC), Willamette (12-0-0; 7-0-0 NWC) 
r-- . - .- .. .. ....... 
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Women's Soccer 
WHITMAN 1, GEORGE FOX 0 --- Oct. 16, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
WHITMAN(1) GEORGE FOX (0) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Christina Anderson 2 1 0 Karli Holub, F 6 0 0 
Shannon O'Neill 1 0 0 Jen Overstreet, F 2 0 0 
Nicole Marshall 3 0 0 Megan Diefenbuagh, M 0 0 0 
Corinne Schuler 1 0 0 Samara Thornberg, D 1 0 0 
Jenny Russell 1 0 o· Noelle Miller, M 1 0 0 
Megan McKenzie 0 0 0 Erin Oates, D 0 0 0 
Jennie Wood 1 0 0 Tori Taylor, M 4 0 0 
Mee-Ja Sula 0 0 0 Rachel Denning, D 0 0 0 
Jamie Grindrod 1 0 0 Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 
Gretchen Wieman 0 0 0 Ashleigh Hughes, M 0 0 0 
Kristina Anderson 0 0 0 Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 
Alison Chisholm 0 0 0 Valerie Cole 0 0 0 
Chrissy Vaughn 0 0 0 Sienna Hester 0 0 0 
Jessica Neff 0 0 1 Anna Carlson 0 0 0 
Jana Seaman 0 0 0 Mindy Venable 0 0 0 
Erin Bray 0 0 0 Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 
Totals 10 1 1 Totals 14 0 0 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 10 1 5 
Kristina Anderson, .we 90 14 0 6 
SCORING 
Whitman 0 1 1 
George Fox 0 0 0 
W- Christina Anderson (A- Jessica Neff) 2nd 45:20 
Corner Kicks- Whitman 5, George Fox 6. Fouls- Whitman 1, George Fox 5 
Time-1:55 Attendance - 150 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (8-5-0, MWC 4-4-0), Whitman (5-8-0, NWC 2-6-0) 
Next Games: Whitworth at George Fox- Sunday, Oct. 17, 12:00 pm 
Whitman at Pacific- Sunday, Oct. 17, 12:00 pm 
Women's Soccer 
WHITWORTH 1, GEORGE FOX 0 (2 OT) --- Oct.17, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
WHITWORTH (1) GEORGE FOX (0) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Liz Fleming 0 0 0 Karli Holub, F 5 0 0 
Addi Norman 0 0 0 Jen Overstreet, F 4 0 0 
Melissa Butler 0 0 0 Samara Thornberg, D 1 0 0 
Suzanne Boyce 2 0 0 Megan Diefenbaugh, D 0 0 0 
Heidi Bohnett 2 0 0 Noelle Miller, M 2 0 0 
Angela Faridnia 1 0 0 Erin Oates, D 0 0 0 
Jennifer Dunford 4 1 0 Tori Taylor, M 7 0 0 
Lehua Kay 0 0 0 Rachel Denning, M 1 0 0 
Dalyce Young 0 0 1 Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 
Carley Sullivan 0 0 0 Ashleigh Hughes, M 2 0 0 
Stacey Roberts 0 0 0 Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 
Alison Bopp 0 0 0 Valerie Cole 1 0 0 
Amy Tuurie 0 0 0 Anna Carlson 2 0 0 
Lydia Wingrove 0 0 0 Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Laura Walker 0 0 0 Mindy Venable 0 0 0 
Jessie Butte 1 0 0 
Totals 10 1 1 Totals 25 0 0 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Stacey Roberts, WC 109 25 0 9 
Cori Wulf, GF 109 10 1 4 
SCORING 
Whitworth 0 0 0 I 1 
George Fox 0 0 0 0 0 
W- Jennifer Dunford (A- Dalyce Young) 20T 109:00 
Corner Kicks - Whitworth 3, George Fox 11. Fouls - Whitworth 11, George Fox 9 
Time- 2:10 Attendance - 95 
NOTES 
Records: Whitworth (6-8 overall, 3-6 NWC), George Fox (8-6 overall, 4-5 NWC) 
Next Games: Whitman at Whitworth- Wednesday, Oct. 20, 3:00pm 
Pacific at George Fox- Wednesday, Oct. 20, 3:00pm 
Women's Soccer 
GEORGE FOX 3, PACIFIC 1--- Oct. 20,1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
PACIFIC (1) GEORGE FOX (3) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Melissa Montes 1 0 0 Karli Holub 2 2 0 
Aja Sincerny 3 0 0 Jen Overstreet 1 0 0 
Susan Doyle 0 0 0 Samara Thornberg 0 0 0 
Liz Lewis 2 0 0 Megan Diefenbaugh 0 0 0 
Kelli Miller 2 0 0 Noelle Miller 0 0 1 
Erin Holley 0 0 0 Erin Oates 0 0 0 
Leann Ogasawara 0 0 0 Tori Taylor 2 1 1 
Angela Lightner 3 0 1 Rachel Denning 0 0 0 
Robin Park 3 1 0 Beth Liljenberg 0 0 0 
Rhiannon Gagnon 0 0 0 Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 
Danalyn Ong 0 0 0 Cori Wulf 0 0 0 
Kristin Bowerly 0 0 0 Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Malia De Villiers 0 0 0 Valerie Cole 0 0 1 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 
Mindy Venable 0 0 0 
Sienna Hester 0 0 0 
Lindsey Woodward 0 0 0 
Annie Walsh 0 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 1 0 0 
Erin Simon 0 0 0 
Becky Long 1 0 0 
TotaJs 14 1 1 Totals 7 3 3 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Danalyn Ong, PU 90 7 3 2 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 14 ] 5 
SCORING 
Pacific 1 0 1 
George Fox 3 0 3 
GF- Karli Holub (A- Tori Taylor) 1st 9:02 
GF- Tori Taylor (A- Noelle Miller) 1st 9:30 
GF- Karli Holub (A- Valerie Cole) 1st 31:12 
PU- Robin Park (A- Angela Lightner) 1st 31:34 
Corner Kicks - Pacific 4, George Fox 1. Fouls - Pacific 8, George Fox 6 
Time-2:00 Attendance - 110 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (9-6-0, 5-5-0 NWC), Pacific (8-6-1, 4-5-1) 
Next Games: George Fox at Pacific Lutheran- Saturday, Oct. 23, 12:00 p.m. 
Pacific at Puget Sound- Saturday, Oct. 23, TBA 
Women's Soccer 
GEORGE FOX 1, PACIFIC LUTHERAN 0 (OT) ---Oct. 23, 1999, at Parkland, Wash. 
GEORGE FOX (1) PACIFIC LUTHERAN (0) 
Sh G A Sh G 
Karli Holub, F 3 0 0 Tasha Ockfen, M 3 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 1 0 0 Laurie Allen, M I 0 
Samara Thornburg, 2 0 0 Frista Swanson, 1 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, D 0 0 0 Carli Rasmussen, D I 0 
Noelle Miller, M 1 0 0 Kelly Wright, D 0 0 
Erin Oates, D 0 0 0 Amy Gudgeon, M 2 0 
Tori Taylor, F 5 I 0 Lori Wieser, D 0 0 
Rachel Denning, M 1 0 I Debra Potocny, M 5 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D I 0 0 Kira Johnson, F I 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, M 0 0 0 Kristi Osbourne 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Gloria Cefali, G 0 0 
Anna Carlson I 0 0 Abby Buck 0 0 
Valerie Cole 0 0 0 Brionnne Shimoda 0 0 
Becky Long 0 0 0 
Mindy Venable 0 0 0 
Sienna Hester 
Totals 15 1 1 Totals 14 0 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF I02 I4 0 6 
Gloria Cefali, PL I02 I5 I 6 
SCORING 
George Fox 0 0 I 1 
Pacific Lutheran 0 0 0 0 
GF- Tori Taylor (A- Rachel Denning) OT 101:45 






George Fox (I 0-6-0, NWC 6-5-0), Pacific Lutheran (5-9-0, NWC 4-7-0) 
George Fox at Puget Sound- Sunday, Oct. 24, 12:00 pm 
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OFFICIAl NCAA® SOCCER BOX SCORE FORM 
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Women's Soccer 
WILLAMETTE 2, GEORGE FOX 1--- Oct. 29,1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
WILLAMETTE (2) GEORGE FOX (1) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Julie Hourigan 3 0 0 Karli Holub 2 0 0 
Natalie Flindt 3 1 0 Jen Overstreet 3 0 1 
Erin Moore 0 0 0 Samara Thornberg 0 0 0 
Katie Edmonds 2 0 0 Megan Diefenbaugh 0 0 0 
Jenna Ward 0 0 0 Noelle Miller 1 0 0 
Buffy Morris 3 1 0 Erin Oates 0 0 0 
Jill Stratton 0 0 0 Tori Taylor 2 1 0 
Laura Kunnert 0 0 0 Rachel Denning 0 0 0 
Jenny Bellone 3 0 2 Beth Liljenberg 0 0 0 
Dana Christopherson 0 0 0 Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 
Anna Haegel 0 0 0 Cori Wulf 0 0 0 
Heather Ebert 2 0 0 Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Katie Privette 1 0 0 Valerie Cole 1 0 0 
Ashley Holmer 2 0 0 Anna Carlson 0 0 0 
Jenny Fankel-Reed 0 0 0 
Annie Mockford 0 0 0 
Totals 19 2 2 Totals 9 1 1 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Anna Haegel, WU 90 9 1 4 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 19 2 8 
SCORING 
Willamette 2 0 2 
George Fox 1 0 1 
GF -Tori Taylor (A- Jen Overstreet ) 1st 15:47 
WU- Natalie Flindt (A- Jenny Bellone) 1st 19:55 
WU- Buffy Morris (A- Jenny Bellone) lst 44:00 
Corner Kicks- Willamette 5, George Fox 2. Fouls - Willamette 3, George Fox 5 
Time-1:45 Attendance - 85 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (10-8-0, 6-7-0 NWC), Willamette (17-0-2, 12-0-1 NWC) 
Next Games: Linfield at George Fox- Saturday, Oct. 30, 12:00 p.m. 
Willamette at Pacific- Saturday, Oct. 30, 12:00 p.m. 
OFFICIAL NCAA® SOCCER BOX SCORE 
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Women's Soccer 
GEORGE FOX 4, LINFIELD 1 --- Oct. 30, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (4) LINFIELD (1) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Anna Carlson 1 0 0 Amy Anderson 1 0 0 
Karli Holub 2 1 1 Erica Davis 1 0 0 
Jen Overstreet 5 0 0 Nicole Barlow 1 0 0 
Valerie Cole 3 1 1 Lotus Hartley 1 0 0 
Noelle Miller 2 0 0 Marie Larsen 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning 4 1 1 Marie Snavely 0 0 0 
Samara Thornburg 1 0 0 Lovisa Dvorak 3 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh 0 0 0 Kim Reeves 1 0 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Courtney Stewart 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg 0 0 0 Mandy Sitz 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf 0 0 0 Cherish Kaaa 2 1 0 
Becky Long 1 1 0 Nicole Bebee 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 Heather Bretl 0 0 0 
Sienna Hester 0 0 0 Sarah Calahan 0 0 0 
Annie Walsh 0 0 0 Liz Pyle 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 Tori Hazelton 0 0 0 
Mindy Venable 0 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 
Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 
Erin Simon 0 0 0 
Totals 19 4 3 Totals 10 1 0 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 10 1 4 
Cherish Kaaa, LC 54 14 2 5 
Tori Hazelton, LC 36 5 2 0 
SCORING 
Linfield 0 1 1 
George Fox 2 2 4 
GF Valerie Cole (unassisted) 1st 19 min. GF 1-0 
GF Becky Long (A- Cole) 1st 44 min. GF2-0 
LC Cherish Kaaa (unassisted) 2nd 56 min. GF2-l 
GF Rachel Denning (A - Karli Holub) 2nd 63 min. GF 3-1 
GF Holub (A- Denning) 2nd 68 min. GF4-1 
Corner Kicks- Linfield 2, George Fox 7. Fouls - Linfield 12, George Fox 6 Attendance- 120 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (11-8-0, 7-7-0 NWC), Linfield (4-15-0, 2-12-0 NWC) 
Next Games: End of season 
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GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(Final) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls !illg Ast AJ!g Pts !E 
2 Karli Holub 19 52 14 0.74 2 0.11 30 1.58 
3 Jen Overstreet 19 46 7 0.37 5 0.26 19 1.00 
7 Noelle Miller 19 34 5 0.26 6 0.32 16 0.84 
12 Tori Taylor 18 58 5 0.28 2 0.11 12 0.67 
13 Rachel Denning 19 17 2 0.11 4 0.21 8 0.42 
20 Becky Long 6 4 1 0.17 0 0.00 2 0.30 
4 Valerie Cole 19 9 1 0.05 3 0.16 5 0.26 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 19 11 0 0.00 1 0.05 I 0.05 
1 Anna Carlson 19 14 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 15 7 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 19 6 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 11 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 13 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Kayla McKinstry 6 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 19 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 9 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 17 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 14 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 4 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 14 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Erin Simon 4 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 19 296 35 1.84 23 1.21 93 4.89 
Opponents 19 299 28 1.47 19 1.00 75 3.95 
GOALKEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv fu!g GA GApg ShO 
Cori Wulf 19 1756 299 124 6.53 28 1.47 4 
GEORGE FOX 19 1756 299 124 6.53 28 1.47 4 
Opponents 19 1756 296 112 5.89 35 1.84 4 
Corner Kicks -- George Fox 80, Opponents 64 
Fouls-- George Fox 88, Opponents 135 





Date Om:!onent WIL 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 
9-7 at Western Baptist W (ot) 
9-10 at La Verne w 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) w 
9-22 *at Pacific w 
9-25 * at Whitworth L 
9-26 *at Whitman W(ot) 
10-2 * Puget Sound L 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran w 
10-9 * at Linfield w 
10-10 * at Willamette L 















10-17 *Whitworth L (2 ot) 0-1 
10-20 *Pacific w 3-1 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran W (ot) 1-0 
10-24 * at Puget Sound L 1-4 
10-29 * Willamette L 1-2 
10-30 *Linfield w 4-1 
* - Northwest Conference game 
Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 8 985 123 
Road 7 923 132 
Neutral 0 0 0 
























Miller 3, Holub 
Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
Holub 3, Overstreet 
Taylor 2 










Cole, Long, Denning, Holub 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(Final, Corrected) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls QI?,g Ast ~ Pts ERg 
2 Karli Holub 19 52 14 0.74 2 0.11 30 1.58 
3 Jen Overstreet 19 46 7 0.37 5 0.26 19 1.00 
7 Noelle Miller 19 34 5 0.26 6 0.32 16 0.84 
12 Tori Taylor 18 58 5 0.28 2 0.11 12 0.67 
13 Rachel Denning 19 17 2 0.11 4 0.21 8 0.42 
20 Becky Long 6 4 1 0.17 0 0.00 2 0.30 
4 Valerie Cole 19 9 1 0.05 3 0.16 5 0.26 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 19 11 0 0.00 1 0.05 1 0.05 
1 Anna Carlson 19 14 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 15 7 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 19 6 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 11 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 13 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 *** Kayla McKinstry 6 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 19 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 9 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 17 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 14 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 4 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 14 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Erin Simon 4 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 19 296 35 1.84 23 1.21 93 4.89 
Opponents 19 299 28 1.47 19 1.00 75 3.95 
GOALKEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv fu!g GA GApg ShO 
Cori Wulf 19 1756 299 124 6.53 28 1.47 4 
GEORGE FOX 19 1756 299 124 6.53 28 1.47 4 
Opponents 19 1756 296 112 5.89 35 1.84 4 
Corner Kicks -- George Fox 80, Opponents 64 
Fouls -- George Fox 88, Opponents 135 
*** - injured; out for the season 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER RESULTS 
Overall: 11-8-0 (Home: 4-4-0 Road: 7-4-0) 
NWC: 7-7-0 (Home: 3-4-0 Road: 4-3-0) 
Date Opponent W/L Score Att. GFU Scorers 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 75 Miller 3, Holub 
9-7 at Western Baptist W (ot) 3-2 75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
9-10 at La Verne w 4-2 101 Holub 3, Overstreet 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 0-4 300 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) w 2-1 105 Taylor 2 
9-22 *at Pacific w 4-2 n/a Overstreet 2, Holub, Denning 
9-25 * at Whitworth L 1-2 82 Holub 
9-26 *at Whitman W (ot) 2-1 115 Overstreet 2 
10-2 * Puget Sound L 0-1 175 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran w 1-0 145 Holub 
10-9 * at Linfield w 2-0 n/a Holub, Overstreet 
10-10 *at Willamette L 2-3 n/a Holub 2 
10-16 *Whitman L 0-1 150 
10-17 *Whitworth L (2ot) 0-1 95 
10-20 *Pacific w 3-1 110 Holub 2, Taylor 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran W (ot) 1-0 n/a Taylor 
10-24 * at Puget Sound L 1-4 175 Miller 
10-29 * Willamette L 1-2 85 Taylor 
10-30 *Linfield w 4-1 120 Cole, Long, Denning, Holub 
* - Northwest Conference game 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 8 985 123 
Road 7 923 132 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 15 1,908 127 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(Final, Corrected) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls Qug Ast AM Pts fl!g 
2 Karli Holub 19 52 14 0.74 2 0.11 30 1.58 
3 J en Overstreet 19 46 7 0.37 5 0.26 19 1.00 
7 Noelle Miller 19 34 5 0.26 6 0.32 16 0.84 
12 Tori Taylor 18 58 5 0.28 2 0.11 12 0.67 
13 Rachel Denning 19 17 2 0.11 4 0.21 8 0.42 
20 Becky Long 6 4 1 0.17 0 0.00 2 0.30 
4 Valerie Cole 19 9 1 0.05 3 0.16 5 0.26 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 19 11 0 0.00 1 0.05 1 0.05 
1 Anna Carlson 19 14 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 15 7 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 19 6 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 11 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 13 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 *** Kayla McKinstry 6 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 19 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 9 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 17 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 14 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 4 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 14 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Erin Simon 4 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 19 296 35 1.84 23 1.21 93 4.89 
Opponents 19 299 28 1.47 19 1.00 75 3.95 
GOALKEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv fu!g GA GApg ShO 
Cori Wulf 19 1756 299 124 6.53 28 1.47 4 
GEORGE FOX 19 1756 299 124 6.53 28 1.47 4 
Opponents 19 1756 296 112 5.89 35 1.84 4 
Corner Kicks -- George Fox 80, Opponents 64 
Fouls -- George Fox 88, Opponents 135 
*** - injured; out for the season 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER RESULTS 
Overall: 11-8-0 (Home: 4-4-0 Road: 7-4-0) 
NWC: 7-7-0 (Home: 3-4-0 Road: 4-3-0) 
Date Opponent WIL Score Att. GFUScorers 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 75 Miller 3, Holub 
9-7 at Western Baptist W (ot) 3-2 75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
9-10 at La Verne w 4-2 101 Holub 3, Overstreet 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 0-4 300 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) w 2-1 105 Taylor 2 
9-22 *at Pacific w 4-2 n/a Overstreet 2, Holub, Denning 
9-25 * at Whitworth L 1-2 82 Holub 
9-26 *at Whitman W (ot) 2-1 115 Overstreet 2 
10-2 * Puget Sound L 0-1 175 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran w 1-0 145 Holub 
10-9 * at Linfield w 2-0 n/a Holub, Overstreet 
10-10 * at Willamette L 2-3 n/a Holub 2 
10-16 *Whitman L 0-1 150 
10-17 *Whitworth L (2ot) 0-1 95 
10-20 *Pacific w 3-1 110 Holub 2, Taylor 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran W (ot) 1-0 n/a Taylor 
10-24 * at Puget Sound L 1-4 175 Miller 
10-29 * Willamette L 1-2 85 Taylor 
10-30 *Linfield w 4-1 120 Cole, Long, Denning, Holub 
* - Northwest Conference game 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Aver~e 
Home 8 985 123 
Road 7 923 132 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 15 1,908 127 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(Final, Corrected) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls QRg Ast Aim Pts !E 
2 Karli Holub 19 52 14 0.74 2 0.11 30 1.58 
3 J en Overstreet 19 46 7 0.37 5 0.26 19 1.00 
7 Noelle Miller 19 34 5 0.26 6 0.32 16 0.84 
12 Tori Taylor 18 58 5 0.28 2 0.11 12 0.67 
13 Rachel Denning 19 17 2 0.11 4 0.21 8 0.42 
20 Becky Long 6 4 1 0.17 0 0.00 2 0.30 
4 Valerie Cole 19 9 1 0.05 3 0.16 5 0.26 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 19 11 0 0.00 1 0.05 1 0.05 
1 Anna Carlson 19 14 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 15 7 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 19 6 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 11 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 13 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 *** Kayla McKinstry 6 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 19 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 9 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 17 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 14 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 4 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 14 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Erin Simon 4 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 19 296 35 1.84 23 1.21 93 4.89 
Opponents 19 299 28 1.47 19 1.00 75 3.95 
GOALKEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv fu!g GA GApg ShO 
Cori Wulf 19 1756 299 124 6.53 28 1.47 4 
GEORGE FOX 19 1756 299 124 6.53 28 1.47 4 
Opponents 19 1756 296 112 5.89 35 1.84 4 
Corner Kicks -- George Fox 80, Opponents 64 
Fouls -- George Fox 88, Opponents 135 
*** - injured; out for the season 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER RESULTS 
Overall: 11-8-0 (Home: 4-4-0 Road: 7-4-0) 
NWC: 7-7-0 (Home: 3-4-0 Road: 4-3-0) 
Date Opponent W/L Score Att. GFU Scorers 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 75 Miller 3, Holub 
9-7 at Western Baptist W (ot) 3-2 75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
9-10 at La Verne w 4-2 101 Holub 3, Overstreet 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 0-4 300 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) w 2-1 105 Taylor 2 
9-22 *at Pacific w 4-2 n/a Overstreet 2, Holub, Denning 
9-25 * at Whitworth L 1-2 82 Holub 
9-26 *at Whitman W(ot) 2-1 115 Overstreet 2 
10-2 * Puget Sound L 0-1 175 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran w 1-0 145 Holub 
10-9 * at Linfield w 2-0 n/a Holub, Overstreet 
10-10 * at Willamette L 2-3 n/a Holub 2 
10-16 *Whitman L 0-1 150 
10-17 *Whitworth L (2ot) 0-1 95 
10-20 *Pacific w 3-1 110 Holub 2, Taylor 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran W (ot) 1-0 n/a Taylor 
10-24 * at Puget Sound L 1-4 175 Miller 
10-29 * Willamette L 1-2 85 Taylor 
10-30 *Linfield w 4-1 120 Cole, Long, Denning, Holub 
* - Northwest Conference game 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Aver~e 
Home 8 985 123 
Road 7 923 132 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 15 1,908 127 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(thru October 28, 1999) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls fu!g Ast Al!g Pts ~ 
2 Karli Holub 17 48 13 0.76 1 0.06 27 1.60 
3 Jen Overstreet 17 38 7 0.41 3 0.18 17 1.00 
7 Noelle Miller 17 31 5 0.29 6 0.35 16 0.94 
12 Tori Taylor 17 56 4 0.24 2 0.12 10 0.59 
13 Rachel Denning 17 13 1 0.06 3 0.18 5 0.29 
4 Valerie Cole 17 5 0 0.00 2 0.12 2 0.12 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 17 11 0 0.00 1 0.06 1 0.06 
1 Anna Carlson 17 13 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 14 7 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 17 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 10 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 12 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 *** Kayla McKinstry 6 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
20 Becky Long 5 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 17 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 8 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 15 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 12 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 3 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 12 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Erin Simon 3 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 17 268 30 1.76 18 1.06 78 4.59 
Opponents 17 270 25 1.47 17 1.00 67 3.94 
GOAL KEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv fu!g GA GApg ShO 
Cori Wulf 17 1576 270 112 6.58 25 1.47 4 
GEORGE FOX 17 1576 270 112 6.58 25 1.47 4 
Opponents 17 1576 268 103 6.06 30 1.76 4 
Corner Kicks-- George Fox 71, Opponents 57 
Fouls -- George Fox 77, Opponents 117 
*** - injured; out for the season 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER RESULTS 
Overall: 10-7-0 (Home: 3-3-0 Road: 7-4-0) 
NWC: 6-6-0 (Home: 2-3-0 Road: 4-3-0) 
Date Opponent W/L Score Att. GFU Scorers 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 75 Miller 3, Holub 
9-7 at Western Baptist W (ot) 3-2 75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
9-10 at La Verne w 4-2 101 Holub 3, Overstreet 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 0-4 300 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) w 2-1 105 Taylor 2 
9-22 *at Pacific w 4-2 n/a Overstreet 2, Holub, Denning 
9-25 * at Whitworth L 1-2 82 Holub 
9-26 *at Whitman W(ot) 2-1 115 Overstreet 2 
10-2 * Puget Sound L 0-1 175 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran w 1-0 145 Holub 
10-9 * at Linfield w 2-0 n/a Holub, Overstreet 
10-10 * at Willamette L 2-3 n/a Holub 2 
10-16 *Whitman L 0-1 150 
10-17 *Whitworth L (2ot) 0-1 95 
10-20 *Pacific w 3-1 110 Holub 2, Taylor 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran W (ot) 1-0 n/a Taylor 
10-24 * at Puget Sound L 1-4 175 Miller 
10-29 * Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-30 *Linfield 12:00 pm 
* - Northwest Conference game 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 6 780 130 
Road 7 923 132 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 13 1,703 131 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(thru October 22, 1999) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls !illg Ast AJ!g Pts !E 
2 Karli Holub 15 42 13 0.87 1 0.07 27 1.80 
3 Jen Overstreet 15 36 7 0.47 3 0.20 17 1.13 
7 Noelle Miller 15 27 4 0.27 6 0.40 14 0.93 
12 Tori Taylor 15 49 3 0.20 2 0.13 8 0.53 
13 Rachel Denning 15 12 1 0.07 2 0.14 4 0.29 
4 Valerie Cole 15 5 0 0.00 2 0.14 2 0.14 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 15 10 0 0.00 1 0.07 1 0.07 
1 Anna Carlson 15 11 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 12 7 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 8 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 11 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 *** Kayla McKinstry 6 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 15 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 8 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 15 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 13 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 10 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
20 Becky Long 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 3 I 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 11 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Erin Simon 3 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 15 239 27 1.80 18 1.20 73 4.87 
Opponents 15 230 21 1.40 13 0.87 54 3.60 
GOALKEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv GA GApg ShO 
Cori Wulf 15 1384 230 96 21 1.40 3 
GEORGE FOX 15 1384 230 96 21 1.40 3 
Opponents 15 1384 239 90 27 1.80 2 
Corner Kicks -- George Fox 60, Opponents 46 
Fouls-- George Fox 67, Opponents 97 
*** - injured; out for the season 





Date Opponent WIL Score 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 
9-7 at Western Baptist W (ot) 3-2 
9-10 at La Verne w 4-2 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 0-4 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) w 2-1 
9-22 *at Pacific w 4-2 
9-25 * at Whitworth L 1-2 
9-26 *at Whitman W (ot) 2-1 
10-2 * Puget Sound L 0-1 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran w 1-0 
10-9 * at Linfield w 2-0 
10-10 * at Willamette L 2-3 
10-16 *Whitman L 0-1 
10-17 *Whitworth L (2ot) 0-1 
10-20 *Pacific w 3-1 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-24 * at Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-29 * Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-30 *Linfield 12:00 pm 
*-Northwest Conference game 
Road: 6-3-0) 
Road: 3-2-0) 
Att. GFU Scorers 
75 Miller 3, Holub 
75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
101 Holub 3, Overstreet 
300 
105 Taylor2 
n/a Overstreet 2, Holub, Denning 
82 Holub 
1] 5 Overstreet 2 
175 
145 Holub 
n/a Holub, Overstreet 
n/a Holub 2 
150 
95 
110 Holub 2, Taylor 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 6 780 130 
Road 6 748 124 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 12 1,528 127 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
( thru October 19, 1999) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls Qng Ast Al!g Pts ~ 
2 Karli Holub 14 40 11 0.78 1 0.07 23 1.71 
3 Jen Overstreet 14 35 7 0.50 3 0.21 17 1.21 
7 Noelle Miller 14 27 4 0.28 5 0.36 13 0.93 
12 Tori Taylor 14 47 2 0.14 1 0.07 5 0.36 
13 Rachel Denning 14 12 1 0.07 2 0.14 4 0.29 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 14 10 0 0.00 1 0.07 1 0.07 
4 Valerie Cole 14 5 0 0.00 1 0.07 1 0.07 
1 Anna Carlson 14 11 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 11 7 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 7 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 *** Kayla McKinstry 6 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 10 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 14 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 7 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 14 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 12 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 10 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 9 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
20 Becky Long 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 2 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Erin Simon 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 14 232 24 1.71 15 1.07 64 4.57 
Opponents 14 216 20 1.43 12 0.86 51 3.64 
GOAL KEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv GA GApg ShO 
Cori Wulf 14 1294 216 91 20 1.43 3 
GEORGE FOX 14 1294 216 91 20 1.43 '3 
Opponents 14 1294 232 88 24 1.71 2 
Corner Kicks -- George Fox 59, Opponents 42 
Fouls -- George Fox 61 , Opponents 89 
*** - injured; out for the season 




(Home: I -3-0 
Date Opponent W/L Score 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 
9-7 at Western Baptist W (ot) 3-2 
9-10 at La Verne w 4-2 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 0-4 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) w 2-1 
9-22 *at Pacific w 4-2 
9-25 * at Whitworth L 1-2 
9-26 *at Whitman W (ot) 2-1 
10-2 * Puget Sound L 0-1 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran w 1-0 
10-9 * at Linfield w 2-0 
10-10 * at Willamette L 2-3 
10-16 *Whitman L 0-1 
10-17 *Whitworth L (2ot) 0-1 
10-20 *Pacific 3:00pm 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-24 * at Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-29 * Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-30 *Linfield 12:00 pm 
* -Northwest Conference game 
Road: 6-3-0) 
Road: 3-2-0) 
Att. GFU Scorers 
75 Miller 3, Holub 
75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
101 Holub 3, Overstreet 
300 
105 Taylor2 
nla Overstreet 2, Holub, Denning 
82 Holub 
115 Overstreet 2 
175 
145 Holub 
n/a Holub, Overstreet 
nla Holub 2 
150 
95 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 5 670 134 
Road 6 748 124 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 11 1,418 129 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(thru October 17, 1999) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls Ql!g Ast Al!g Pts !l!g 
2 Karli Holub 12 29 11 0.92 1 0.08 23 1.91 
3 Jen Overstreet 12 29 7 0.58 2 0.10 16 1.33 
7 Noelle Miller 12 24 4 0.33 5 0.42 13 1.08 
12 Tori Taylor 12 36 2 0.20 1 0.08 5 0.42 
13 Rachel Denning 12 11 1 0.08 2 0.17 4 0.33 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 12 8 0 0.00 1 0.08 1 0.08 
4 Valerie Cole 12 4 0 0.00 1 0.08 1 0.08 
1 Anna Carlson 12 9 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 9 7 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 6 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Kayla McKinstry 6 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 9 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 12 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 6 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 12 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 11 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 9 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 8 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
20 Becky Long 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 2 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Erin Simon 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 12 193 24 2.00 15 1.25 63 5.25 
Opponents 12 196 18 1.50 9 0.75 45 3.75 
GOALKEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv GA Gapg ShO 
Cori Wulf 12 1095 196 82 18 1.50 3 
GEORGE FOX 12 1095 196 82 18 1.50 3 
Opponents 12 1095 193 79 24 2.00 2 
Corner Kicks -- George Fox 43, Opponents 34 
Fouls- George Fox 47, Opponents 77 





Date Opponent WIL 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 
9-7 at Western Baptist w 
9-10 at La Verne w 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) w 
9-22 *at Pacific w 











Att. GFU Scorers 
75 Miller 3, Holub 
75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
101 Holub 3, Overstreet 
300 
105 Taylor 2 
n/a Overstreet 2, Holub, Denning 
82 Holub 
9-26 *at Whitman w 2-1 (ot) 115 Overstreet 2 
10-2 * Puget Sound L 0-1 170 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran w 1-0 175 Holub 
10-9 * at Linfield w 2-0 n/a Overstreet, Holub 
10-10 * at Willamette L 2-3 300 Holub 2 
10-16 *Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-17 *Whitworth 12:00 pm 
10-20 *Pacific 3:00pm 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-24 * at Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-29 * Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-30 *Linfield 12:00 pm 
11-3 NCAA Div. III lst Round, TBA 
11-6,7 NCAA Div. III Regionals, TBA 
11-13,14 NCAA Div. III Quarterfinals, TBA 
11-20,21 NCAA Div. III Finals, TBA 
* - Northwest Conference game 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 3 450 150 
Road 7 1,048 150 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 10 1,498 150 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(thru October 8, 1999) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls !iJ.:!g Ast Al!g Pts El!g 
2 Karli Holub 10 45 8 0.80 1 0.10 17 1.70 
3 Jen Overstreet 10 25 6 0.70 1 0.10 13 1.30 
7 Noelle Miller 10 22 4 0.40 5 0.50 13 1.30 
12 Tori Taylor 10 28 2 0.20 0 0.00 4 0.40 
13 Rachel Denning 10 8 1 0.10 2 0.20 4 0.40 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 10 8 0 0.00 1 0.10 1 0.10 
4 Valerie Cole 10 4 0 0.00 1 0.10 1 0.10 
1 Anna Carlson 10 8 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 8 6 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 5 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Kayla McKinstry 5 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 9 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 10 l 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 5 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 10 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 9 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 7 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 6 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
20 Becky Long 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Erin Simon 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 10 168 21 2.10 11 1.10 53 5.30 
Opponents 10 174 15 1.50 7 0.70 37 3.70 
GOALKEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv GA Gapg ShO 
Cori Wulf 10 915 174 69 15 1.50 2 
GEORGE FOX 10 915 168 69 15 1.50 2 
Opponents 10 915 174 71 21 2.10 2 
Corner Kicks -- George Fox 43, Opponents 34 
Fouls - George Fox 41, Opponents 60 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER RESULTS 
Overall: 7-3-0 (Home: 2-1-0 Road: 5-2-0) 
NWC: 3-2-0 (Home: 1-1-0 Road: 2-1-0) 
Date Opponent WIL Score Att. GFU Scorers 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 75 Miller 3, Holub 
9-7 at Western Baptist w 3-2 (ot) 75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
9-10 at La Verne w 4-2 101 Holub 3, Overstreet 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 0-4 300 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) w 2-1 105 Taylor 2 
9-22 *at Pacific w 4-2 n/a Overstreet 2, Holub, Denning 
9-25 * at Whitworth L 1-2 82 Holub 
9-26 *at Whitman w 2-1 (ot) 115 Overstreet 2 
10-2 * Puget Sound L 0-1 175 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran w 1-0 145 Holub 
10-9 * at Linfield 12:00 pm 
10-10 * at Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-16 *Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-17 *Whitworth 12:00 pm 
10-20 *Pacific 3:00pm 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-24 * at Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-29 * Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-30 *Linfield 12:00 pm 
* -Northwest Conference game 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 3 425 142 
Road 6 748 124 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 9 1,173 130 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(thru October 1, 1999) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls ~ Ast AJ!g Pts ~ 
2 Karli Holub 8 36 7 0.88 1 0.13 I5 1.88 
3 Jen Overstreet 8 23 6 0.75 I O.I3 13 1.63 
7 Noelle Miller 8 20 4 0.50 5 0.63 13 1.63 
I2 Tori Taylor 8 23 2 0.25 0 0.00 4 0.50 
13 Rachel Denning 8 8 1 0.13 I 0.13 3 0.38 
I6 Ashleigh Hughes 8 7 0 0.00 1 0.13 1 0.13 
4 Valerie Cole 8 3 0 0.00 1 0.13 I O.I3 
1 Anna Carlson 8 7 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
I8 Mindy Venable 7 6 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
I9 Sienna Hester 5 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Kayla McKinstry 5 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 8 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 8 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 5 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 8 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 7 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 7 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 4 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
20 Becky Long 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 8 147 20 2.50 10 1.25 50 6.25 
Opponents 8 145 14 1.75 6 0.75 34 4.25 
GOALKEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv GA Gapg ShO 
Cori Wulf 8 735 145 57 14 1.75 0 
GEORGE FOX 8 735 145 57 14 1.75 0 
Opponents 8 735 147 62 20 2.50 1 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 43, Opponents 34 
Fouls - George Fox 30, Opponents 48 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER RESULTS 
Overall: 6-2-0 (Home: 1-0-0 Road: 5-2-0) 
NWC: 2-1-0 (Home: 0-0-0 Road: 2-1-0) 
Date Opponent WIL Score Att. GFU Scorers 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 75 Miller 3, Holub 
9-7 at Western Baptist w 3-2(ot) 75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
9-10 at La Verne w 4-2 101 Holub 3, Overstreet 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 0-4 300 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) w 2-1 105 Taylor2 
9-22 *at Pacific w 4-2 n/a Overstreet 2, Holub, Denning 
9-25 * at Whitworth L 1-2 82 Holub 
9-26 *at Whitman w 2-1 (ot) 115 Overstreet 2 
10-2 * Puget Sound 12:00pm 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-9 * at Linfield 12:00pm 
10-10 * at Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-16 *Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-17 *Whitworth 12:00 pm 
10-20 *Pacific 3:00pm 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-24 * at Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-29 * Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-30 *Linfield 12:00pm 
* - Northwest Conference game 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 1 105 105 
Road 6 748 124 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 7 853 122 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(thru September 24, 1999) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls .Qeg Ast AJ!g Pts IE 
2 Karli Holub 6 26 7 1.14 1 0.00 15 2.50 
7 Noelle Miller 6 18 4 0.67 5 0.75 13 2.17 
3 J en Overstreet 6 16 3 0.50 1 0.25 7 1.17 
12 Tori Taylor 6 19 2 0.33 0 0.00 4 0.67 
13 Rachel Denning 6 7 1 0.17 0 0.00 2 0.33 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 6 6 0 0.00 1 0.25 1 0.17 
1 Anna Carlson 6 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 4 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Kayla McKinstry 5 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 5 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
4 Valerie Cole 6 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 6 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 6 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 4 I 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 6 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 5 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 5 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
20 Becky Long 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 6 115 17 2.83 8 1.33 42 7.00 
Opponents 6 100 11 1.83 4 0.67 26 4.33 
GOALKEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv GA Gapg ShO 
Cori Wulf 6 555 100 39 11 1.83 0 
GEORGE FOX 6 555 100 39 11 1.83 0 
Opponents 6 555 115 49 17 2.83 1 
Corner Kicks - George Fox 36, Opponents 26 
Fouls- George Fox 26, Opponents 43 





Date Opponent W/L Score 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 
9-7 at Western Baptist w 3-2(ot) 
9-10 at La Verne w 4-2 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 0-4 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) w 2-1 
9-22 *at Pacific w 4-2 
9-25 * at Whitworth 12:00 pm 
9-26 *at Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-2 * Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-9 * at Linfield 12:00 pm 
10-10 * at Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-16 *Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-17 *Whitworth 12:00pm 
10-20 *Pacific 3:00pm 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-24 * at Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-29 * Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-30 *Linfield 12:00 pm 
*-Northwest Conference game 
Road: 4-1-0) 
Road: 1-0-0) 
Att. GFU Scorers 
75 Miller 3, Holub 
75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
101 Holub 3, Overstreet 
300 
105 Taylor2 
n/a Holub 2, Denning, Overstreet 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home ] 105 105 
Road 4 551 138 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 5 656 131 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(thru September 21, 1999) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls Qng Ast ~ Pts ~ 
7 Noelle Miller 5 18 4 2.00 4 0.75 12 2.75 
2 Karli Holub 5 17 5 1.00 0 0.00 10 2.50 
3 Jen Overstreet 5 14 2 0.50 1 0.25 5 1.25 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 5 6 0 0.00 1 0.25 1 0.25 
12 Tori Taylor 5 14 2 0.00 0 0.00 4 0.00 
1 Anna Carlson 5 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Kayla McKinstry 5 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 5 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 5 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 4 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 5 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 5 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 5 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 4 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
4 Valerie Cole 5 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 3 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
13 Rachel Denning 5 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 5 97 13 2.60 6 1.20 32 6.40 
Opponents 5 80 9 1.80 4 0.80 22 4.40 
GOAL KEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv GA Gapg 
Cori Wulf 5 465 80 31 9 1.80 
GEORGE FOX 5 465 80 31 9 1.80 
Opponents 5 465 97 39 13 2.60 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 29, Opponents 21 
Fouls - George Fox 26, Opponents 43 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER RESULTS 
Overall: 4-1-0 NWC: 0-0-0 Home: 1-0-0 Road: 3-1-0 
Date Opponent WIL Score Att. GFUScorers 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 75 Miller 3, Holub 
9-7 at Western Baptist w 3-2 (ot) 75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
9-10 at La Verne w 4-2 101 Holub 3, Overstreet 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 0-4 300 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) w 2-1 105 Taylor 2 
9-22 *at Pacific 5:00pm 
9-25 * at Whitworth 12:00 pm 
9-26 *at Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-2 * Puget Sound 12:00pm 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-9 * at Linfield 12:00pm 
10-10 * at Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-16 *Whitman 12:00pm 
10-17 *Whitworth 12:00 pm 
10-20 *Pacific 3:00pm 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-24 * at Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-29 * Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-30 *Linfield 12:00 pm 
* - Northwest Conference game 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 1 105 105 
Road 4 551 138 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 5 656 131 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(thru September 2I, 1999) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls Qu.g Ast ~ Pts ~ 
7 Noelle Miller 5 I8 4 2.00 4 0.75 12 2.75 
2 Karli Holub 5 17 5 1.00 0 0.00 10 2.50 
3 Jen Overstreet 5 14 2 0.50 I 0.25 5 1.25 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 5 6 0 0.00 1 0.25 1 0.25 
12 Tori Taylor 5 I4 2 0.00 0 0.00 4 0.00 
1 Anna Carlson 5 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Kayla McKinstry 5 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 5 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 5 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 4 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 5 I 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 5 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 5 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 4 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
4 Valerie Cole 5 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
I7 Annie Walsh 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 3 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
13 Rachel Denning 5 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 5 97 13 2.60 6 1.20 32 6.40 
Opponents 5 80 9 1.80 4 0.80 22 4.40 
GOAL KEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv GA Gapg 
Cori Wulf 5 465 80 31 9 1.80 
GEORGE FOX 5 465 80 31 9 1.80 
Opponents 5 465 97 39 13 2.60 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 29, Opponents 21 
Fouls - George Fox 26, Opponents 43 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER RESULTS 
Overall: 4-1-0 NWC: 0-0-0 Home: 1-0-0 Road: 3-1-0 
Date Opponent WIL Score Att. GFU Scorers 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 75 Miller 3, Holub 
9-7 at Western Baptist w 3-2 (ot) 75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
9-10 at La Verne w 4-2 101 Holub 3, Overstreet 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 0-4 300 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) w 2-1 105 Taylor 2 
9-22 *at Pacific 5:00pm 
9-25 * at Whitworth 12:00 pm 
9-26 *at Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-2 * Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-9 * at Linfield 12:00 pm 
10-10 * at Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-16 *Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-17 *Whitworth 12:00pm 
10-20 *Pacific 3:00pm 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-24 * at Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-29 * Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-30 *Linfield 12:00 pm 
*-Northwest Conference game 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 1 105 105 
Road 4 551 138 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 5 656 131 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(thru September 13, 1999) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls !illg Ast An.g Pts ~ 
7 Noelle Miller 4 14 4 2.00 3 0.75 11 2.75 
2 Karli Holub 4 12 5 1.00 0 0.00 10 2.50 
3 Jen Overstreet 4 12 2 0.50 1 0.25 5 1.25 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 4 3 0 0.00 I 0.25 1 0.25 
12 Tori Taylor 4 11 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
1 Anna Carlson 4 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Kayla McKinstry 4 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 4 I 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 4 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 3 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 4 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 4 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 4 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 3 4 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
4 Valerie Cole 4 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 3 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
13 Rachel Denning 4 4 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 4 71 11 2.75 5 1.25 27 6.75 
Opponents 4 61 8 2.00 4 1.00 20 5.00 
GOAL KEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv GA Gapg 
Cori Wulf 4 374 61 27 8 2.00 
GEORGE FOX 4 374 61 27 11 2.75 
Opponents 4 374 71 25 8 3.50 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 22, Opponents 15 
Fouls - George Fox 22, Opponents 36 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER RESULTS 
Overall: 3-1-0 NWC: 0-0-0 Home: 0-0-0 Road: 3-1-0 
Date Opponent WIL Score Att. GFU Scorers 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 75 Miller 3, Holub 
9-7 at Western Baptist w 3-2 (ot) 75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
9-10 at La Verne w 4-2 101 Holub 3, Overstreet 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 0-4 300 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) 4:30pm 
9-22 *at Pacific 5:00pm 
9-25 * at Whitworth 12:00 pm 
9-26 *at Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-2 * Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-9 * at Linfield 12:00 pm 
10-10 * at Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-16 *Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-17 *Whitworth 12:00 pm 
10-20 *Pacific 3:00pm 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-24 * at Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-29 * Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-30 *Linfield 12:00 pm 
*-Northwest Conference game 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 0 0 0 
Road 4 551 138 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 4 551 138 
GEORGE FOX WOMENS SOCCER STATISTICS 1999 








Fouls Corner kicks~ 
20 21 
21 8 
I Northwest Conference 
I George Fox 
l Opponents __________________________ _ 
r----------··----·----------------·--------------------------------------------------------------, 
(_! ___ f:LAYER ____________ §am§_§_ ____ .§.l1ots __ Goals__ G\3 _A~~J~t~ ___ APG_ __ _points _F!'§_j 
i 1 Anna Carlson 3 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 , 
1 2 Karli Holub 3 9 5 1.67 0 0.00 1 0 3.33 
I
, 3 Jen Overstreet 3 11 2 0.67 1 0.33 5 1.67 
1 
4 Valerie Cole 3 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 3 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 3 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
7 Noelle Miller 3 13 4 1.33 3 1.00 11 3.67 
8 Erin Oates 3 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Kayla McKinstry 3 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 3 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 2 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
12 Tori Taylor 3 11 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
13 Rachel Denning 3 4 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 3 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 3 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 3 3 0 0.00 1 0.33 1 0.33 
17 Annie Walsh 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 3 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
I 19 Sienna Hester 2 4 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
I ~Becky Long 0 ----'0=-------
1 TOTAL__§_ ________ 3 6 5 
#DIV/0! 
---
11 3.67 5 
0 0 #PIV/0! _Q _ _!piVjO! 
1. 6 7 2 7 g~_Q_Q__~ 
# GOALKEEPER 
0 Cori Wulf 
as of Sept. 11 , 1999 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(thru September 8, 1999) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls fu!.g Ast AP.g Pts ~ 
7 Noelle Miller 2 9 4 2.00 3 1.50 11 5.50 
2 Karli Holub 2 5 2 1.00 0 0.00 4 2.00 
3 Jen Overstreet 2 7 1 0.50 0 0.00 2 1.00 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 2 1 0 0.00 1 0.50 1 0.50 
12 Tori Taylor 2 11 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
1 Anna Carlson 2 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Kayla McKinstry 2 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 2 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 2 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 1 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
4 Valerie Cole 1 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 2 45 7 3.50 4 2.00 18 9.00 
Opponents 2 21 2 1.00 2 1.00 6 3.00 
GOALKEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv GA Gapg 
Cori Wulf 2 194 21 11 2 1.00 
GEORGE FOX 2 194 21 11 2 1.00 
Opponents 2 194 45 16 7 3.50 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 16, Opponents 2 
Fouls- George Fox 9, Opponents 11 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER RESULTS 
Overall: 2-0-0 NWC: 0-0-0 Home: 0-0-0 Road: 2-0-0 
Date Opponent W/L Score Att. GFU Scorers 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 75 Miller 3, Holub 
9-7 at Western Baptist w 3-2 (ot) 75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
9-10 at La Verne 7:00pm 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific 7:00pm 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) 4:30pm 
9-22 *at Pacific 5:00pm 
9-25 * at Whitworth 12:00 pm 
9-26 *at Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-2 * Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-9 * at Linfield 12:00 pm 
10-10 * at Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-16 *Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-17 *Whitworth 12:00 pm 
10-20 *Pacific 3:00pm 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-24 * at Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-29 * Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-30 *Linfield 12:00 pm 
* - Northwest Conference game 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 0 0 0 
Road 2 150 75 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 2 150 75 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(thru September 8, 1999) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls Qng Ast Al!.g Pts fRg 
7 Noelle Miller 2 9 4 2.00 3 1.50 11 5.50 
2 Karli Holub 2 5 2 1.00 0 0.00 4 2.00 
3 Jen Overstreet 2 7 1 0.50 0 0.00 2 1.00 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 2 1 0 0.00 1 0.50 1 0.50 
12 Tori Taylor 2 11 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
1 Anna Carlson 2 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Kayla McKinstry 2 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 2 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 2 I 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 2 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 1 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
4 Valerie Cole 1 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 2 45 7 3.50 4 2.00 18 9.00 
Opponents 2 21 2 1.00 2 1.00 6 3.00 
GOAL KEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv GA Gapg 
Cori Wulf 2 194 21 11 2 1.00 
GEORGE FOX 2 194 21 11 2 1.00 
Opponents 2 194 45 16 7 3.50 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 16, Opponents 2 
Fouls- George Fox 9, Opponents 11 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER RESULTS 
Overall: 2-0-0 
Opponent 
NWC: 0-0-0 Home: 0-0-0 
WIL Score Att. 
w 4-0 75 
GFU Scorers 






















at Western Oregon 
at Western Baptist 
at La Verne 
W 3-2 (ot) 75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
at Azusa Pacific 
Concordia (Ore.) 
*at Pacific 
* at Whitworth 
*at Whitman 
* Puget Sound 
* Pacific Lutheran 
* at Linfield 




* at Pacific Lutheran 
*at Puget Sound 
* Willamette 
*Linfield 


















All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 0 0 0 
Road 2 150 75 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 2 150 75 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(thru September 6, 1999) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls !!J!g Ast ill!g Pts ~ 
Noelle Miller 1 7 3 3.00 1 1.00 7 7.00 
Karli Holub 1 3 1 0.00 0 0.00 2 2.00 
Ashleigh Hughes 1 1 0 0.00 1 1.00 1 1.00 
Tori Taylor 1 8 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
J en Overstreet 1 4 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Anna Carlson 1 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Sienna Hester 1 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Kayla McKinstry 1 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Shanna Clinton 1 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Valerie Cole 1 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Mindy Venable 1 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Megan Diefenbaugh 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Erin Oates 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Kelly McCabe 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Beth Liljenberg 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Samara Thornburg 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Lindsay Woodward 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Annie Walsh 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 1 35 4 4.00 2 2.00 10 10.00 
Opponents 1 13 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GOALKEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv GA Gapg 
Cori Wulf 1 90 13 5 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 1 90 13 5 0 0.00 
Opponents 1 90 35 9 4 4.00 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 2, Opponents 1 
Fouls- George Fox 4, Opponents 7 
1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER RESULTS 
Overall: 1-0-0 NWC: 0-0-0 Home: 0-0-0 Road: 0-0-0 
Date Opponent W/L Score Att. GFU Scorers 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 75 Miller 3, Holub 
9-7 at Western Baptist 4:30pm 
9-10 at La Verne 7:00pm 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific 7:00pm 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) 4:30pm 
9-22 *at Pacific 5:00pm 
9-25 * at Whitworth 12:00 pm 
9-26 *at Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-2 * Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-9 * at Linfield 12:00pm 
10-10 *at Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-16 *Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-17 *Whitworth 12:00pm 
10-20 *Pacific 3:00pm 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-24 * at Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-29 * Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-30 *Linfield 12:00 pm 
*-Northwest Conference game 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 0 0 0 
Road 1 75 75 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 1 75 75 
WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS {thru SeQtember 6, 1999} 
Player Gms Shts Gls filll:. Ast dl!K Pts f2g_ 
Noelle Miller 1 7 3 3.00 1 1.00 7 7.00 
Karli Holub 1 3 1 0.00 0 0.00 2 2.00 
Ashleigh Hughes 1 1 0 0.00 1 1.00 1 1.00 
Tori Taylor 1 8 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Jen Overstreet 1 4 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Anna Carlson 1 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Sienna Hester 1 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Kayla McKinstry 1 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Shanna Clinton 1 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Valerie Cole 1 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Mindy Venable 1 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Megan Diefenbaugh 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Erin Oates 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Kelly McCabe 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Beth Liljenberg 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Samara Thornburg 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Lindsay Woodward 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Annie Walsh 1 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 1 35 4 4.00 2 2.00 10 10.00 
Opponents 1 13 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GOALKEEPING Gms Min Shots Sv GA Gapg 
Cori Wulf 1 90 13 5 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 1 90 13 5 0 0.00 
Opponents 1 90 35 9 4 4.00 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 2, Opponents I Fouls- George Fox 4, Opponents 7 
1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER RESULTS (Overall: 1-0-0 Ill NWC: 0-0-0 Ill Home: 0-0-0 Ill Road: 0-0-0) 
Date 011.11.0nent W/L Score Att. GFU Scorers 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 75 Miller 3, Holub 
9-7 at Western Baptist 4:30pm 
9-10 at La Verne 7:00pm 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific 7:00pm 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) 4:30pm 
9-22 *at Pacific 5:00pm 
9-25 * at Whitworth 12:00pm 
9-26 * at Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-2 * Puget Sound 12:00 pm 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran 12:00pm 
10-9 * at Linfield 12:00 pm 
10-10 * at Willamette 12:00pm 
10-16 *Whitman 12:00 pm 
10-17 *Whitworth 12:00pm 
10-20 *Pacific 3:00pm 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran 12:00 pm 
10-24 * at Puget Sound 12:00pm 
10-29 * Willamette 12:00 pm 
10-30 *Linfield 12:00pm 
* - Northwest Conference game 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY BRUINS 1999 WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
(thru October 30, 1999) 
No. Player Gms Shts Gls !illg Ast Aug Pts ~ 
2 Karli Holub 19 52 14 0.74 2 0.11 30 1.58 
3 Jen Overstreet 19 46 7 0.37 5 0.26 19 1.00 
7 Noelle Miller 19 34 5 0.26 6 0.32 16 0.84 
12 Tori Taylor 18 58 5 0.28 2 0.11 11 0.61 
13 Rachel Denning 19 17 2 0.11 4 0.21 8 0.42 
20 Becky Long 6 4 1 0.17 0 0.00 2 0.30 
4 Valerie Cole 19 9 1 0.05 3 0.16 5 0.26 
16 Ashleigh Hughes 19 11 0 0.00 1 0.05 1 0.05 
1 Anna Carlson 19 14 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
18 Mindy Venable 15 7 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
5 Samara Thornburg 19 6 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19 Sienna Hester 11 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
15 Shanna Clinton 13 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 *** Kayla McKinstry 6 3 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
14 Beth Liljenberg 19 2 0' 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11 Lindsay Woodward 9 2 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
6 Megan Diefenbaugh 17 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8 Erin Oates 14 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
17 Annie Walsh 4 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10 Kelly McCabe 14 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9 Erin Simon 4 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
GEORGE FOX 19 296 35 1.84 23 1.21 93 4.89 
Opponents 19 299 28 1.47 19 1.00 75 3.95 
GOAL KEEPING 
Gms Min Shots Sv fu!g GA GApg ShO 
Cori Wulf 19 1756 299 124 6.53 28 1.47 4 
GEORGE FOX 19 1756 299 124 6.53 28 1.47 4 
Opponents 19 1756 296 112 5.89 35 1.84 4 
Corner Kicks -- George Fox 80, Opponents 64 
Fouls -- George Fox 88, Opponents 135 
*** - injured; out for the season 





Date Opponent WIL Score 
9-4 at Western Oregon w 4-0 
9-7 at Western Baptist W (ot) 3-2 
9-10 at La Verne w 4-2 
9-11 at Azusa Pacific L 0-4 
9-14 Concordia (Ore.) w 2-1 
9-22 *at Pacific w 4-2 
9-25 * at Whitworth L 1-2 
9-26 *at Whitman W (ot) 2-1 
10-2 * Puget Sound L 0-1 
10-3 * Pacific Lutheran w 1-0 
10-9 * at Linfield w 2-0 
10-10 * at Willamette L 2-3 
10-16 *Whitman L 0-1 
10-17 *Whitworth L (2ot) 0-1 
10-20 *Pacific w 3-1 
10-23 * at Pacific Lutheran W (ot) 1-0 
10-24 * at Puget Sound L 1-4 
10-29 * Willamette L 1-2 
10-30 *Linfield w 4-1 
*-Northwest Conference game 
Road: 7-4-0) 
Road: 4-3-0) 
Att. GFU Scorers 
75 Miller 3, Holub 
75 Miller, Overstreet, Holub 
101 Holub 3, Overstreet 
300 
105 Taylor 2 
n/a Overstreet 2, Holub, Denning 
82 Holub 
115 Overstreet 2 
175 
145 Holub 
n/a Holub, Overstreet 
n/a Holub 2 
150 
95 




120 Cole, Long, Denning, Holub 
All games local time (PDT or PST). Home games in bold. 
ATTENDANCE 
Dates Attendance Average 
Home 8 985 123 
Road 7 923 132 
Neutral 0 0 0 
Total 15 1,908 127 
Women's Soccer 
GEORGE FOX 4, LINFIELD 1 --- Oct. 30, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (4) LINFIELD (1) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Anna Carlson 1 0 0 Amy Anderson 1 0 0 
Karli Holub 2 1 1 Erica Davis 1 0 0 
Jen Overstreet 5 0 0 Nicole Barlow 1 0 0 
Valerie Cole 3 1 1 Lotus Hartley 1 0 0 
Noelle Miller 2 0 0 Marie Larsen 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning 4 1 1 Marie Snavely 0 0 0 
Samara Thornburg 1 0 0 Lovisa Dvorak 3 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh 0 0 0 Kim Reeves 1 0 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Courtney Stewart 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg 0 0 0 Mandy Sitz 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf 0 0 0 Cherish Kaaa 2 1 0 
Becky Long 1 1 0 Nicole Bebee 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 Heather Bretl 0 0 0 
Sienna Hester 0 0 0 Sarah Calahan 0 0 0 
Annie Walsh 0 0 0 Liz Pyle 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 Tori Hazelton 0 0 0 
Mindy Venable 0 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 
Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 
Erin Simon 0 0 0 
Totals 19 4 3 Totals 10 1 0 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 10 1 4 
Cherish Kaaa, LC 54 14 2 5 
Tori Hazelton, LC 36 5 2 0 
SCORING 
Linfield 0 1 1 
George Fox 2 2 4 
GF Valerie Cole (unassisted) 1st 19 min. GF 1-0 
GF Becky Long (A- Cole) 1st 44 min. GF2-0 
LC Cherish Kaaa (unassisted) 2nd 56 min. GF2-1 
GF Rachel Denning (A- Karli Holub) 2nd 63 min. GF3-1 
GF Holub (A- Denning) 2nd 68 min. GF 4-1 
Corner Kicks - Linfield 2, George Fox 7. Fouls - Linfield 12, George Fox 6 Attendance- 120 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (11-8-0, 7-7-0 NWC), Linfield (4-15-0, 2-12-0 NWC) 
Next Games: End of season 
Women's Soccer 
WILLAMETTE 2, GEORGE FOX 1 --- Oct. 29, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
WILLAMETTE (2) GEORGE FOX (1) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Julie Hourigan 3 0 0 Karli Holub 2 0 0 
Natalie Flindt 3 1 0 Jen Overstreet 3 0 1 
Erin Moore 0 0 0 Samara Thornberg 0 0 0 
Katie Edmonds 2 0 0 Megan Diefenbaugh 0 0 0 
Jenna Ward 0 0 0 Noelle Miller 1 0 0 
Buffy Morris 3 I 0 Erin Oates 0 0 0 
Jill Stratton 0 0 0 Tori Taylor 2 1 0 
Laura Kunnert 0 0 0 Rachel Denning 0 0 0 
Jenny Bellone 3 0 2 Beth Liljenberg 0 0 0 
Dana Christopherson 0 0 0 Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 
AnnaHaegel 0 0 0 Cori Wulf 0 0 0 
Heather Ebert 2 0 0 Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Katie Privette 1 0 0 Valerie Cole 1 0 0 
Ashley Holmer 2 0 0 Anna Carlson 0 0 0 
Jenny Fankel-Reed 0 0 0 
Annie Mockford 0 0 0 
Totals 19 2 2 Totals 9 1 1 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Anna Haegel, WU 90 9 1 4 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 19 2 8 
SCORING 
Willamette 2 0 2 
George Fox 1 0 1 
GF- Tori Taylor (A- Jen Overstreet) 1st 15:47 
WU- Natalie Flindt (A- Jenny Bellone) 1st 19:55 
WU- Buffy Morris (A- Jenny Bellone) 1st 44:00 
Corner Kicks - Willamette 5, George Fox 2. Fouls - Willamette 3, George Fox 5 
Time-1:45 Attendance- 85 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (10-8-0, 6-7-0 NWC), Willamette (17-0-2, 12-0-1 NWC) 
Next Games: Linfield at George Fox- Saturday, Oct. 30, 12:00 p.m. 
Willamette at Pacific- Saturday, Oct. 30, 12:00 p.m. 
Women's Soccer 
GEORGE FOX 3, PACIFIC 1--- Oct. 20,1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
PACIFIC (1) GEORGE FOX (3) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Melissa Montes 1 0 0 Karli Holub 2 2 0 
Aja Sincerny 3 0 0 Jen Overstreet I 0 0 
Susan Doyle 0 0 0 Samara Thornberg 0 0 0 
Liz Lewis 2 0 0 Megan Diefenbaugh 0 0 0 
Kelli Miller 2 0 0 Noelle Miller 0 0 1 
Erin Holley 0 0 0 Erin Oates 0 0 0 
Leann Ogasawara 0 0 0 Tori Taylor 2 1 I 
Angela Lightner 3 0 I Rachel Denning 0 0 0 
Robin Park 3 I 0 Beth Liljenberg 0 0 0 
Rhiannon Gagnon 0 0 0 Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 
Danalyn Ong 0 0 0 Cori Wulf 0 0 0 
Kristin Bowerly 0 0 0 Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Malia De Villiers 0 0 0 Valerie Cole 0 0 I 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 
Mindy Venable 0 0 0 
Sienna Hester 0 0 0 
Lindsey Woodward 0 0 0 
Annie Walsh 0 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 1 0 0 
Erin Simon 0 0 0 
Becky Long 1 0 0 
Totals 14 1 1 Totals 7 3 3 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Danalyn Ong, PU 90 7 3 2 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 14 1 5 
SCORING 
Pacific I 0 1 
George Fox 3 0 3 
GF - Karli Holub (A- Tori Taylor ) 1st 9:02 
GF- Tori Taylor (A- Noelle Miller) 1st 9:30 
GF- Karli Holub (A- Valerie Cole) 1st 31:12 
PU- Robin Park (A- Angela Lightner) 1st 31:34 
Corner Kicks - Pacific 4, George Fox 1. Fouls - Pacific 8, George Fox 6 
Time-2:00 Attendance - 110 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (9-6-0, 5-5-0 NWC), Pacific (8-6-1, 4-5-1) 
Next Games: George Fox at Pacific Lutheran- Saturday, Oct. 23, 12:00 p.m. 
Pacific at Puget Sound- Saturday, Oct. 23, TBA 
Women's Soccer 
WHITWORTH 1, GEORGE FOX 0 (2 OT) --- Oct.17, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
WHITWORTH (1) GEORGE FOX (0) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Liz Fleming 0 0 0 Karli Holub, F 5 0 0 
Addi Norman 0 0 0 Jen Overstreet, F 4 0 0 
Melissa Butler 0 0 0 Samara Thornberg, D 1 0 0 
Suzanne Boyce 2 0 0 Megan Diefenbaugh, D 0 0 0 
Heidi Bohnett 2 0 0 Noelle Miller, M 2 0 0 
Angela Faridnia 1 0 0 Erin Oates, D 0 0 0 
Jennifer Dunford 4 1 0 Tori Taylor, M 7 0 0 
Lehua Kay 0 0 0 Rachel Denning, M 1 0 0 
Dalyce Young 0 0 1 Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 
Carley Sullivan 0 0 0 Ashleigh Hughes, M 2 0 0 
Stacey Roberts 0 0 0 Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 
Alison Bopp 0 0 0 Valerie Cole 1 0 0 
Amy Tuurie 0 0 0 Anna Carlson 2 0 0 
Lydia Wingrove 0 0 0 Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Laura Walker 0 0 0 Mindy Venable 0 0 0 
Jessie Butte 1 0 0 
Totals 10 1 1 Totals 25 0 0 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Stacey Roberts, WC 109 25 0 9 
Cori Wulf, GF 109 10 1 4 
SCORING 
Whitworth 0 0 0 1 1 
George Fox 0 0 0 0 0 
W- Jennifer Dunford (A- Dalyce Young) 20T 109:00 
Corner Kicks - Whitworth 3, George Fox 11. Fouls- Whitworth 11, George Fox 9 
Time-2:10 Attendance - 95 
NOTES 
Records: Whitworth (6-8 overall, 3-6 NWC), George Fox (8-6 overall, 4-5 NWC) 
Next Games: Whitman at Whitworth- Wednesday, Oct. 20, 3:00pm 
Pacific at George Fox - Wednesday, Oct. 20, 3:00 pm 
Women's Soccer 
WHITMAN 1, GEORGE FOX 0--- Oct.16, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
WHITMAN(1) GEORGE FOX (0) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Christina Anderson 2 1 0 Karli Holub, F 6 0 0 
Shannon O'Neill 1 0 0 Jen Overstreet, F 2 0 0 
Nicole Marshall 3 0 0 Megan Diefenbuagh, M 0 0 0 
Corinne Schuler 1 0 0 Samara Thornberg, D 1 0 0 
Jenny Russell 1 0 0 Noelle Miller, M 1 0 0 
Megan McKenzie 0 0 0 Erin Oates, D 0 0 0 
Jennie Wood 1 0 0 Tori Taylor, M 4 0 0 
Mee-Ja Sula 0 0 0 Rachel Denning, D 0 0 0 
Jamie Grindrod 1 0 0 Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 
Gretchen Wieman 0 0 0 Ashleigh Hughes, M 0 0 0 
Kristina Anderson 0 0 0 Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 
Alison Chisholm 0 0 0 Valerie Cole 0 0 0 
Chrissy Vaughn 0 0 0 Sienna Hester 0 0 0 
Jessica Neff 0 0 1 Anna Carlson 0 0 0 
Jana Seaman 0 0 0 Mindy Venable 0 0 0 
Erin Bray 0 0 0 Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 
Totals 10 1 1 Totals 14 0 0 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 10 1 5 
Kristina Anderson, WC 90 14 0 6 
SCORING 
Whitman 0 1 1 
George Fox 0 0 0 
W - Christina Anderson (A- Jessica Neff) 2nd 45:20 
Corner Kicks- Whitman 5, George Fox 6. Fouls - Whitman 1, George Fox 5 
Time-1:55 Attendance - 150 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (8-5-0, MWC 4-4-0), Whitman (5-8-0, NWC 2-6-0) 
Next Games: Whitworth at George Fox - Sunday, Oct. 17, 12:00 pm 
Whitman at Pacific- Sunday, Oct. 17, 12:00 pm 
Women's Soccer 
GEORGE FOX l, PACIFIC LUTHERAN 0--- Oct. 3, 1999, at Newberg, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (1) PACIFIC LUTHERAN (0) 
Sh G A Sh G 
Karli Holub, F 7 I 0 Alison Brennan, F 4 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 1 0 0 Jen Wilson, M 0 0 
Valerie Cole, M 0 0 0 Tasha Ocl<fen, M 4 0 
Tori Taylor, M 2 0 0 Lori Wieser, D 0 0 
Rachel Denning, M 0 0 1 Brionnne Shimoda, M 1 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, M 0 0 0 Angela Carder, D 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, D 0 0 0 Carli Rasmussen, D 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Kira Johnson, F 1 0 
Erin Oates, D 0 0 0 Amy Gudgeon, M 1 0 
Ke11y McCabe, D 0 0 0 Debra Potocny, M 1 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Gloria Cefali, G 0 0 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 Kristi Osbourne 2 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Abby Buck 1 0 
Noelle Miller 1 0 0 Kelly Wright 0 0 
Samara Thornburg 0 0 0 
Totals 11 1 1 Totals 15 0 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 15 0 8 
Gloria Cefali, PL 90 11 1 5 
SCORING 
Pacific Lutheran 0 0 0 
George Fox 0 1 
GF- Karli Holub( A- Rachel Denning) 2nd 54:29 






George Fox (7-3-0, NWC 3-2-0), Pacific Lutheran (2-6-0, NWC 1-4-0) 
George Fox at Linfield- Saturday, Oct. 9, 12:00 pm 


















GEORGE FOX 2, WHITMAN 1 (OT)--- Sept. 26,1999, at Walla Walla, Wash. 
GEORGE FOX (2) WHITMAN(1) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 5 0 0 Cristina Anderson 3 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 3 2 0 Alison Jones 0 0 0 
Valerie Cole, M 1 0 1 Heather Groshong 0 0 0 
Noelle Miller, M 0 0 0 Jessica Neff 0 0 0 
Tori Taylor, M 1 0 0 Jenny Wood 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, M 1 0 0 Alison Chisholm 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, D 0 0 0 Maa-Ja Sula 0 0 0 
Samara Thornberg, D 0 0 0 Jamie Grindrod 4 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, D 0 0 0 Julia Makowski 2 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Jenn Watt 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Kristina Anderson 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 Shannon O'Neill 0 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 1 0 0 Nicole Marshall 5 0 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Corinne Schuler 1 0 1 
Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 Jenny Russell 3 0 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 Megan MacKensie 2 0 0 
Erin Simon 0 0 0 Chrissy Vaughn 4 0 0 
Mindy Venable 2 0 0 Rilke Bushy 1 1 0 
Sienna Hester 0 0 0 Erin Bray I 0 0 
Gretchen Weiman 0 0 0 
Totals 14 2 1 Totals 26 1 1 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 91 26 1 8 
Kristina Anderson, W 91 14 2 4 
SCORING 
George Fox 0 1 I 2 
Whitman 1 0 0 1 
W- Rilke Bushy (A- Corinee Schuler) 1st 5:39 
GF- Jen Overstreet (A- Valerie Cole) 2nd 74:00 
GF - Jen Overstreet (unassisted) OT 90:08 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 3, Whitman 5. Fouls- George Fox 4, Whitman 4. 
Time-1:52 Attendance- 115 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (5-2-0, NWC 2-1-0), Whitman (3-5-0, NWC 0-3-0) 
Next Game: Puget Sound at George Fox- Saturday, Oct. 2, 12:00 pm 
Women's Soccer 
WHITWORTH 2, GEORGE FOX 1--- Sept. 25, 1999, at Spokane, Wash. 
GEORGE FOX (1) WHITWORTH (2) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 6 1 0 Liz Fleming, D 0 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 3 0 0 Melissa Butler, D 0 0 0 
Valerie Cole, D 0 0 0 Heidi Bohnett, M 2 0 1 
Noelle Miller, M 2 0 0 Jessie Butte, F I 0 0 
Tori Taylor, M 3 0 0 Angela Faridnia, F 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, M 0 0 1 Grace Grabner, D 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, M 1 0 0 Jennifer Dunford, F 10 2 0 
Samara Thornberg, D 0 0 0 Lenua Key, F 4 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, M 0 0 0 Dalyce Young, D 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Carley Sullivan, D 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Stacey Roberts, G 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 2 0 0 Suzanne Boyce 2 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Lydia Wingrove 0 0 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Allison Bopp 0 0 0 
Mindy Venable 1 0 0 
Kelly McCabe 0 0 0 
Totals 18 1 1 Totals 19 2 1 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 19 2 10 
Stacey Roberts, WC 90 18 1 9 
SCORING 
George Fox 1 0 1 
Whitworth 0 2 2 
GF - Karli Holub (A - Rachel Denning, CK) 1st 32:05 
W- Jennifer Dunford (unassisted) 2nd 52:26 
W- Jennifer Dunford (A- Heidi Bohnett) 2nd 84:15 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 4, Whitworth 3. Fouls- George Fox 0, Whitworth 1. 
Time-1:48 Attendance - 82 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (5-2-0, NWC 1-1-0), Whitworth (4-2-1, NWC 2-0-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at Whitman- Sunday, Sept. 26, 12:00 pm 
Pacific at Whitworth- Sunday, Sept. 26, TBA 
Women's Soccer 
GEORGE FOX 4, PACIFIC 2--- Sept. 22, 1999, at Forest Grove, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (4) PACIFIC (2) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 8 1 1 Melissa Montes 1 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 3 2 0 Aja Sacerny 7 0 0 
Valerie Cole, M 0 0 0 Susan Doyle 2 I 0 
Noelle Miller, M 0 0 1 Liz Lewis I 0 0 
Tori Taylor, M 5 0 0 Kelli Ann Miller I 0 0 
Rachel Denning, M 2 1 0 Erin Holley 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, D 0 0 0 LeAnn Ogasawara 0 0 0 
Samara Thornberg, D 0 0 0 Angela Lightner 2 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, D 0 0 0 Robin Park 3 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Rhianon Gagnon 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Danglyn Ong 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 Kristen Beverly I 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Malia De Villiers 2 1 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Angela Luty 0 0 0 
Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 Becky Lucas 0 0 0 
Becky Long 0 0 0 
Totals 18 4 2 Totals 20 2 0 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 20 2 8 
Danglyn Ong, PU 90 18 4 10 
SCORING 
George Fox 3 I 4 
Pacific 2 0 2 
PU- Susan Doyle (unassisted) 1st 12:2I 
GF- Rachel Denning (A- Noelle Miller 1st 15:10 
GF - Karli Holub (unassisted) 1st 22:54 
PU- Malia De Villiers (unassisted) lst 23:52 
GF - J en Overstreet (A - Karli Holub) 1st 33:05 
GF - Jen Overstreet (unassisted) 2nd 52:55 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 7, Pacific 6. Fouls - George Fox 0, Pacific 0. 
Time- 1:51 Attendance- nla 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (5-1-0, NWC 1-0-0), Pacific (4-2-0, NWC 0-1-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at Whitworth- Saturday, Sept. 25, 12:00 pm 
Pacific at Whitman - Saturday, Sept. 25, TBA 
GEORGE FOX 2, CONCORDIA 1 --- Sept. 14, 1999, at Newburg, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (2) CONCORDIA (1) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 5 0 0 Rachel Archer 1 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 2 0 0 Missy Clark 7 1 0 
Valerie Cole, M 0 0 0 Erin Fowler 5 0 0 
Samara Thornberg, D 0 0 0 Susie Frick 2 0 0 
Noelle Miller, M 4 0 1 Melissa Galloway 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe, D 0 0 0 Jennifer Massei 0 0 0 
Tori Taylor, M 3 2 0 Chrsity Olson 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, D 1 0 0 Deidre Rockett 1 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 1 0 0 Katie Ross 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes, M 3 0 0 Bre Starzecki 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Monica Thompson 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 2 0 0 Erika J onasson 2 0 0 
Kayla McKinstry 1 0 0 Felicia Reger 1 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 
Mindy Venable 1 0 0 
Sienna Hester 1 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh 0 0 0 
Totals 26 2 1 Totals 19 1 0 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 19 1 4 
Monica Thompson, CU 90 26 2 14 
SCORING 
George Fox 0 2 2 
Concordia 1 0 1 
CU- Missy Clark (unassisted) 1st 14:00 
GF- Tori Taylor (unassisted) 2nd 74:00 
GF- Tori Taylor (A- Noelle Miller) 2nd 89:59 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 7, Concordia 6. Fouls- George Fox 4, Concordia 7. 
Time-1:55 Attendance - 1 05 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (4-1-0), Concordia (3-2-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at Pacific- Wednesday, Sept. 22, 5:00pm 
Concordia at Pacific Lutheran- Friday, Sept. 17, TBA 
GEORGE FOX 4, LA VERNE 2 --- Sept.lO, 1999, at Calif. 
GEORGE FOX (4) LA VERNE(2) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 4 3 0 Heather Cooper, F 4 0 1 
Jen Overstreet, F 4 1 1 Erica Borbon, F 4 0 0 
Valerie Cole, M 1 0 0 Suzie Sateti, M 2 0 0 
Samara Thornburg, M 0 0 0 Robin Haaker, M 2 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, M 0 0 0 Nancy Santana, M 0 0 0 
Noelle Miller, M 4 0 0 Adtiana Ramirez, M 1 1 0 
Kelly McCabe, D 0 0 0 Katie Zwissler, D 4 0 0 
Tori Taylor, D 0 0 0 Cara Forrest, D 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, D I 0 0 Julie Carlile, D 1 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Kelly Black, D 1 0 0 
Cori Wulf, GK 0 0 0 Kim Schrepfer, GK 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 Kristin Bishop 0 0 0 
Erin Oates 0 0 0 Giselle Ortega 0 0 0 
Kayla McKinstry 0 0 0 Rachel Lieberman 0 0 0 
Lindsway Woodward 1 0 0 Amy Wolf 2 1 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Nikki Freadhoff 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 2 0 0 
Mindy Venable 0 0 
Sienna Hester 2 0 0 
Totals 20 4 1 Totals 21 2 1 
GOALKEEPING Min. Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 21 2 4 
Kim Schrepfer, LV 90 20 4 6 
SCORING 
George Fox University 3 4 
University of LaVerne 0 2 2 
GF- Jen Overstreet (unassisted) 5:00 
GF- Karli Holub (Overstreet) 9:00 
GF- Karli Holub (unassisted) 10:00 
LV- Amy Wolf (Erica Borbon) 47:00 
LV - Adriana Ramirez (Heather Cooper) 63:00 
GF- Karli Holub (unassisted) 82:00 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 5, LaVerne 6. Fouls- George Fox 11, LaVerne 10. Attendance-
100. 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (3-0-0), LaVerne 
GEORGE FOX 3, WESTERN BAPTIST 2 (ot) ---Sept. 7, 1999, at Salem, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (3) WESTERN BAPTIST (2) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 2 I 0 Kristy Mogab 0 0 1 
Jen Overstreet, F 3 1 0 Noelle Sample 0 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, M 0 0 0 Wendy Trent 3 2 0 
Noelle Miller, M 2 1 2 Karen Schippe 2 0 0 
Erin Oates, M 0 0 0 Andrea Stout 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe, M 0 0 0 Jen Troja 0 0 1 
Valerie Cole, D 0 0 0 Sara McBee 0 0 0 
Tori Taylor, D 3 0 0 Kandy Etching 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, D 0 0 0 Kelli Keeney 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Amy Dale 1 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Chrissy Cacio 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 0 0 0 Amy Troja 0 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 0 0 0 Elisa Shubin 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 0 0 0 Kendra Maisse 0 0 0 
Samara Thornburg 0 0 0 Sherry Kerr 0 0 0 
Kayla McKinstry 0 0 0 Becky Hill 0 0 0 
Mindy V eneable 0 0 0 Alyson Dorr 0 0 0 
Paige Kuske 1 0 0 
Candy Higgins 1 0 0 
Totals 10 3 2 Totals 8 2 2 
GOALKEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 104 8 2 6 
Chrissy Cacio, WB 104 10 3 7 
SCORING 
George Fox 1 1 1 3 
Western Baptist 1 1 0 2 
GF - Noelle Miller (unassisted) 1st 24:00 
WB- Wendy Trent (A- Jen Troja) 1st 35:00 
GF- Jen Overstreet (A- Noelle Miller) 2nd 3:00 
WB - Wendy Trent (A- Kristy Mogab) 2nd 44:00 
GF- Karli Holub (A- Noelle Miller) OT 14:00 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 14, Western Baptist 1. Fouls- George Fox 5, Western Baptist 4. 
Time-1:50 Attendance -75 
NOTES 
Records: George Fox (2-0-0), Western Baptist (1-2-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at La Verne- Friday, Sept. 10, 7:00 pm 
George Fox at Azusa Pacific- Saturday, Sept. 11, 7:00pm 
GEORGE FOX 4, WESTERN OREGON 0 ---Sept. 4, 1999, at Monmouth, Ore. 
GEORGE FOX (4) WESTERN OREGON (0) 
Sh G A Sh G A 
Karli Holub, F 3 1 0 Heather Moody, F 5 0 0 
Jen Overstreet, F 4 0 0 Kate Wentworth, F 2 0 0 
Megan Diefenbaugh, M 0 0 0 Tiffany Case, M 0 0 0 
Noelle Miller, M 7 3 1 Darcy Maukonen, M 4 0 0 
Erin Oates, M 0 0 0 Mandy Bednar, M 0 0 0 
Kelly McCabe, M 0 0 0 Alina Torrey, M 0 0 0 
Valerie Cole, D 1 0 0 Kristen Ledyard, D 0 0 0 
Tori Taylor, D 8 0 0 Shelley Comstock, D 0 0 0 
Rachel Denning, D 3 0 0 Ally Carrillo, D 0 0 0 
Beth Liljenberg, D 0 0 0 Tiffany Russnoogle, M 0 0 0 
Cori Wulf, G 0 0 0 Kari Hemrich, G 0 0 0 
Ashleigh Hughes 1 0 1 Erica Mays 2 0 0 
Shanna Clinton 1 0 0 Anna Steinbis 0 0 0 
Anna Carlson 2 0 0 Melissa Ineck 0 0 0 
Sienna Hester 2 0 0 Lauren Kloberantz 0 0 0 
Samara Thornburg 0 0 0 Kim Emerson 0 0 0 
Lindsay Woodward 0 0 0 Kristen Gilmer 0 0 0 
Kayla McKinstry 2 0 0 
Mindy V eneable 1 0 0 
Annie Walsh 0 0 0 
Totals 35 4 2 Totals 13 0 0 
GOAL KEEPING M Sh GA Sv 
Cori Wulf, GF 90 13 0 5 
Kari Hemrich, WO 45 18 2 5 
Lauren Kloberantz, WO 45 17 2 4 
SCORING 
George Fox 2 2 4 
Western Oregon 0 0 0 
GF- Noelle Miller (A- Ashleigh Hughes) 1st 20:00 
GF - Noelle Miller (direct kick) 1st 41:00 
GF- Karli Holub (A- Noelle Miller) 2nd 9:00 
GF- Noelle Miller (direct kick) 2nd 29:00 
Corner Kicks- George Fox 2, Western Oregon 1. Fouls- George Fox 4, Western Oregon 7. 
Time-1:49 Attendance -75 
NOTES 
First game for George Fox as an NCAA Division-only member. 
Records: George Fox (1-0-0), Western Oregon (0-2-0) 
Next Games: George Fox at Western Baptist-- Tuesday, Sept. 7, 4:30pm 
Central Washington at Western Oregon- Friday, Sept. 10, 4:00pm 
